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Abstract
Although a number of radar cross section prediction techniques have been developed which ex-
ploit body of revolution symmetry, the use of finite-difference techniques with these geometries
has not been throughly explored. This thesis investigates several finite-difference approaches
which vary both in the approximations they introduce as well as the computational resources
they require. These techniques include body of revolution finite-difference time-domain meth-
ods with both staircase and conformal grids, a hybrid FD-TD/geometrical optics method, and
a body of revolution parabolic wave equation method. In addition, the use of the monostatic-
bistatic equivalence principle is explored in approximating monostatic RCS at multiple angles
from a single FD-TD simulation. Both canonical and more realistic BOR targets are mod-
eled. The results from these techniques are compared, with each other and with method of
moment predictions, physical theory of diffraction predictions, and analytic results. From these
comparisons the tradeoffs possible between accuracy and computation with this collection of
finite-difference tools is determined.
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1.1.1 Definition of RCS
Radar technology continues to find widespread use in the long range, all weather detection
of airborne, space-borne, or land moving targets. Important in the analysis of such detection
systems is a knowledge of the electromagnetic characteristics of the target to be detected. Of the
power incident on the target, some will be absorbed as heat, and the remainder is scattered.
The direction and magnitude of the scattered fields is described by the target's radar cross
section, or RCS, defined as that area intercepting that amount of power, which, when scattered
isotropically, produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the target [31]. Mathematically
the RCS, o-, is defined as,
-(0, 0) = lim 47rR 2 IEs(R ) (1.1)
R-+oo IE (R,7,0)12
where E, is the electric scattered by a target illuminated by an incident electric field, Ei.
Monostatic RCS is the radar cross section of a target when the receiver and source are in the
same location. Bistatic RCS is the radar cross section of a target when the receiver and source
are located at two different points.
Several factors influence a target's RCS, including the target's size and shape, the fre-
quency of the pulse, the incident and receiver polarizations, and the orientation of the target
with respect to the incident field. Radar cross section may be determined by either direct mea-
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surement or by theoretical prediction. Direct measurement, however, is often expensive and
requires specially constructed radar measurement facilities. In contrast, prediction of a target's
RCS involves modeling the electromagnetic fields scattered by the target using analytical or
numerical techniques. Prediction avoids the need for costly measurements, and allows estima-
tion of target cross sections even in cases where the actual target is unavailable. Because of
the importance of target signatures in radar system analysis, a variety of approaches to RCS
prediction have been developed in the past.
1.1.2 RCS Prediction Methods
The methods used to model targets vary widely depending on the electrical size of the target.
The Rayleigh or low frequency scattering regime corresponds to situations in which the object
is much smaller than one wavelength. In these cases, the incident field changes very slowly
compared to the time required for propagation across the target, and the problem can be
treated by electrostatic methods. For larger objects, in the resonant scattering regime where
the target is approximately one wavelength in size, the dynamic nature of the fields can no
longer be neglected. For a small number of these geometries, such as a sphere or a cylinder,
Maxwell's equations can be solved analytically to obtain an exact series solution for the scattered
fields. For other geometries, however, Maxwell's equations must be solved numerically, using
techniques such as the Method of Moments [16, 17, 18] or the Finite Difference-Time Domain
[49, 50, 58] approach.
The Method of Moments (MoM) approach determines the scattered fields by solving Maxwell's
equations in integral form. An integral equation in the unknown surface currents is formulated,
and the currents are represented by a weighted series of basis functions. The integral equation is
then tested with another series of testing functions to produce a matrix equation which may be
solved for the unknown basis function weights. Because this method solves Maxwell's equations
numerically, it gives a solution which is exact within the limits of the geometry modeling accu-
racy. However, because the currents must be sampled at a spacing of one fifth of a wavelength
or less, the resulting matrix equation quickly becomes intractable for all but electrically small
objects. In addition, the integral equation is generally formulated in the frequency domain,
requiring repeated application of the process if the RCS is desired over a band of frequencies.
The latter shortfall is overcome by the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FD-TD) method,
which solves the differential form of Maxwell's equations in the time domain. The equations are
20
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discretized in time and space, and the resulting difference equations stepped forward in time.
With appropriate excitation, the RCS over a band of frequencies can be calculated from a single
simulation. However, unlike MoM, only one aspect angle is obtained from each simulation, and
calculation of RCS over a range of angles again requires multiple simulations. Also, the spatial
grid required in FD-TD is again small, restricting the approach to electrically small objects.
Prediction of RCS for larger objects requires some approximation of Maxwell's equations.
One approach which employs such an approximation, but still solves numerically for the fields
is the Parabolic Wave Equation (PWE) technique [33, 38, 59]. This approach has found exten-
sive past use in the modeling of propagation, but has more recently been explored as a RCS
prediction technique. The PWE uses finite-difference techniques to solve a modified Helmholtz
wave equation in which an explicit spatial phase dependence has been assumed. The advantage
of this approach is that less memory is required to model an electrically large target since the
fields only need to be stored at one range step in contrast to MoM and FD-TD methods, which
require that all the fields in the computational domain be stored.
An alternate approach to approximating the scattered fields is embodied in the high fre-
quency RCS prediction techniques, such as geometrical optics (GO), physical optics (PO), the
geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD), and the physical theory of diffraction (PTD). Inherent
in all of these approaches is the assumption that the wavelength is small compared to the size or
curvature of the target. Geometrical optics [23] models electromagnetic scattering as optical ray
reflection by the target, and ray tracing techniques are used to determine the specular points
where reflection is in the direction of the receiver. RCS is calculated by determining the change
in power density in the reflected ray, arising from the spreading caused by the surface curvature
of the reflection point. One of the main disadvantages in GO theory is that flat objects with
infinite curvature cause caustics yielding unbounded results. In addition, since only specular
reflections are assumed, GO does not account for diffraction, surface waves, or traveling waves.
Physical optics [23] overcomes the first problem of calculating scattering from flat surfaces,
where GO would predict either no return, or an infinite return. The method applies a tangent
plane approximation to calculate the induced currents at each point of the target surface. The
surface currents on the target are then integrated to produce the scattered fields. As with GO,
PO does not account for diffraction, surface waves, or traveling waves.
The geometrical theory of diffraction and physical theory of diffraction extend the validity
of the geometrical optics and physical optics methods by including more scattering phenomena.
21
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GTD, developed by Keller [29, 30] uses a variety of canonical problems to predict scattering
due to diffraction from wedges, straight edges, and corners. The incorporation of fields due to
surface and traveling waves is also possible. By predicting scattering due to diffraction, the
RCS of targets with edges or corners can more accurately be determined without significantly
increasing the amount of computation. The limitation of this approach, however, is that GTD
solutions are only available for canonical geometries, and more complex geometries must be
constructed from these canonical components. The physical theory of diffraction, developed
by Ufimtsev [57], is very similar to Keller's GTD. Unlike the GTD, however, which calculates
diffracted fields directly, the PTD uses the solution to the canonical wedge problem to find
the induced non-uniform edge currents due to diffraction only. This current is then placed in
the PO model and integrated as before. Consequently, PTD allows direct treatment of more
arbitrary geometries. By modeling additional electromagnetic phenomena, both GTD and PTD
can significantly improve the performance of GO and PO.
Despite the assortment of RCS modeling tools described above, there remain cases where
high-frequency techniques fail to achieve the desired accuracy, yet numerical techniques are
impractical. For example, consider an electrically large structure with a smaller structure
attached to it. Clearly, numerical techniques are impractical due to the overall target's size;
moreover, high-frequency techniques cannot accurately model the small attached scatterer. A
hybrid concept, initially proposed by Thiele and colleagues [13, 19, 48, 55, 56] provides one
method for analyzing geometries of this type. In his solution, the method of moments was used
to model the small attached scatterer, while GTD was used to model the large structure. Still,
even without a small attached structure, many electrically large targets can not be accurately
modeled using high frequency techniques. One possible solution is to look for special geometries,
such as a body of revolution, to simplify the numerical techniques. Both the MoM and FD-TD
techniques have been specialized to model bodies of revolution (BOR) allowing for the rigorous
modeling of large bodies of revolution.
In this thesis, both the hybrid and special geometry approaches are explored in the context
of body of revolution (BOR) geometries. In particular, finite-difference approaches involving the
FD-TD and PWE techniques are used to model electromagnetic scattering from BOR targets.
A hybrid approach involving geometrical optics and a 2D FD-TD method is used to model large
targets with small features. In addition, the BOR FD-TD algorithm and BOR PWE method
are used to model scattering from large bodies of revolution. In order to provide a sufficient
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understanding of the two primary methods to be used, background information on the FD-TD
method and the PWE approach will be given in the following section. In section 1.3, work
that has been done in the past on the body of revolution RCS problem will be discussed to
motivate the need for more research. Finally, section 1.4 will discuss in detail the work done in
this thesis.
1.2 Background
Since it's introduction in 1966 by K.S. Yee [58], the finite-difference time-domain method has
been applied to a large number of electromagnetic problems [49, 50]. The method has gained
recent popularity due to the availability of computers with faster processing speeds and larger
memory capacities. The FD-TD method works by directly solving the time-dependent form of
Maxwell's curl equations by discretizing in both time and space. Electric and magnetic fields
are placed at interleaving spatial locations and are solved for in a leap-frog manner allowing
the solution to be obtained by a marching in time approach.
One of the main advantages of the FD-TD method is that since the time-dependent form of
Maxwell's equations are used, only one simulation is required to determine scattering at multiple
frequencies, whereas frequency domain formulations require separate runs for each frequency
of interest. Simultaneous analysis of multiple frequencies is accomplished with the FD-TD
method by using a multi-frequency incident excitation, such as a Gaussian pulse. Frequency
components are then extracted by a Fourier transform of the time domain fields.
One disadvantage to the FD-TD approach is that geometries of interest are defined in open
regions where the spatial domain of the computed fields is unbounded in one or more coordinate
directions. In order for the problem to be well-posed, the spatial domain must be truncated.
One possible solution is to assume that the fields outside the region of interest, or computational
domain, are zero. However, this approach, in effect, models the edges of the domain as perfect
conductors that reflect all incident waves. Provided the domain is large enough, an arbitrary
geometry can be modeled inside the domain for durations where the wave does not reach the
boundary. In practice, this forces the computational domain to be very large to ensure no
reflections, leading to long computation times and large memory requirements.
To reduce the size of the domain, an absorbing boundary condition, or ABC, can be used
instead. An absorbing boundary condition attempts to reduce the number of reflections at the
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edge of the computational domain, simulating the propagation of the electromagnetic fields
out into free space beyond the computational domain. One ABC, popular until recently is the
second order boundary condition formulated by Engquist and Majda [14]. This approach works
well for waves that are normal or nearly normal incident upon the edges of the computational
domain. Larger reflections occur for waves that are near grazing angles.
An alternate ABC introduced by Berenger [3] in 1994 , the perfectly matched layer, or PML,
is able to absorb waves incident at a broader range of angles with little or no reflection. This
approach is based upon a splitting of the electric and magnetic field components in the absorbing
boundary region with possibility of assigning loss to the individual split field components.
Field components incident upon a PML region are split into a component that is traveling
normal to the absorbing medium, and a component that is traveling tangential to the absorbing
medium. The normal component is attenuated as it travels through the absorbing medium while
the tangential component is allowed to propagate normally. The tangential component will
eventually be attenuated by additional PML regions. The net effect is to create a nonphysical
medium that has a wave impedance independent of the angle of incidence and the frequency of
the incoming scattered waves. Reflections at the interface between the PML region and the free
space region are prevented by matching the wave impedance of the PML region to that of the
free space region. Berenger originally introduced the PML for a two dimensional rectangular
coordinate system, but it has since then been extended to more complex domains [24, 27, 44].
An alternate PML formulation approach based on a coordinate stretching viewpoint was
later proposed by Chew et al. [8, 9]. Their approach involves the development of a modified set
of Maxwell's equations via a complex coordinate transform. The additional degrees-of-freedom
introduced by the complex coordinate stretching allow for the specification of a lossy material
layer such that the interface between free space regions and PML regions is reflectionless for
all frequencies, polarizations, and angles of incidence. Under the coordinate stretching trans-
formation, Maxwell's equations inside the PML can be written in the same form as the original
Maxwell's equation, but on a complex spatial domain. While the original PML formulated by
Berenger applies only to rectangular coordinate systems, the generalized PML formulation can
be applied to other coordinate systems to provide PML's on these systems. For example, in
[54], PML formulations using complex stretching variables for a cylindrical coordinate system
and a spherical coordinate system are developed.
A second drawback to the FD-TD approach is the difficulty of modeling surfaces which do
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not lie along grid lines. One simple approach to the problem is to force the object to align
with the grid lines creating a "staircase" approximation of the object. Accuracy of the results
depends on the size of grid cells used, with higher accuracy possible with smaller cell sizes, at
the expense of an increase in the the number of unknowns. More accuracy, however, may be
obtained without increasing the computational overhead, by using a conformal gridding FD-TD
approach [25, 26]. The conformal gridding FD-TD algorithm works by deforming the normally
square or cubic cells along the boundary of the object being modeled. Special contour integrals
are evaluated to determine alternate finite-difference equations valid for the new deformed cells.
While the FD-TD method provides a robust and rigorous method for predicting RCS, it is
computationally intractable for electrically large objects. One alternative which has recently
been proposed is the parabolic wave equation (PWE) approach. In the past, the PWE method
was primarily used to study the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the troposphere [2, 11,
33, 46]. However, recently the PWE method has also been used in the prediction of scattering
by acoustical and electromagnetic waves. Levy studied the prediction of acoustical scattering
from soft and rigid cylinders in 2D, and soft and rigid spheres in 3D [38] using scalar wave
equations. The methods developed there have been used to model objects ranging in size from
a few wavelengths to hundreds of wavelengths. In addition studies involving the prediction
of the radar cross section of arbitrary 2D and 3D targets has been carried out using vector
parabolic wave equation techniques [4, 5, 36, 37, 59].
The parabolic wave equation method works by introducing an explicit spatial phase depen-
dence for the scattered field. The time-harmonic Helmholtz equation is then rewritten in terms
of the new field representation. The resulting exact equation that must be solved involves a
pseudo-differential operator. The accuracy of the solution depends on the approximation used
to represent this operator. A low order approximation, such as a two term Taylor expansion,
of this operator yields a narrow-angle PWE method whose solutions are valid for angles of
propagation less than 15' - 200. High order approximations, such as the split-step Fourier
and Pad6 methods, result in a wide-angle PWE method whose solutions are valid for angles
of propagation up to 90' [5]. Using either approximation, difference equations that relate two
adjacent fields are formulated. Applying an initial condition, the full solution may be obtained
by using a memory efficient marching in space approach, allowing for the possibility of modeling
electrically large targets.
As with the FD-TD method, the PWE method also models objects that are in open regions
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with a spatial domain unbounded in one or more directions. Hence, the computational domain
must be truncated by an absorbing boundary condition. One possible ABC used by Levy
[38] is Berenger's perfectly matched layer discussed above. A second approach, more suited to
the PWE is the non-local boundary condition (NLBC). The method works by expressing the
fields outside the computational domain in terms of the fields on the boundary. The NLBC
has been developed for both narrow-angle and wide-angle 2D PWE approaches [35]. Since the
formulation of the NLBC is exact, the upper and lower boundary of the computational domain
can be placed arbitrarily close to the scatterer greatly reducing the computational overhead.
Generally, the FD-TD and PWE methods are used to solve for the near-fields. In order to
calculate the radar cross section, which requires knowledge of the far-fields, a near-to-far field
transformation is necessary. This can be accomplished by computing the scattered fields over
a surface that completely encloses the object. Using Huygens' principle, the far-fields can then
be calculated, and from them the RCS determined.
1.3 Past Work
Since the numerical approaches discussed above are computationally intensive, it is advanta-
geous to look for special geometries whose features can be exploited, such as a body of revolution.
A body of revolution is a three dimensional object that exhibits axial symmetry, which can be
formed by rotating a two dimensional curve about one axis. Examples of bodies of revolution
include cylinders, spheres, and cone shaped objects.
There have been several approaches in the past to model the RCS and scattering patterns of
bodies of revolution. One popular approach to solving the problem is the method of moments.
The specific case for scattering from bodies of revolution was treated by Andreasen [1] and
Harrington [18] where the axial symmetry of the object was exploited by decomposing the
electric and magnetic fields into Fourier modes. Since the modes are orthogonal, the problem
decouples from one large three dimensional problem into a sequence of smaller two dimensional
problems, one for each Fourier mode. This is advantageous both in terms of memory usage
and speed since it is faster to invert several small matrices, than one large matrix. As noted
previously, however, one of the drawbacks of the MoM method is that the technique must be
repeated multiple times for each frequency of interest.
In contrast, the FD-TD method allows for wide-band analysis and has been used extensively
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in the prediction of radar cross section [51, 52, 53]. As with the MoM method, a BOR FD-TD
algorithm can be developed that takes advantage of the object's axial symmetry, resulting in a
more efficient FD-TD algorithm. Such an algorithm was developed by Merewether and Fisher
for use with electromagnetic pulse applications [41]. The BOR FD-TD algorithm was later
used by Britt [6] to calculate the radar cross section for bodies of revolution. Britt studied
the monostatic and bistatic cross sections of a sphere, a cylinder, a cone, and a cone-sphere by
using staircase models of the targets. Each of the targets analyzed were assumed to be perfect
electric conductors. He verified the BOR FD-TD method by comparing the scattering cross
section of the sphere with the exact analytic results.
Since the introduction of the BOR FD-TD method, it has been used for a wide variety
of applications [7, 10, 43, 47]. Of particular importance was the work done by Saewert and
Jurgens in the development of a conformal BOR FD-TD code capable of modeling longitudinal
and transverse wake fields and impedances of particle accelerator beam line structures. The
code they developed used a perfectly matched layer absorbing boundary condition that was
previously developed by Jurgens [24]. Adapting the BOR FD-TD to use a conformal gridding
scheme and the introduction of the PML ABC for the BOR FD-TD method were both inno-
vations that increased the usefulness of the method. However, no work has been done to study
the use of the conformal BOR FD-TD method for the prediction of radar cross section.
As discussed in section 1.1, high-frequency techniques have been used in conjunction with
MoM techniques to predict radar cross section. In particular, Medgyesi-Mitschang uses the
BOR MoM formulation in combination with the physical optics technique to analyze conducting
bodies of revolution [40]. In this technique, the object is subdivided into smooth convex and
irregular surfaces. The currents induced along the smooth surfaces are obtained using physical
optics methods, while the currents induced on irregular surfaces, such as discontinuities caused
by protrusions or concavities, are modeled using a MoM expansion for the surface currents.
However, there has been little work done to combine high-frequency techniques with the FD-
TD method for the analysis of conducting bodies of revolution.
1.4 Thesis Work
The purpose of this thesis is to further explore finite-difference approaches for calculating the
RCS of targets involving body of revolution geometries. There are three main parts to the
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research: calculating the RCS of bodies of revolution using the BOR FD-TD method, calcu-
lating the RCS of BORs using a hybrid 2D FD-TD/GO method, and developing a BOR PWE
algorithm for BOR RCS prediction. In each of the methods explored, results are compared to
BOR MoM results, PTD results, and analytic results where possible.
The first part of this work involved implementing the BOR FD-TD algorithm in a computer
code capable of analyzing perfectly electric conducting bodies of revolution. Both staircase and
conformal gridding techniques are used to model the target of interest. The code is capable of
automatic mesh generation for BOR structures with piecewise linear cross sections for both the
staircase and conformal gridding methods. The results obtained from the BOR FD-TD code
are verified by comparing them to analytic solutions, and BOR MoM results. In addition, the
results from the staircase and conformal models are compared to determine the improvement
from the conformal gridding approach. Next, the monostatic-bistatic equivalence principle [28]
is used to generate monostatic data from BOR FD-TD calculated bistatic data. This approach
is used as an attempt to overcome the fact the FD-TD method requires separate runs to produce
monostatic data for multiple aspect angles. The fidelity of the results produced is compared to
the exact solutions obtained from the repeated use of the BOR FD-TD method at each aspect
angle of interest. In addition, the results are also compared to PTD results to determine what
accuracy advantage the monostatic-bistatic equivalence approach provides over high-frequency
approaches.
The second part of this work includes the development of a method that combines the
FD-TD method with a geometrical optics high-frequency approach. A two-dimensional FD-TD
method is used to calculate the field propagation along the two dimensional surface described by
a cross section of the body of revolution. Using the field values predicted by the FD-TD method,
and assuming a large radius for the BOR object, a geometrical optics type approach is used
to calculate the resulting scattered fields where the contribution is assumed to arise from the
stationary phase point in the plane of incidence. Since the FD-TD method is an exact numerical
technique, propagation along the body of revolution will be modeled rigorously. Results from
this approach are compared to the exact BOR FD-TD results to determine the loss of fidelity
in accuracy and the limits of the hybrid approach. In addition, comparisons are made with
the physical theory of diffraction to determine if the hybrid technique is more accurate than
existing methods based purely on high-frequency approximations.
In the third part of this work, a body of revolution parabolic wave equation method is
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developed as an alternate solution for cases where the hybrid approach is inappropriate and
the full BOR FD-TD approach is too computationally expensive. The work done includes
the development of the governing modal parabolic wave equations that allow the general three
dimensional problem to be simplified into a sequence of two dimensional problems. In addition, a
PML absorbing boundary condition for the body of revolution parabolic wave equation method
is developed. The BOR PWE approach is then implemented in a computer code, and the
results produced compared to the exact BOR MoM methods to determine the loss in accuracy
from the PWE approximations. The results of the BOR PWE approach are also compared to






RCS Prediction Using the Body of
Revolution Finite-Difference
Time-Domain Method
In this chapter, a finite-difference time-domain (FD-TD) algorithm is presented for the modeling
of objects with body of revolution (BOR) symmetry. The BOR FD-TD formulation exploits the
rotational symmetry of the problem by expressing the azimuthal (q) dependence of the fields in
a Fourier series. Since the azimuthal variation is accounted for analytically, each Fourier mode
can be solved independently, and there is no gridding in the # direction. This results in a BOR
FD-TD algorithm which is two-dimensional in terms of computer memory usage.
2.1 BOR FD-TD Algorithm
One element in any application of the FD-TD technique involves the discretization of Maxwell's
equations. The FD-TD difference equations can be derived from the integral form of Maxwell's
equations by applying the integrals to small grid cells and assuming the electric and magnetic
fields remain constant over each cell. For example, Figure 2-1 illustrates the interlocking grid
cells used in the derivation of the BOR FD-TD equations from the integral form of Maxwell's
equations. The time-dependent integral equations for a source free region are,
J -dl = f -*HdS- -BdS (2.1)
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Figure 2-1: BOR 3D mesh showing interlocking grid cells
The FD-TD difference equations can also be derived by approximating the space and time
derivatives in the differential form of Maxwell's equations with central difference expressions. In
the following sections it is this later approach which will be applied, following the formulation
by Davidson [10].
A second element in application of the FD-TD technique requires arranging the electric
and magnetic fields in a grid structure. In three dimensions, the simplest grid a rectangular
mesh, often called Yee's lattice. A significant advantage of this mesh is its simplicity,however,
since objects are discretized with rectangular boundaries, curves and slanted lines must be
approximated by staircases. Other grid systems are possible [15, 20, 21] including the cylindrical
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is used in the BOR FD-TD algorithm.
A third element in application of the FD-TD technique is the time step solution for field
values. Electric and magnetic fields are solved for in a "leap-frog" manner, where at each time
step the electric fields are calculated in terms of the electric and magnetic fields of the previous
time step. Magnetic fields are then updated in a similar manner. Since the fields are solved
for one time step at a time, the method of solution is often referred to as a "marching in time
approach."
2.1.1 Field Expansion
Maxwell's equations in vector differential form in a source free isotropic and homogeneous
dielectric and magnetic material are,
aAV x E = -- + -* (2.5)
at
" X H = t + a-E (2.6)
V-D = 0 (2.7)
V-B = 0. (2.8)
In order to exploit the rotational symmetry of the problem, the electric and magnetic fields are
expressed as the following Fourier series,
00
E= (im,u cos m0 + em,v sin m#) (2.9)
M=0
00
H = (im,u cos m$ + 1m,v sin m$) (2.10)
m=O
where em,u, em,v, hm,u, and hm,v are independent of 0. In practice, the Fourier series repre-
senting the electric and magnetic fields must be truncated at some finite number of terms. The
number of modes needed to accurately represent the fields depends on the amount of varia-
tion in the azimuthal direction. One simple rule requires the number of modes to be at least
M = kpmax + 1, where k is the wave number of the highest frequency of interest, and pmax is
the maximum radius of the object being modeled.
Substituting the above expansions into (2.5) and (2.6) yields the following modal form of
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Maxwell's equations,
m
t -O X ev,u + V X u =
-t huv + a-*hu,v (2.11)
(2.12)m- - - att±-<0 x hv,u + V x hu,v = eu Vu + or-,.
Expanding the cross products and curl operators in equations (2.11) and (2.12) yields the
following two decoupled sets of scalar equations governing the 12 field components.
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Without loss of generality, the first set, (2.13)-(2.18), will be used in deriving the difference
equations. The difference equations for the second set can be found by simply replacing m by
-m and interchanging the u and v subscripts in each of the six equations. Also, since only one
set is being considered the u and v subscripts will be omitted in the following sections. Finally,
since the object will be modeled in free space, it will be assumed that e = eo, y = /to, and that
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Figure 2-2: BOR 2D mesh showing interleaved field components
- = a-* = 0.
2.1.2 Difference Equations for Off-Axis Cells
As with the three dimensional FD-TD method, difference equations are found by replacing the
space and time derivatives by a central-difference approximation. The second order accurate
central-difference approximation for a first derivative is given by,
af(() f ( + A /2) - f( - A6/2) (2.25)
As shown in Figure 2-2, fields are arranged in an interleaving fashion similar to that of the Yee
algorithm in Cartesian coordinates. Staggering the field components in both time and space
leads to an efficient "marching in time" algorithm for solving for the scattered electric and
magnetic fields. The following notation will be used for any function of time and space in the
finite difference equations.
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The BOR FD-TD difference equations are found by applying the central difference approxima-
tion to the time and space derivatives in equations (2.13)-(2.18). For example, equation (2.13)
becomes,
60 At







Pn--1/2 AT Ini+1/2,k+1/2 7 - +1/2,k
-- MAT hr I 1 /2,k+1/2±7o(i + 1/2)Ap ~ (2.28)




where r70 is the free space impedance and co is the speed of light in free space. The remaining
BOR FD-TD difference equations are found by applying the central difference approximation
to equations (2.14)-(2.18).
-e n-1/2 AT hzIn hzIn
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1 AT
__ (ePjn+1/2 Pln+1/2 (2.34)
+ ro A z i+1/2,k-1/2 i+1/2,k+1/2
hz In+1 _ In + 1 An+1/2 - 1 (i + 1)AT n+1/2i+1/2,k+1/2 zi+1/2,k+1/2 7o (Z'+ 1/2)Ap Ii,k+1/2 r70 (i + 1/2)Ap #i+,k+1/2
1 mAr n+1/2)
,qo (i + 1/2)Ap i+1/2,k+1/2
While the FD-TD method numerically solves equations (2.5) and (2.6) using the above dif-
ference equations, the two Gauss's Law relations, equations (2.7) and (2.8), are not explicitly
enforced. However, the location of the E and H components in the grid and the central differ-
ence operations on these components implicitly enforce the two Gauss's Law relations so that
all four of Maxwell's equations are satisfied [50].
2.1.3 Difference Equations for On-Axis Cells
Fields components that lie on the coordinate axis cannot be calculated using the difference
equations presented in the previous section. Figure 2-2 shows that the ez, e4, and hp fields
components lie on the axis. These cylindrical coordinate components can be expressed in terms
of the Cartesian coordinate components as follows,
Ez(p,#,zt) = Ez(xyzt) (2.36)
EO(p, #, z, t) = -Ex(x, y, z, t) sin # + Ey(x, y, z, t) cos (2.37)
Hp(p,#, z, t) = Hx(x, y, z, t)cos #+ Hy (x, y, z, t)sin #. (2.38)
Along the z axis at any z = zo, the p and # cylindrical coordinate components are not defined,
but may be approximated by their values at z = zo and p = 6 where 5 is a small positive
number. For z = zo and p = J the Cartesian coordinate components can be approximated as
constant and independent of #. Thus, the # dependence of the cylindrical coordinates can be
seen to arise from the relations given in (2.36)-(2.38). Since the Ez field is the same in both
coordinate systems, its only nonzero Fourier component will be that for m = 0. Similarly, since
the only # dependence for the E0 and Hp fields arises from the cos # and sin # terms, their only
nonzero Fourier components will be those for m = 1.
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Difference Equation for the On-Axis e, Field
The difference equation for the e, field on the axis can be found by applying the integral form
of Ampere's law (2.2) to a small loop of radius po = Ap/2 centered at p = 0 and perpendicular
to the z axis.
6 f f [ez, (0, z, t) cos m# + e, (0, z, t) sin m#] p dodp
=2,T [ho,u(po, z, t) cos m# + ho,,(po, z, t) sin m#] po do (2.39)
For the case m = 0, the integrals above can be evaluated to give the following relationship,
E7rp a ez,u (0, z, t) = 2,7rpo ho,u (po, z, t). (2.40)
Discretizing the time derivative using a central difference approximation, and using the same
indexing scheme as in the previous section produces the following difference equation for the
ez,, term,
n+/ -/ At ho,u in/k (2.41)ez,u , O/2 = ez,u + he~k EAP /2,k- -
A similar derivation can be carried out to yield a equation identical to (2.41) for the ez,, term
along the axis [50].
Difference Equation for the On-Axis eo Field
The difference equation for the e, field component along the axis can be found by applying the
integral form of Ampere's law (2.2) to a contour about the ep in the p-z plane.
Applying Ampere's law for the mode m = 1 fields to the contour illustrated in Figure 2-3 yields,
E jZ 2 j [eo,u(0, zz, t) cos # + e4,,(0, zz, t) sin #] dodz
atf zi
jZ2 [hz,u(0, zz, t) cos 5+ hz, (0, zz, t) sin #] dz
+ f P (0, z 2 , t) cos #+ hP, (0, z 2 , t) sin 0] dp
" f z1[hz,u(p, zz, t) cos q + hz,v (po, zz, t) sin q] dz
+ f [hp,u (0, zi, t) cos 4 + hpV 0 zi, t) sin q0] dz (2.42)
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Figure 2-3: Contour integral used for calculation of on-axis eqs term.
where p Ap/2 and zz = zi + Az/2. Integrating the above equation noting that h= 0 at
p = 0 for m = 1 and separating the cosine and sine terms yields,
Az 2 P at e,',(0, zz, t) cos
-Azhzu(po, zz, t) + [hp,u (0, z2, t) - hpuA(0 zi, t)] cos# (2.43)
EAz a 2 eo, (0, zz, t) sin #
-Azhz,v(po, zz, t) + [hp,u (0, z2, t) - hpV(0 zi, t)] sin 0. (2.44)
Using the same indexing scheme as before, and using a central difference approximation for
the time derivative yields the following difference equation for updating the eo,u and eo,v field
components along the axis.
ln12 n12- +A h ~ t ~ - hp In, (2.45)
e,0"12,+/2 = - e 1/2 -A 1al/2,k+1/2 + 6AZ 0'k+1 - ,O",) (.5
Difference Equation for the On-Axis h, Field
The difference equations for the on-axis hP fields are found by discretizing the scalar equations
(2.16) and (2.22) for mode m = 1 since hP is zero for all other modes. Although the ez field
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at the axis is zero for mode m = 1, the e, term in these equations is actually a measure of the
derivative of e, with respect to 4 and is not zero. Thus, the value of e, from the cell above is
used as an approximation to the # derivative yielding the difference equations,
hvn+1 n+1/2 At n+1/2 evln+1/ 2  (2.46)hP,)|0, = hPIV I~ -i- + eza li,k + 4 O ,k+1/2 ~ # O ,k-1/2) (.6
n+1 h n A n+1/ 2 + (eouln+ 1/ 2  eou n+1/2 (2.47)
hPlu lOk =hpu O,k - AezZ v1,k +4, O,k+1/2 10,k-1/2
2.1.4 Numerical Concerns
Explicit finite-difference schemes have stability restrictions on choices for the space and time
increments. The conditions necessary for stability impose an upper limit on the value of the
time increment. The upper limit on the time step is the well-known Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
stability criterion [50]. The numerical stability bound for the two and three dimensional FD-TD
methods are given by,
At2D _ (2.48)
C (FA)2+ R-7-
At3D < 1 (2.49)
C 2 + +Ay)2 ± (AZ) 2
where Ax, Ay, and Az are the space increments and At is the time increment. Although the
BOR FD-TD algorithm works by solving a sequence of two dimensional problems, the above
stability requirement cannot be used. Instead, the numerical stability bound for the BOR FD-
TD algorithm depends and the space increments as well as the mode number [50], and is given
by
AtBOR < - (2-50)
sc
where s ~ max(V2', m + 1) and A is the space increment. Note that for low order modes
the stability requirement is comparable to the stability requirements for the 2D and 3D FDTD
methods. However, as the mode number increases, the required BOR FD-TD time step becomes
progressively smaller.
Another numerical concern is the potential for dispersion caused by errors in the phase
velocities of waves traveling through the FD-TD lattice. While in free space the phase velocity
should equal the group velocity for all frequencies and directions, a wave in the FD-TD lattice
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will have a phase velocity that is slightly smaller than its group velocity, depending both on
its frequency and the direction it is traveling. One way to reduce the amount of numerical
dispersion is to increase At. As cAt approaches A, the size of each spatial cell, the numerical
dispersion becomes negligible. However, as noted in (2.48)-(2.50), cAt has an upper limit less
than A, so a trade off must be made so that the amount of error due to numerical dispersion
is small while numerical stability is maintained.
2.1.5 Modeling of Perfect Electric Conductors
The interface between any two media is generally chosen to occur at integer nodes (i, j, k) so
that electric fields are tangential and magnetic fields are normal to the surface. The case of a
perfect electric conductor, or PEC, in free space region is particularly simple to model. The
boundary condition for a PEC requires that all tangential electric fields are zero.
h x E = 0 (2.51)
In the case where the PEC does not align along the cells, a staircase approximation is used,
and tangential electric fields of the approximate stair-step surface are set to zero. Since the
cells are on the order of one tenth the smallest wavelength, this approximation generally does
not introduce a significant error. In some cases, such as a PEC sphere, where a traveling wave
is present, a staircase model can introduce significant errors. The errors may be minimized by
either reducing the size of the cells or using a modified cell shape for the cells along the object
being modeled [26].
2.1.6 Computational Domain
The computational domain is that region of space which is discretized with the FD-TD lattice,
and is modeled by the FD-TD method. Figure 2-4 illustrates the two dimensional computa-
tional domain for the BOR FD-TD algorithm. It is divided into to three regions: the total field
region, the scattered field region, and the absorbing boundary condition region. The distinction
between total and scattered fields will be made clear in Section 2.3. While the general electro-
magnetic scattering problem is unbounded, the computational domain must be truncated by
an appropriate boundary condition in order for the problem to be well-posed. The boundary
condition along the bottom edge of the computational domain is accounted for by using the
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on-axis equations developed in Section 2.1.3, however the boundary conditions for the other
three edges remains unspecified. One possible boundary condition for the other edges is to
simply set the fields along the edges to zero. However, this approach leads to the outside of
the domain functioning as a perfect conductor, which causes reflections at the boundary. Pro-
vided the domain is large enough, an arbitrary geometry can modeled inside the domain for
durations where the wave is does not reach the boundary. In practice, this requires that the
computational domain be very large to ensure no reflections at the boundary, and requires much
more computation time and memory. An alternate approach involves the use of an absorbing
boundary condition, designed to minimize reflections at the computational domain edges, and
effectively simulate an unbounded region beyond.
Figure 2-4: BOR FD-TD computational domain
2.2 Absorbing Boundary Conditions
2.2.1 2nd Order Boundary Condition
One approach to the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) problem is the second order bound-
ary condition formulated by Engquist and Majda [14],
(2.52)2 2 2 92+ + w =] 0OnOr ± 2 -2 5TT2 _2a 9- 0 T 02+5T
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where w is a field quantity which is tangential to the absorbing boundary, ft is the normal
direction, t 1 , t 2 are the tangential directions, and r is time normalized with respect to the
speed of light. The second-order absorbing boundary condition works very well for waves which
are incident normally or nearly normally to the edges of the computational domain, and does
not work as well for waves which are incident at grazing angles.
2.2.2 Berenger's Perfectly Matched Layer ABC
An alternate ABC, the perfectly matched layer (PML), capable of effectively absorbing waves
which are incident at any angle was introduced by Berenger in 1994 [3]. Berenger's PML tech-
nique is based on the idea of using a layer of lossy material to absorb outgoing radiation from
the computation domain. Ideally, the lossy layer should be designed such that a planar inter-
face between the lossy layer and free space is reflectionless for all frequencies, polarizations, and
angles of incidence. Loss in the PML region can be achieved by introducing the electric conduc-
tivity and magnetic loss terms in Maxwell's equations. For a media with electric conductivity
a, and magnetic conductivity a*, the impedance of the medium equals the impedance of free
space when
- = -. (2.53)
9* Po
A wave traveling normally across a boundary between such a medium and free space will
enter the absorbing region without reflection. However, waves which are not normally incident
cannot transverse the boundary without reflections. In order to obtain a reflectionless interface
for waves of arbitrary incident angles, additional degrees of freedom are needed. In Berenger's
PML technique, the necessary additional degrees of freedom are obtained by splitting field
components into two subcomponents (e.g. H. = Hoy + Hx2), each derived from a single
spatial derivative term of the curl expression in Maxwell's equations. For example, in the two
dimensional TE case, the field components in the PML medium are governed by the following
four equations:
__Ex +(Hzx + Hzy) (2.54)
at ay
CEy +(Hzx + Hzy) (2.55)
at ax
Po H + 4*Hzx = E (2.56)
at ax
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Figure 2-5: Selection of conductivities for 2D PML regions
po zy + a-*Hzy = (2.57)at y 1y
where the parameters u-, *, -0, and a* are the electric and magnetic conductivities of the
medium. Note, if a = a* = - = or* = 0, then the above equations reduce to Maxwell's
equations of free space. If c-x = o,* and o, = a*, the above equations reduce to Maxwell's
equations for an absorbing medium. In addition, if a-y = a* = 0 and ax, a* nonzero, the PML
medium can absorb a plane wave (Ey, Hzx) propagating along x, but it does not absorb a wave
(Ex, Hzy) along y and vice versa for the waves if ax = a* = 0 and c-y, a* are nonzero [3].
As Berenger has shown, the interface reflection between two PML media whose conductiv-
ities satisfy the impedance condition (2.53) is zero when at an interface normal to x, the two
regions have equal o and a*, or when at an interface normal to y, the two regions have equal
o-x and a*. Since free space can be considered a PML medium in which ox = af = a- = a = 0
the above condition can be used to construct the PML regions surrounding the computational
domain. Figure 2-5 gives the parameters of the surrounding PML layers for a two- dimensional
mesh. For instance, on both the left and right sides of the computational domain, the absorb-
ing layers are a PML medium with a = a* = 0, and nonzero a-, ao whose conductivities are
related by the impedance condition (2.53).
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Berenger originally developed the PML concept for truncating two dimensional Cartesian
coordinate grids, however Katz, Thiele, and Taflove [27] later extended it for the truncation of
three dimensional Cartesian coordinate grids. To extend the range of applicability, the PML
concept was also extended to cylindrical coordinate grids [24] and nonorthogonal FD-TD grids
[42, 45]. However, as discussed in [54], approximate impedance matching conditions were used,
since the perfect matching conditions were derived based on the assumption that the metric
coefficients are independent of the spatial coordinates.
2.2.3 Generalized PML ABCs with Stretched Coordinates
An alternate PML formulation approach based on a coordinate stretching viewpoint was pro-
posed by Chew and Weedon in [9]. Their approach involves the development of a modified set
of Maxwell's equations via a complex coordinate transform. The additional degrees-of-freedom
introduced by the complex coordinate stretching allow for the specification of a lossy mate-
rial layer such that the interface between free space regions and PML regions is reflectionless
for all frequencies, polarizations, and angles of incidence. Maxwell's equations in a stretched
coordinate system are given by (e-iwt convention) [9]
V, x E = iwpLH (2.58)
V, x H = -iwiE (2.59)
V, -E = 0 (2.60)
V - P = 0 (2.61)
where
V.= - + +z--. (2.62)
SOX Sy y s8dZ
In the above, si, i = X, y, z are complex coordinate stretching variables. With the change of
variables,
-+ = sc((')d(' (2.63)
where x = , y, z, it is possible to show [8] that Maxwell's equations inside the PML medium
can be recast into the same form of the original Maxwell's equations but on a complex variable
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spatial domain. Under the change of variables, the V, operator becomes,
= + y + (2.64)
since
0 _ iO 0 10 0 _ 10
- - -- - - - - - - - .(2 .6 5 )jz s8 x' a sy ay' aE s zz
It then follows that the Maxwell's equations inside the PML medium (2.58)-(2.61) become,
x E = iwyH (2.66)
Vx H = -iweE (2.67)
E5E = 0 (2.68)
-p = 0. (2.69)
In free space, s( = 1, and the transformed Maxwell's equations are the original Maxwell's
equations, but if for example,
1 (2.70)
the medium is a lossy PML region and the fields inside the PML are not Maxwellian since they
obey the modified Maxwell's equations rather than the original Maxwell's equations. However,
the interface between the PML region and non-PML regions is reflectionless if the s('s satisfy
conditions similar to Berenger's conditions on the ua's. Moreover, this change of variables
formulation can be generalized to other coordinate systems to provide PML's on these systems
[8]. In [54], PML formulations for a cylindrical coordinate system and a spherical coordinate
system are developed. In order to absorbing outward traveling waves in both the z and p
directions, the following mappings are used,
= z sz(z')dz' = Z 1 + iaz(z') dz' = z + iAZ(z) (2.71)
0O fo WE LUCz = sPz)z i= 1+ ' ip(p
sp=(p')dp' = f1+ p ' =) d p . (2.72)
In this case, the del operator in cylindrical coordinates becomes,
1a -1 0 a0V = p.±V + z+--+ . (2.73)pi ap p o p i o
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The BOR-FDTD PML formulation then proceeds by substituting the Fourier expansions (2.9)-
(2.10) of the electric and magnetic fields into the modified Maxwell's equations (2.66)-(2.67)
using (2.73). As a result, the following modal equations are obtained for the fields inside the
PML region.
t x + V x iwpu,, (2.74)
p
±-- x hvu + V x uv= -iweev (2.75)
p
Expanding the cross products and curls yields a set of twelve scalar equations of the same form
as (2.13)-(2.24) but over a complex variable spatial domain. As before, the twelve equations
decouple into two independent sets of six equations. The scalar equations corresponding to the
first set for the fields inside the PML region are,
m 0
-iwEep =-hz - -ho (2.76)
S8
= hP - hz (2.77)
m 108iwEez= -- hp + _-(/ho) (2.78)
p p p
m 0
-iwphp = -- ez + e4 (2.79)
p &z
a a
-ipp= ep+ -es (2.80)ozop
-iophz = m -( e). (2.81)p p p
In order to facilitate the conversion of the above equations into the time domain in a form
suitable for time-stepping, the fields are split. For example, the p component of the electric
field is split as ep = epz + ep, where epz and ep4 are defined by
m
-iwEsep.0 = -hz (2.82)
p
-iwEszepz = a-ho (2.83)
and
sO(p) - 1 + iA.(P) (2.84)
p pwE
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Similarly, the eo component is split as e4 = egz + e4p where e~z and eop are defined from,
a
-iwEsze~z = hp




In order to split the ez component in a manner suitable for time-stepping, it is necessary to
first expand the derivative with respect to p.
a 1 M
-iwee =-ho + -h - hp
ap p p (2.87)








The h field terms are split in a similar fashion. Next, the frequency domain equations are
converted to the time domain to yield a set twelve equations governing the fields inside the
PML medium. Using the definitions, uo = Ap/p, and uo = ujp/e for i = p, , z, the PML
equations can be cast in a form similar to the PML equations given in [24] except that o4 is
not independent of up.




o eoz + U-zez
at






E + uatp hpz + c-*h
a hpo + u*hpo
= az (hoz + hop)az
- -(hzp + hzo)
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- a- (hpz + hpo)
= (hzp + hzo)
p
= (hz + hp)
pM
=a& (epz + e.)
= (ezp +ezo)
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a &a hz= -a(2.98)
at aa hop + a* hop = az (ezpz + ezo ) ( 2.99)a a
y ~  *h,= ep ez (2.99)
-z~az = -(epz+epp) (2.100)
a m 1
-h + u~hz4t = -- (epz + egg) - - (etz + egp) (2.101)atp p
In order to achieve a reflectionless interface between free space and the PML medium, all the
PML parameters must remain the same except for the complex stretching variable component
normal to the interface [8]. The same condition holds for the interface between two PML regions
to be reflectionless. For the BOR FD-TD PML, this implies that sz = 1 or equivalently that
az = 0 at an interface with a p normal, and that s, = 1, up = 0 at an interface with a z normal.
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Figure 2-6: Selection of stretching variables for BOR PML regions
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2.2.4 Discretization of PML Equations
As discussed previously, the PML technique works by providing a reflectionless interface to a
medium that can absorbing outgoing waves. Since the PML medium is backed by a perfect
conductor, the wave will be reflected back towards the computational domain. The magnitude
of the reflected field will be determined by the amount of attenuation the PML medium provides,
which is a function of the conductivities and thickness of the medium. Thus, to achieve the high
loss in the reflected wave, it is desirable to use large conductivity values, however, the standard
central difference approximation can not be used to accurately represent the rapidly decaying
fields [50]. Instead, exponential time-stepping [22] is used to discretize equations (2.90)-(2.101).
In this approach the equations are treated as ordinary differential equations which are solved
explicitly. For example, consider the PML equation for the ep, term (2.90), whose total solution
consists of a a homogeneous solution and a particular solution. The homogeneous solution is,
epzomo (t) = Ce-(az/E)t (2.102)
where C some constant. The constant C can be found by arguing that the homogeneous solution
results from excitations combining over many previous time steps. Since the epz is known at
the previous time step, t (n - 1/2)At, C can be found by,
e homog (t =(n - 1/2)At) =Ce-(O'Z/E)(n-1/2)At =e In-1/2
=- C = e(O/E)(n- 1 / 2 )AtepzIn-1/ 2 . (2.103)
The value of e ho"mog can then be found at the next time step to be,
e hmo(t = (n + 1/2)At) = e(oz /E)(n-1/2)At (e n-1/2)e-(Oz/E)(n+1/2)At
epzln-/2e(z/E)At. (2.104)
The particular solution is given by,
eprt(t') = 1 (hz + hp) + Ke-(az/)t'. (2.105)
Pz 01Z az
Since the homogeneous solution accounts for contributions from all previous time steps, the
particular solution can be seen to arise from the he field at the current step. It then follows
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that at the beginning of the time step t' = 0,
ePart(t' - 0) = 0 = (hz + hop) + K
108K = +-Ia (hoz + hop). (2.106)
c7z Oz
Evaluating the particular solution at the end of the time step, t' At.
eprt(t' = At) = e(h4 + h1p) (2.107)epz oz az
The time-stepping equation for the epz field can then be obtained by combining the homogeneous
and particular solutions and discretizing the - term,49Z
n+1/2 zAt/E n-1/2 e-zt/ 1
epz i+1/2,k+1/2 = e epz i+1/ 2 ,k+1/ 2 + .ZAz yhz Ii+1/2,k+1
+ +1/2,k+l - hoz I+1/2 ,k - hopI+1/2 ,k+l) . (2.108)
Equations (2.91)-(2.101) can be discretized in a similar fashion. However, since o- goes as 1/p
its value will be too small for exponential time-stepping to be used. In numerical experiments,
the use of exponential time-stepping for terms involving o- in the BOR FD-TD PML imple-
mentation led to numerical instabilities. Thus, standard central difference approximations were
used to discretize the PML equations containing o-, terms. For instance, equation (2.91) is
discretized as follows,
n+1/2 n-1/2 e n+1/2 n -1/2
P4 i+1/2,k+1/2 -P i+1/2,k+1/2 + P i+1/2,k+1/2 ePo i+1/2,k+1/2
At +O,2
(i + 1/2)Ap (hzpl+1/2,k+1/2 + hz4|7+1/2,k+1/2) (2.109)
Rearranging terms,
In+1/2 e/At - o'4/2 n-1/2 r )
Po i+1/2 
- e/At - o/2 )Po i+1/ 2,k+1/ 2  E/At + o-/2 \(i + 1/2)Ap
p+1/2,k+1/2 + hz$ +1/2,k+1/2) (2.110)
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The full set of PML equations can be obtained by discretizing the remaining equations in a
similar fashion.
ez ik+1/2 = e ezI,kz1/ 2 z 1 p +,k+l
kn+1/2
-hpz Ik - hp Ik)
e ~ ~ez P e ke 1/2 + i+1/ 2 ,k+1/ 2 ± +1/2,k+1/2




= e oPAt/c ezpIn 1/ 2  -e Ao I
-k 
- h iz| +1/h2,k
-hg 1/2,k 
-h p i12,k)
(e/A - o/2 pon-1/2= c/At +-o/ ePi~k1/
+ h4pI+1/2,k
(2.113)
/At o ) ( 1 ) [m (hpz Ik + hp Ik
- h +1/2, -+ +1/2,k + hoz I_1/ 2 ,k + hop I_1/ 2 ,k)]
-
h k - u* e 1 2n±1/2 + ep In+1/2
-ep +2 -/ i±21
a 2 hp4 
~ +E/At + /2
ez Int 1 /
2 )
( /A /) ( m) (ezpI 1/2±
(2.116)
_______ n +/ pn+1/2




= e nze k+1/2 - eZPIn+1/ +1/2














zpi+1/2,k+1/2 ei+1/2,k+1/2 0++ - ep (z1/ ,k+1/2
n+1/2 n+1/2 _ ,Iln+1/2 (2.12i+,k+1/2 li,k+1/2 i,k+1/2 + e )
hz$ i+1/2,k+1/2 eA+ *2hP0g|+1/2,k+1/2 
- E/At + /,*2 (I +1/2)Ap
[m(p n+1/2 + p n+1/2
ez 2,k+1/2 P i+1/2,k+1/2i
1 ,Pn+1/2 ln+1/2 n+1/2 ln+1/2(210
+ P i+1,k+1/2 +edzli+1,k+1/2 +# epi,k+1/2 + 4z i,k+1/2) 210
In the limit of a vanishingly small grid size, the loss factor can be chosen to be arbitrarily
large and an arbitrarily thin PML layer can be used. However, in implementing the PML tech-
nique with the FD-TD technique, the discretized nature of the electric and magnetic fields must
be considered. Thus, in order to reduce the amount of spurious reflections due to discretiza-
tion, it is desirable to chose the PML region to be 8-15 cells thick, and to gradually increase the
conductivity from zero to some maximum. One such conductivity profile proposed by Berenger
is a polynomial curve,
a( = Omax (2.121)
where 6 is the total thickness of the PML region. In practice, the choice of a quadratic profile,
n = 2, has been found to work well. Note that, the exact position of the electric and magnetic
fields on the grid should be used when computing o.
2.3 Source Implementation
In beginning the FD-TD computation all the fields inside the computational domain are initial-
ized to zero. Quantities are then added to simulate an excitation. For example, current sources
may be introduced by adding a current density term, J, to the discretized Maxwell's equations,
where the current source is discretized in the manner similar to that described above.
For RCS calculation, a plane wave excitation is typically required. This excitation is often
implemented by dividing the computational domain into scattered field and total field regions,
as shown in Figure 2-4. The incident field is included in calculated fields only inside of the total
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field region, and is used as the excitation source. The scattered field is defined as
Escat = Etotai - Einc (2.122)
where Einc is the incident field and Etotai is the total field. The FD-TD equations for the cells
at the interface of the total field and scattered field regions must account for the difference
in the definition of the calculated fields which occurs at this boundary. For example, when
computing a field in the total field region, if a field quantity in scattered field region is required,
the incident field must first be added to it to produce a total field quantity.
The incident field is calculated using an analytic expression for the plane wave source. Since
the FD-TD method is formulated in the time domain, a Gaussian pulse excitation is used so
that multiple frequencies can be analyzed at once. The Gaussian pulse is often modulated near
a center frequency so that the incident wave's power is concentrated at frequencies of interest,
avoiding numerical errors due to numerical quantization which might occur if other frequency
components were significantly larger. Field quantities can then be Fourier transformed to
extract fields of a particular frequency
For the body of revolution geometry, the general form of the incident electric field, and
corresponding magnetic field can be written in terms of horizontal and vertical polarization
components,
Ej (Eh + EV) P (t - )(2.123)
~ 1~ -. 1,
Hi = -ki x E= (-E 3 + Eh) P tP- (2.124)
77 77 X C
= y + z (2.125)
ki= -sin Oi - 2 cos Oi (2.126)
if = -x sinO - z cos92 = -p cos # sin1 - z cos 9i (2.127)
h = cos Oi - i sin; = p cos 9i cosq#- 0 cos 9i sin - sinO (2.128)
v = =q cos # + sin#. (2.129)
The function P is a modulated Gaussian pulse defined as,
P(r) = e-2/2a sin(27rfr) (2.130)
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where the parameter o- defines the pulse width and f is the modulation frequency. Since the
BOR formulation represents the # dependence with Fourier modes, the incident fields must be
decomposed into these Fourier components. For example, the eP ,, component of the incident
field is determined by,
1 f27r k, .
e6 - (Eh cos Oi cos # + E, sin #) P t - d
' E 2cs 0 c
emn, = - ( Eh COS Oi COS 0 + E, sin #) P (t - C)COS mod#
(2.131)
(2.132)
In practice, these integrals are computed numerically using a Gaussian quadrature technique.
If the incident wave is propagating along the axis of symmetry in the ± direction the
electric field has the special form,
Zi= -[FEh(cos± + sin#) + E,(p sin #+ 4)cos#)) .P(t - z/c) (2.133)
For this case only the fields associated with the m = 1 mode are nonzero, since the argument to
the function P does not have # dependence. In general, however, for a wave incident off-axis,
higher-order modes are present and the contribution of the incident field to each needs to be
determined. Since P is an even function of q, it can be expanded into a cosine Fourier series.
P (t+ pcoso sin )s = ao + al cos 0 + a 2 cos 2# + a3 cos 34+ --
\ ~C (2.134)
In computing the Fourier components as in (2.131) and (2.132), six different types of # integrals
are encountered.
pcos4)sin i + z cos i)
pcososin6i +z cos0i
C
cos m# sin #d$
cos m# cos #d#
p cos () sin Oi + z cos 9 m
cos mqdq$
C
pcos sini +z cos9;
c
sin m sin Od
sin mo cos #d#




I1 = P t +
I2 = f P (t +12 -7
13 = P t +
I27r
14 = P t+
15 = P t +
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By orthogonality, the integrals 1, 15, and 16 are identically zero for all modes. The remaining
types of integrals, 12, I3, and 14 are nonzero and contribute to Fourier components of the inci-
dent field. Thus, for an incident wave that only has either a horizontal or vertical polarization
component, only six of the twelve Fourier field components will be nonzero. For a horizon-
tally polarized incident wave, the nonzero Fourier field components correspond to the fields
contained in equations (2.13)-(2.18). Since the other six Fourier field components are zero for
a horizontally polarized incident wave, the second set of equations, (2.19)-(2.24) is not needed.
Similarly, for a vertically polarized incident wave only the second set of equations is needed
since the field components in the first set are zero for all modes.
2.4 Near to Far Field Transformation
As evidenced by equation (1.1), calculation of the RCS requires knowledge of scattered fields
in the far field. Using the near fields calculated by the BOR FD-TD method, the far fields
can be obtained by performing a near to far field transformation, formulated using Huygens'
principle. This principle determines the electric and magnetic fields outside a region containing
excitation sources in terms of the tangential electric and magnetic fields on a surface, S', which
encloses the sources. The mathematical formulation of Huygens' principle for free space in
three-dimensions, assuming an e-wt time dependence, has the following forms [32],
E(F) = dS' {iwpG(, r).- ft x H(i4) + V x G(F, ) -f x E(f-) (2.141)
H(F) = f dS' {-iweG(F, -") - i x $(r-') + V x G(F, f') -f x I-(if) (2.142)
where G(r', f') is the dyadic Green's function given by
== 1 e ik I -F
Gf, ;) = + -VV _ (2.143)W) f) -r k2 47r Ir - P'|
and f is the outward normal to the surface. In the far field, V can be approximated as ikr [39],
and [I - VV] becomes [00 + 4q]. The electric field in the far field can then be written as
E(F) = dS' {iwpi[ ±#]+ -i x f(i )




Furthermore, in the far field, the magnitude of IF - f| can be approximated by Irl, while the
phase term eikI'-fl can be represented by a linear phase approximation resulting in
eikf-Kfl eikre-ik- (2.145)
47rlr - f?| 47rr
In the cylindrical coordinate system used in the BOR FD-TD approach, Huygens' principle
is most easily formulated by choosing S' as a cylinder, and storing the fields on this cylindrical
boundary. Since not every field in the grid will lie exactly on the cylinder, an interpolated
value is calculated by averaging the nearest available field components. In addition, since a
frequency domain Huygens' principle formulation is used, a temporal Fourier transform of the
field components at each spatial point included in the integration must be computed.
2.5 Results
This section compares the RCS predictions of the BOR FD-TD method to those of exact and
MoM techniques. The two geometries considered here are a cylinder and a biconical shaped
target.
2.5.1 Bistatic RCS of a Circular Cylinder
The first object modeled is a cylinder whose geometry can easily be represented on the FD-TD
lattice. In the following, the bistatic HH RCS at 1 GHz is calculated for a cylinder illuminated
at its end-cap, as shown in Figure 2-7.
x ( 1.5 m
E4 0_'',, - z0.3 m
E.4
y
Figure 2-7: Geometry for Cylinder, Gi =0
Since the incident electric field propagates along the z axis, only one Fourier mode is com-
puted. As evidenced in Figure 2-8, the HH bistatic RCS predictions of the BOR FD-TD method
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compare well with the BOR MoM predictions. In practice, it has been found that smaller step
size, on the order of A/40, are needed to lessen the effects of numerical dispersion for incident
directions near the axis are needed to lessen the effects of numerical dispersion.
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Figure 2-8: Bistatic
HH polarization for
RCS at 1 GHz of a cylinder illuminated
a cut in 6 with # = 00.
at normal incidence. Shown is the
Since the BOR FD-TD method uses a different set of equations for the prediction of the
HH and VV radar cross sections, it is necessary to test both cases in order to validate the code.
As shown in Figure 2-9, the BOR FD-TD prediction for the VV bistatic RCS is also in good
agreement with the BOR MoM prediction providing further validation of the BOR FD-TD
code.
In the two cases considered above, the cylinder is illuminated normal to its end-cap, so that
only one Fourier mode is required. In the general case of off-axis incidence, the contributions
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Figure 2-10: Geometry for Cylinder, 9 45'
Following the rule described in Section 2.1.1, the contribution of modes m = 0 through
m = 5 are used to compute the bistatic RCS of the cylinder which is illuminated at 45'. As
shown in Figure 2-11, the BOR FD-TD and BOR MoM predictions compare well validating
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Figure 2-11: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of
polarization for a cut in 0 with # = 00.
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2.5.2 RCS of Biconical Object
In order to validate the BOR FD-TD on a more realistic target, a biconical object similar to
the geometry of a re-entry vehicle is modeled. Since the structure of the target does not align
with the BOR FD-TD lattice, it must be approximated using a staircase representation. In
the following, the biconical object is illuminated normal to its broadside, 6 nc = 790, with a





Figure 2-12: Geometry for Biconical Object, Oi = 79'
As shown in Figure 2-13, both the MoM and BOR FD-TD results are in good agreement
showing the strong backscatter return at 6 = 00. The small disagreements between the BOR
MoM and BOR FD-TD predictions are likely due to discretization errors since each method
represents the actual target geometry differently.
As discussed previously, one of the advantages of the FD-TD method is that predictions
over an extended bandwidth can be obtained from a single simulation. Figure 2-14 compares
BOR FD-TD and BOR MoM results of the backscatter RCS versus frequency, for a wave
incident on the broadside of the biconical object at 6O = 79'. Again, the BOR FD-TD and
BOR MoM predictions are in good agreement, and as expected the backscatter RCS increases
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Figure 2-13: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of a biconical object illuminated at 92
HH polarization for a cut in 0 with # = 00.
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In this chapter, a finite difference-time domain algorithm was presented for the modeling of
objects with body of revolution symmetry. The BOR FD-TD formulation exploits the rotational
symmetry of the problem by expressing the azimuthal (#) dependence of the fields in a Fourier
series. Maxwell's equations are rewritten in terms of these # independent field components
yielding the modal form of Maxwell's equations. Since the azimuthal variation is accounted for
analytically, there is no q gridding, which results in an algorithm that is two-dimensional in
terms of computer memory usage. Maxwell's modal equations are discretized using a central
difference approximation, and are placed on a two-dimensional computational grid. On this
grid, each field is calculated from previous values of the neighboring fields and previous values
of itself. Perfect electric conductors are modeled by setting the tangential electric fields to zero.
Plane wave sources are implemented by creating a region of scattered fields and a region of total
fields, and adding in the incident wave as it crosses into the total field region. A PML absorbing
boundary condition is used to truncate the computational domain and absorb scattered energy
incident on the boundary of the domain.
The BOR FD-TD method was applied to the prediction of the RCS of various BOR targets.
Each of the perfectly conducting targets is represented in the computational domain by using a
staircase model. In order to determine the RCS, the target is illuminated with a plane wave, and
Fourier transformed electric and magnetic fields on a Huygens' surface are stored. Huygens'
principle is applied to find the far field scattered fields, from which the RCS is determined.
For both targets modeled, the cylinder and biconical shaped object, the RCS predictions of
the BOR FD-TD method were found to be in good agreement with those of the BOR MoM
method.
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Chapter 3
The Conformal BOR FD-TD
In the previous chapter, the BOR FD-TD method was developed for modeling objects with
axial symmetry. The modeling of surfaces which do not lie along grid lines was accomplished
by creating a "staircase" approximation of the object aligned with the grid. Accuracy of this
approximation depends on the size of grid cells used, with higher accuracy possible with smaller
cell sizes, at the expense of an increase in the number of unknowns. More accuracy, however,
may be obtained without increasing the computational overhead, by using a conformal gridding
FD-TD approach [25, 26]. The conformal gridding FD-TD algorithm works by deforming the
grid cells along the boundary of the object being modeled to fit the surface of that object.
Contour integrals are evaluated to determine alternate finite-difference equations valid for the
new deformed cells. In Section 3.1, the modified finite-difference equations will be developed,
and the results of using the conformal gridding technique will be compared to the results
obtained with the staircase method.
3.1 The Conformal BOR FD-TD Algorithm
While the normal BOR FD-TD difference equations can be derived from either the differential
or integral form of Maxwell's equations, the modified difference equations for the conformal
method are most easily derived from the integral form of Maxwell's equations,
E-di = -P- H-dS (3.1)
JH.dE = 6 -- fE dS (3.2)
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where the contour C encloses the surface patch S.
3.1.1 The hp Surface-Conformal Patch Integral
The conformal BOR FD-TD difference equation for the hp can be derived by carrying out the
contour integral shown in Figure 3-1. The integration of Faraday's Law around the patch results
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+ j [ez,U(po, zz, t) cos mo1 + ez,v(po, zz, t) sin m#1 ] dz
/2
+ ] [eo, (po, Z, t) Cos m# + e4,,(po, zi, t) sin m#] po do (3.3)
where po = iAp, zz = kAz, and for a normal cell, zi = (k - 1/2)Az and z 2 = (k + 1/2)Az.
However, near a PEC is advantageous to choose a surface, S, that conforms to the PEC. Since
the object is a body of revolution, the only modification to the cell shown in Figure 3-1 will
be the position of z, and z 2. If the PEC object intersects a cell such that the position of the
hp field is inside the object, then the cell to the immediate left or right is extended to conform
to the shape of the object. If the PEC object intersects the cell such that the hp field is not
inside the object then that cell is modified to conform to the shape of the object. In either
case, z 2 - Z1= l0 Az where lo is the length of the new cell in the z direction. Performing the
integration in (3.3) yields,
po(z2 -- zi) 0
-P m Zt [hp,U(po, zz, t) (sin m# 2 - sin m#1) - hp, (po, zz, t) (cos m 2 - cos m#1)]
(z 2 - z1) [ez,u(po, zz, t) cos m0 2 + ez,v(po, zz, t) sin m0 2]
" (e4,5 (po, z2, t) (sin mo1 - sin m# 2 ) - e$,v (p,z2, t) (cos m#1 - cos m0 2 )]+
+(Z1 - z2) [ez,u(po, zz, t) cos m01 + ez,v(po, zz, t) sin m#1
+"P [e4,u(po, zi, t) (sin m# 2 - sin m#1 ) - e4,v (p, zi, t) (cos m# 2 - cos m0 1)] . (3.4)m
Next, the sine and cosine terms can be separated to yield four equations where two of the four
equations are redundant and can be discarded.
A po(Z2 - Z1) 0 PUP'z')sn0
= [(Z 2 - zi)ez,v(po, zz, t) + o e4,u(po, zi, t) - Poe4,u (po, z2 , t) sin m0 2  (3.5)
[PO(z2 Z1 ) a hpu(po,zz,t) sinmo1
E(zi - z 2 )ez,v(po, zz, t) - Peou(po, zi, t) + POe, (po, z2, t) sin m#1  (3.6)
SpO(z2 - z) v(Po COS
S, , m 2
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[(z2 - zi)ez,u(po, zz, t) - P ep, (po, zi, t) + POee4,,(Po, z2, t)] cos m 2  (3.7)
-P O (Z - Z) hp~v ( P, ZZ, t ) COS M 01
[(Z1 - z2)ez,u(po, zz, t) + Po e4, (po, z1, t) - Pev(PO, Z2, t) cosm#1 (3.8)
Discretizing the time derivative using a central difference approximation and using the same
notation as in Chapter 2, yields the following difference equations.
n+1 v At (e4, In+1/2 n+/ 2  mAt n+1/2 (39)A~ li,k = hplvlll,k + A10AZ I ,k+1/2 -- e~ i,k-1/2) -+ Aig ez,U Ii,k 39
n+1 =h At { n+l+1/2 _1/2 mAt n+1/2 (3.10)
AU Ii,k = PaI + PlAz i,k+1/2 - i,k-1/2) - PAP ezi,vl31
Note that if lo = 1, the two difference equations become the normal BOR FD-TD equations.
If the PEC intersects the right-hand side of the cell, then the electric field tangential to the
object will be the field , n+1/2 and it can be set to zero. Similarly, if the PEC intersects
the left-hand side of the cell, then the electric field tangential to the object will be the field
eIn/2 and it can be set to zero.
3.1.2 The h4 Surface-Conformal Patch Integral
Since the surface, S containing the ho field lies in the pz plane, it can be intersected several
different ways. If the PEC object intersects the cell such that the h4 field is inside the PEC
object, then one of the surrounding cells is extended to conform to the shape of the object. To
ensure a reasonably sized conformal cell, the cell to the immediate left or right is extended to
the right or left if the slope of the intersecting line is greater than one, and the cell from above
is extended downwards if the slope of the intersecting line is less than one. Since the object is
assumed to be a closed convex body of revolution, the cell from the bottom is never extended
upwards. One possible intersection is represented by the contour integral shown in Figure 3-2.
In this case, the PEC object intersects the bottom portion of the surface forming a trapezoidal
shaped cell. The integration of Faraday's Law around the patch can be carried out by noting
that the electric field tangential to the surface of the PEC is zero so that it does not contribute
to the contour integral, f. E - dl.
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-[pt [hJf ,(pp, zz, t) cos mO + ho,, sin m#]
= j [ezU(po, zz, t) cos mO + ez,v(po, zz, t) sin m#] dz
+ p 0 [epu(pp, z1, t) cos mO + ep,v(pp, zi, t) sinm#] dp
+1 [epu (pp, z 2 , t) cos m# + ep,v (pp, z 2 , t) sin mq] dp
PO- 12
(3.11)
where 11 and 12 are the
P0 = (i + 1)Ap, PP = P0
yields,
lengths of the sides containing the ep field as shown in Figure 3-2,
- Ap/2, and zz = zi + Az/2. Carrying out the integration in (3.11)
-pA a [ho,u(pp, zz, t) cos m# + ho,v(pp, zz, t) sin m#]
= -Az [ez,u(po, zz, t) cos mo + ez,v(po, zz, t) sin mo]
+12 [epU (pp, z2 , t) cos m# + eP,, (pp, z 2 , t) sin m#]
-11 [ep,U (pp, Z1, t) Cos mO + ep,v(pp, Zi, t) sin mO] (3.12)
where A is the area enclosed by the patch integral. Next, the sine and cosine terms can be
separated yielding two independent equations.
atpA heu~ppzz, t) = liep,a(pp, zi, t) - l2ep,a(pp, z2 , t) +I A zez,u(po, zz, t)
pA he,(ppzz, t) =liep,v(pp, zi, t) - l2ep,o(pp, z 2 , t) ± Azez,o(po, zz, t)
(3.13)
(3.14)
Discretizing the time derivative as a central difference approximation, and using the same
notation as in Chapter 2, the following difference equations result.
h ,u n+1i+1/2,k
n+1i+1/2,k
In AtAz ezu n+1/2 At len+1/2
= 4ai+1/2,k + pA ezali+l,k + pA P' +1 /2,k -1/2
P' A 2 ++1/2,k+1/2)1
-
AtAz n+1/2 At In+1/2




Similar conformal difference equations for the ho field can be derived if the PEC object intersects
the cell in a different way by weighting the nonzero electric fields by the lengths of the conformal
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cell and dividing by the area of the deformed patch surface.
3.1.3 The h, Surface-Conformal Patch Integral
The conformal BOR FD-TD difference equation for the h, can be derived by carrying out the
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Figure 3-3: Faraday's Law contour for h,
in the following equation,
a f 2 fP2
-- 1ot[hz,u (pp, zo, t) cosrno + hz,,v( pp, zo, t) sin m#] p do dp#1 PIP2=
Pi
(epUfpp, zo,t) cosm 1+ ep,(pp,zo,t) sinm$1 ] dp
+ []4,u(P2, zo, t) COS MO + e,,(P2, ZO, t) sin m#] P2 do
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+ f [ep,u(pp, zo, t) COS m#2 +ep , (pp, zo, t) sin m02] dp
/01±] [e4,a (pi, zo, t) cos mO + e4,v(pl, zo, t) sin m#] pi d# (3.17)
where zo = (k+1/2)Az and pp = (i+1/2)Ap. Again, the surface, S is chosen so that it conforms
to the shape of the PEC. Assuming a closed convex body of revolution PEC, the object can only
intersect the cell on the bottom portion. Hence, let P2 = (i +1)Ap and pi = P2 - loAp where lo
determines the point of intersection. As before, if the PEC object intersects the cell such that
the position of the hz field is inside the object, then the cell immediately above is extended
downwards to conform to the shape of the object. If, however, the PEC object intersects the
cell such that the position of the h, field is not inside the object, then that cell is deformed to
match the shape of object. Carrying out the integrals in (3.17) yields,
-2 P_ 2 a~~p~ot(om)
- 2 2Pat[hz,u(pp, zo, t)(sin m 2 - sin m#1) - hz,c (pp, ZO, t)(COS M02 - Cos m012m &t
= (P2 - pi) [ep,u (pp, zO, t) cos m#i + ep, (pp, zo, t) sin m#1 ]
+- [e4,5 (p2, zo, t)(sin m02 - sin m#1 ) - e4,v(p2, zo, t)(cos m02 - cos m01)]m
+ (P1 - P2) [ep,u (pp, zo, t) cos m02 + ep,v (pp, zo, t) sin m021
+P [e4,u(p1, zo, t)(sin mol - sin m0 2 ) - e$,v(pi, zo, t)(cos m#1 - cos m# 2 )] . (3.18)M
Next, the sine and cosine terms can be separated to yield four equations where two of the four
equations are redundant and can be discarded.
[P 2m Pahzu(pp, zo, t) sin m02
= 2 e4,u(P2, zo, t) - i eou(pi, zo,t) - (P2 - pi)ep,v(pp, zo,t) sinM#2 (3.19)
m m
[ 2n a hzu(pp, zo,t) sinm
= e4,(P2, ZO, t) + c eos(pozo,t)+(p2-P)ep,v(PPzot) sinm# (3.20)
m m
A m hz~ p o cosrm02
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L ev (P2, zo, t) + P e4,(P1, zo, t) - (P2 - pi)ep,u(pp, zo, t)1 cos m 2  (3.21)
_m m
-P 2m Pat hzv(pp, zot) cosm01EP2 Pi P
= eo,v(p 2, zo, t) - - eo,v(pi, zo, t) + (P2 - pi)ep,u(pp, zo, t) cos m#1  (3.22)
Since the PEC intersects the bottom portion of the cell, the electric field tangential to the
object will be the eo(pi, zo, t) and it can be set to zero. In addition, eliminating the sine and
cosine factors yields the following two independent equations.
0 2m 2P2hzU(pp, zo, t) = ep, (pp, zo, t) - 2 2 e4,u(p 2 , zo, t) (3.23)
at P(p2 + pl) p(P2 Pi)
ahZ.(pp, Z0, t) 2m ep U(pp, Zo, t) - 2P2 (3.24)
ot p( p + p1_t( p2 - p,
Discretizing the time derivative using a central difference approximation, substituting in the
values for p1 and P2, and using the same notation as in Chapter 2, yields the following conformal
BOR FD-TD difference equations.
h n+1 h n mAt n+1/2
"ZU i+1/2,k+1/2 = z,U i+1/2,k+1/2 + P(i + I - 10/2)Ap Ui+1/2,k+1/ 2
(i + 1)At n+1/2
y [(i + 1)10- /2] i+1,k+1/2
n+1 In mAt n+1/2I i+1/2,k+1/2 =hzVi+1/ 2 ,k+1/ 2 - (i + 1 - lo/ 2 )Ap V''li+1/2,k+1/2
(i + 1)At n+1/2 (3.26)
[(i + 1)1 _ 2/2] 'i+1,k+1/2
Because tangential magnetic fields are not necessarily zero on a PEC object, conformal
BOR FD-TD difference equations for the ep, e4, and ez fields cannot be derived. Instead, any
electric field whose contour surface intersects the PEC object is simply not calculated since it
depends on a h field that will be inside the PEC object. Since the surrounding existing h fields
depend on the values of these e fields, a nearest neighbor approximation of the e field must be
used. For instance, Figure 3-4 illustrates a case where an ep field must be borrowed in order to
calculate an hp field. In this case, the difference equation for the h4 field will be,
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Figure 3-4: Here the field holi+1/2,k+1 does not exist, so that the field epIi+1/2,k+1/2 cannot be
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houn+1 houn +AA zuIn+1/2 At Ieun+1/2hui+1/2,k = Li+1/2,k + pAt eui+,k + pA ( n i+1/2,k-1/2
n+1/2 (.7
-12e p,U i+3/ 2,k+1/ 2
which is the same as equation (3.15) except that value of the field epIi+3/2,k+1/2 is used in place
of the field ePli+1/2,k+1/2-
3.2 Comparison of Staircase and Conformal Predictions
In the following two sections, a sphere, and the biconical object modeled in the previous chapter
are modeled using the conformal grid approach. The predictions using the conformal approach
are compared to the predictions obtained when representing the target using a staircase ap-
proximation.
3.2.1 Monostatic RCS of Sphere
As discussed previously, due to the ragged structure of the staircase approximation, creeping
waves that can be induced on smooth surfaces, such as a sphere, are not modeled accurtely. In
the following, the effectiveness of the conformal approach for reducing this is error is explored.
In order to measure the effectiveness of the conformal gridding approach, it is useful to consider
the effect of decreasing the step size. In the following, the backscatter RCS of a sphere versus
frequency is computed with the BOR FD-TD method at two different step sizes, and is compared
to the exact Mie series solution. In order to reduce the effects of numerical dispersion, the RCS





Figure 3-5: Geometry of a Sphere, 9; = 450
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result, shown in Figure 3-6 was obtained using a step size of Ao/10 where A0 corresponds to
the wavelength at 6 GHz. In the Rayleigh region, which extends through 1 GHz, this staircase
model is able to accurately model the backscatter RCS of the sphere since the effect of the
creeping wave is neglible. However, as the frequency increases into the resonance region beyond
3 GHz, the results using this staircase model begin to exhibit errors as the creeping wave term
is incorrectly modeled. In order to model the creeping wave term to accurately predict the RCS
through 6 GHz, it was necessary to reduce the step size to Ao/20.
I I I I I
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Figure 3-6: Comparison of staircase modeling at different step sizes for the backscatter RCS of
a sphere illuminated at 0 = 45', # = 0' for a cut in frequency.
While the smaller step size increased the accuracy of the solution, it also increased the
computational requirement both in terms of memory and computer time since smaller step
sizes require smaller time steps. In order to increase the accuracy without increasing the
computational requirements , the sphere is modeled using the conformal approach discussed
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in this chapter. As shown in Figure 3-7, the conformal grid model for the sphere is able to
accurately model the backscatter RCS of the sphere through 6 GHz with a step size of Ao/10.
However, although it was not necessary to reduce the step size to obtain increased accuracy, the
time step was reduced to avoid numerical instabilities associated with conformal approaches. It
was found necessary to reduce the time step to approximately 85% of the time step used when
modeling the sphere with a staircase model. Despite the decreased time step, the accuracy
gained by using the conformal approach makes the method advantageous over the staircase
approach.
I I I I
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Figure 3-7: Comparison of conformal and staircase modeling for the backscatter RCS of a
sphere illuminated at 9 = 45, <5 = 0' for a cut in frequency.
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3.2.2 Bistatic RCS of Biconical Object
In this section, the biconical object is modeled using the conformal approach in order to deter-
mine the bistatic RCS at 1 GHz for an incident direction normal to the nosecone of the target.
The predictions are compared with those obtained by modeling the target with a staircase
model and with BOR MoM predictions. The dimensions of the target and scattering geometry





Figure 3-8: Geometry for Biconical Object, i = 0'
accurately represent the shape of the target. Figure 3-9 plots the bistatic RCS of the biconical
shape computed by four different methods. The solid curve represents the results of using the
BOR FD-TD method with a staircase model of the target at a step size of A/80 while the
dashed curved represents the BOR MoM predictions. As evidenced in the plot, the two results
are in good agreement for all bistatic angles except those near backscatter. In order to more
accurately model the nosecone, the BOR FD-TD conformal approach was used with step sizes
of A/60 and A/80. In both cases, the bistatic RCS for angles near backscatter match well with
the BOR MoM predictions implying that the staircase predictions were in error. The reason
for this error is that the staircase model could not accurately represent the tip of the nosecone,
and instead approximated it by a tiny flat surface, which explains why it predicted a higher
backscatter RCS than the other three methods.
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Figure 3-9: Conformal BOR FD-TD predictions at two different step sizes are compared to
Staircase BOR FD-TD and BOR MoM prediction. The plot is of the Bistatic HH RCS of a
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3.3 Summary
In this chapter, a conformal grid approach to the BOR FD-TD method was developed. Rather
than representing the target by a staircase model, cells along the surface of the target were
modified to conform with the target's shape. Along the surface of the target, hp contours were
extended or contracted in the direction to match the surface of the target. Similarly, h,
contours were extended or contracted in the p direction, and ho contours were extended or
contracted in both the i and p directions to conform with the surface of the target. Electric
fields whose grid cell cuts through the target surface were not calculated, and magnetic fields
which needed these values instead used the nearest neighbor electric field.
The method was applied to the modeling of a sphere and a biconical object. In the case of
the sphere, the conformal method was shown to give predictions similar to staircase predictions
with a step size two times smaller. In the case of the biconical object, it was shown that the
conformal method improved the accuracy in predicting backscattering from the nosecone by
nearly 3 dBsm. In cases where the primary scattering component is due to specular reflections,
the conformal method did not greatly affect the accuracy of the predictions, since this scattering
was already predicted accurately.
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One advantage to the FD-TD method is that with appropriate excitation, the RCS over a
band of frequencies can be calculated from a single simulation. However, one disadvantage
for the FD-TD method is that only one aspect angle is obtained from each simulation, and
calculation of RCS over a range of angles requires multiple simulations. In this chapter, the
monostatic-bistatic equivalence principle is used to reduce the overall computational burden
by reducing the number of angles at which calculations must be performed. A single FD-TD
BOR simulation is used to calculate the monostatic signature for one incident angle, as well
as bistatic signatures for adjacent observation directions. The bistatic equivalence theorem is
then used to approximate monostatic signatures for other angles near the incident direction of
the actual FD-TD BOR simulation.
A second disadvantage to the FD-TD method is that it is computationally expensive for
electrically large targets. In the special case of body of revolution objects, the BOR FD-
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TD reduces the required computation by expanding the q dependence in Fourier modes. For
electrically small targets, and incident angles near the z-axis, the number of modes required
to represent the 0 variation is small. However, for broadside incidence of electrically large
targets more modes must be included, which increases the computation time. In order to
reduce the computational expense, high-frequency techniques can be applied to efficiently model
electrically large targets. Still, there remain cases where high-frequency techniques fail to
achieve the desired accuracy, yet numerical techniques are impractical. For example, consider an
electrically large structure with a smaller structure attached to it. Clearly, numerical techniques
are impractical due to the overall target's size; moreover, high-frequency techniques cannot
accurately model the small attached scatterer.
One approach, is to use a hybrid method that combines an exact technique such as the FD-
TD method and a high-frequency technique such as Geometrical Optics. The hybrid method
works by identifying individual scattering centers such as surface gaps, protrusions, or slope
discontinuities, and deriving integral expressions for the scattering of each. In contrast to the
BOR FD-TD technique, the FD-TD/GO hybrid method accounts for the q variation analyti-
cally by evaluating these integral expressions by the method of stationary phase, in which the
contribution is assumed to arise from a stationary phase point in the plane of incidence. A
two-dimensional scattering problem is created by a local tangent plane approximation through
the stationary phase point, and this is solved via a two dimensional FD-TD approach. The
scattering from the large body on which the small protrusions are located is then calculated
using Geometrical Optics. The scattering from each is coherently added to find the overall
scattered fields and resulting radar cross section. The special case considered in this chapter
will be the derivation of a hybrid formulation for the determination of the RCS from large body
of revolutions with small BOR protrusions.
4.1 The Monostatic-Bistatic Equivalence Theorem
As discussed above, the FD-TD method is limited in that only one aspect angle is obtained
from each simulation, and hence calculation of monostatic RCS over a range of incidence angles
requires multiple simulations. One possible approach for reducing the computational burden
imposed by this limitation is to use the monostatic-bistatic equivalence theorem. Although the
equivalence theorem is often applied to approximate bistatic RCS results from monostatic RCS,
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the principle will be used here to obtain monostatic RCS results from bistatic RCS calculations
from the BOR FD-TD method.
The monostatic-bistatic equivalence is based on the fact that as the bistatic angle approaches
zero, the bistatic RCS can be approximated by the monostatic RCS at the bisector of the bistatic
angle. For many scatterers, the error in this approximation is small for bistatic angles up to
several degrees, while for others, the error is larger. The magnitude of the error depends on the
properties of the individual scattering centers located on the object.
The derivation of the monostatic-bistatic equivalence theorem, as presented by Kell in [28]
begins from the definition of the RCS of a target,
-. 2HR
o-= 4irR2 lim 2 (4.1)
where Ho is the incident magnetic field vector, and HR is the scattered magnetic field. The
RCS can be obtained by using a far-field transformation of the tangential electric and magnetic
fields on the surface of the target. The radiation field can be obtained from the Stratton-Chu
formulation,
-
1 eikoro ikor 0
Haed = 7 [(n x . x + (n - H[i)V
4xro ro
eikor,"
-iweo(n x -. ) e I da (4.2)
where HR is the re-radiated magnetic scattered field, V) is the phase of the re-radiated fields
relative to a chosen reference, and E and H, are the fields at the target's surface.
Given the exact value of the fields on the target's surface, the RCS could of course be found
directly, however, given knowledge of either only the bistatic or monostatic RCS, this is not
possible. Instead, equation (4.2) is approximated using the method of stationary phase by
factoring out phase delay terms.
The coordinate system used in deriving the monostatic-bistatic equivalence is shown in Fig-
ure 4-1. In the coordinate system, the values of Ri and Ro are distances from the origin to the
transmitting and observation points, and the values of ri and ro are the distance from a differ-
ential area, da, on the target's surface to the transmitting and observation points. Assuming
that the lengths R, and Ri are much larger than the target's dimensions, the sum, ri + ro, can
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Figure 4-1: Coordinate system for Monostatic-Bistatic Equivalence Theorem
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be approximated as independent of the angle 0 as,
ri + r, ~ 2z cos(f/2) + (Ri + R,). (4.3)
Applying the method of stationary phase to (4.2), the contributions from discrete scattering
centers or saddle points are combined so that the total RCS of the target can be written as the




where om is the RCS of the mth discrete scatterer on the target and om is the associated phase
factor relative to the phase of the first discrete scatterer. The above formulation can be used
to describe either the monostatic or bistatic RCS. In the following, it is assumed that the Om
terms in (4.4) represent the bistatic RCS of the target. Under the conditions for which the
RCS can be written as the sum of individual scatterers, the phase factor, om can be modified
so that a in (4.4) represents monostatic rather than bistatic RCS. Using the relations given in
(4.3), the modified phase factor qm can be written as
#m = 2kozm cos(f/2) + m (4.5)
where zm(a) is the distance between the mth and first phase center, projected on the bisector
axis, and m is the residual phase contributions of the mth center. The monostatic RCS in
terms of the discrete scattering centers can then be written as,
M 2
= S v/j ei2kozm cos( 3 /2)+m .(4.6)
m=1
Assuming that values of zm and (m do not vary much over the range of bistatic angles considered,
the only difference in the phase factors between (4.4) and (4.6) will be the cos(3/2) factor. For
very small bistatic angles, the cosine factor can be approximated as constant, so that the
bistatic RCS is equal to the monostatic cross section measured on the bisector. However,
for larger bistatic angles the summation in (4.6) must be computed by identifying individual
scattering centers, or alternatively, the factors cos(#/2) and ko can be grouped together to
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represent a new frequency allowing the following statement of monostatic-bistatic equivalence,
07MS(f cos(3/2), 0 = a - 0/2) = uBS(f, Oi = a, Ob = /) (4.7)
where a is the incident aspect angle and / is the bistatic angle. Briefly, the monostatic-bistatic
equivalence theorem states that the bistatic cross section of aspect angle a and bistatic angle
,3 is equal to the monostatic cross section measured on the bisector at a frequency lower by the
factor cos(/2).
Since the FD-TD method can calculate bistatic RCS for multiple frequencies in one simu-
lation, the monostatic-bistatic equivalence theorem can be used estimate monostatic RCS for
other aspect angles near the incident direction of the actual FD-TD simulation. The range of
aspect angle at which the monostatic RCS can be accurately estimated depends on the scatter-
ing characteristics of the target. Since the equivalence theorem assumes that the RCS can be
written as the squared sum of fields from discrete scattering centers, the method is expected
to yield more accurate estimates at higher frequencies when the interaction between scattering
centers is less significant.
4.2 Monostatic-Bistatic Equivalence Results
In order to test the usefulness of the monostatic-bistatic equivalence, the principle was applied to
estimation of the monostatic RCS of two objects. The first object, a cylinder, was chosen to test
the ability of the principle to estimate monostatic RCS that is dominated by simple scattering
phenomena such as specular reflection. The second target, the biconical shape modeled in
previous chapters, is used to test the ability of the principle to estimate monostatic RCS that
results from scattering by a more complex object.
4.2.1 Monostatic RCS of Cylinder
Since the monostatic-bistatic equivalence principle is based in part on physical optics assump-
tions, the monostatic RCS predicted by this principle for an electrically large cylinder, such as
the one shown in Figure 4-2, should be a good approximation to the true monostatic RCS. Due
to the symmetry of the geometry, the monostatic RCS of the cylinder is only computed from
0 = 0' to 0 = 90'. Hence, as shown in Figure 4-3, the monostatic estimates were obtained
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with the BOR FD-TD method using incident angles of 9i = 00 and 9i = 900. The bistatic RCS
results for endcap illumination were used to estimate the monostatic RCS, shown in Figure 4-
3(a), from 0 = 0' to 0 = 45'. Similarly, the bistatic RCS results for broadside illumination were
used to estimate the monostatic RCS, shown in Figure 4-3(b), for angles between 0 = 450 and
0 = 90'. As expected, the combined results of the two BOR FD-TD runs shown in Figure 4-3(c)







Figure 4-2: Geometry for Cylinder
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Figure 4-3: Estimated monostatic RCS at 1.5 GHz of a cylinder is compared to MoM predic-
tions. Shown is HH polarization for a cut in 0 with <0 = 00. Results estimated by using the
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4.2.2 Monostatic RCS of Biconical Object
Unlike the cylinder modeled in the previous section, accurate monostatic RCS estimates for
the biconical object, shown in Figure 4-4, were much more difficult to obtain requiring the
use of bistatic results obtained from several incident angles. In addition, since the biconical
object does not possess the symmetry of a cylinder, the monostatic RCS is computed for angles





Figure 4-4: Geometry for Biconical Object
Initially, the monostatic RCS was estimated by using the BOR FD-TD method with inci-
dence angles of 9 = 0', 9 = 90', and 1800. As shown in plots (a)-(c) of Figure 4-5, accurate es-
timates were obtained for aspect angles near 9 = 180' and 9 = 79' where the specular reflection
term dominates. At other aspect angles, especially those near 9 = 00, the monostatic-bistatic
equivalence estimates were not very accurate, indicating the need to incorporate bistatic RCS
for other incident angles.
To obtain the additional bistatic RCS data, the BOR FD-TD method was run for several
other incident angles. The results of these runs are shown in Figure 4-5(d) and Figures 4-6(a)-
(d). As the aspect angles approached the nose of the target, it was found that the monostatic
estimates became less accurate. This is likely due to the fact that the size of the target is
electrically small. By sampling the bistatic RCS for more incident angles, however, the errors
introduced by the equivalence principle can be reduced. Thus, as expected, while the overall
estimated monostatic RCS shown in Figure 4-7 matches well with the BOR MoM predictions,
it becomes less accurate near the nose of the target. To reduce the errors near 9 = 00, further
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Figure 4-5: Estimated monostatic RCS at 1.5 GHz of biconical object is compared to MoM
predictions. Shown is HH polarization for a cut in 0 with # = 00. Results estimated by using
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Figure 4-6: Estimated monostatic RCS at 1.5 GHz of biconical object is compared to MoM
predictions. Shown is HH polarization for a cut in 0 with # = 00. Results estimated by using
the BOR FD-TD method with (a) 92 = 135', (b) Oi = 120', (c) O2 = 15', and (d) 92 = 7.5'.
Also shown in Figure 4-7 is the monostatic signature computed by the high frequency
PO/PTD method. It is clear from the plot, that the PO/PTD method accurately predicts
the monostatic RCS near the regions where the specular reflection term dominates. How-
ever, as expected, for other aspect angles, the PO/PTD's predictions do not match the BOR
MoM predictions. This is most likely due to the small electrical size of target, for which the
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Figure 4-7: Combined result of BOR FD-TD runs using the equivalence principle with incident
angles at 9i = 0', 7.50, 150, 450, 90, 1200, 135 , and 1800. The monostatic RCS at 1.5 GHz of
the biconical object is compared to MoM predictions and PO/PTD predictions. Shown is HH
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4.2. MONOSTATIC-BISTATIC EQUIVALENCE RESULTS
ject modeled is electrically small the PO/PTD method was not able to correctly predict the
monostatic signature for all aspect angles. On the other hand, the equivalence principle used
in conjunction with an exact technique such as the BOR FD-TD can be used to obtain a good
estimate of a monostatic signature.
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4.3 The FD-TD/GO Hybrid Method
4.3.1 Integral Expression for Scattering from the Small Protrusion
Since the radar cross section is defined in terms of the scattered far-fields, the derivation of
the FD-TD/GO Hybrid method begins with the formulation of an integral expression for the
scattered far-fields of the entire target. From the resulting integral expression, the contribution
of the small protrusion can be extracted and treated separately from the scattering due to the
large body of revolution. For simplicity, the large body of revolution will be assumed to be a
large conducting cylinder while the small protrusion can take on an arbitrary shape. Figure 4-8






Figure 4-8: Original Huygens' Surface S': The scattered fields Z,(f) and H,(7) are determined
by the radiation of the induced electric current, J(f), that flows along the surface of the object.
calculated in terms of the induced current by using Huygens' principle,
Es(;) = fj dS' {iwioG(T, T') -f(T')}
H,(T) = ff dS'V x(,') -f(')
(4.8)
(4.9)
where S' is surface of the object, f(') = ft x H,('), and G is the freespace Green's function. In
order to simplify the surface of integration, an equivalent problem is created by using the surface
equivalence principle. The equivalent problem is formed by replacing the actual sources on the
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original surface of integration with equivalent sources located on a new surface of integration.
The new surface, S", shown in Figure 4-9, is chosen to be the same as the surface S' except near
protrusion, where the surface is extended around the protrusion so that it completely encloses
the protrusion but does not coincide with it. As before, the scattered fields are determined by
P
Zi Z2, ZS Z4
Figure 4-9: Equivalent Huygens' Surface S": The new surface S" extends around the protrusion
so that the scattered fields E,(T) and H,(T) are determined by the radiation of the equivalent
electric and magnetic currents, J(T) and M(T), that lie along the surface S".
the radiation of the induced currents, however, because the new surface, S", does not coincide
with the target, the magnetic current source term in Huygens' principle must be included,
iwpt(, Y') f(i') - V x G(T, T') - (')
= dS' {iweoG(, ') - M(') + V x O(, ') - f(')}
(4.10)
(4.11)
where A(T') = -f x Z,('). Under the far-field approximation (See Appendix A), the integral
expression for the electric field can be rewritten as,
ikr
E er Jf=dS"e-ikr'' {iwp [99 + f(F') - ik - -(7') (4.12)
9 = -isinO+icos cos#+ cos sin# (4.13)
= qcosq#-. sin# (4.14)
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r = : sin coso+ sin sino+ cos6. (4.15)
Using the coordinate system shown in Figure 4-9, the surface of integration, S" can be split
into the integrals shown below.
j dS11 = jPO dp 27 r d + z2 dz' f27p j i'o+ o dp' j27r p'dol
S' fo 0 fz1 o fpo 0
fZ2 o fpo 0 za 0
± j dp' j p'dp' (4.16)
0 0
where pa is the radius of the cylinder and 0 is the height of the protrusion. Since the eventual
goal is to develop a method for predicting the scattering from the small protrusion alone, it
is desirable to reduce the surface of the integral to only include the region surrounding the
protrusion. This can be accomplished by first arguing that since the cylinder is electrically
large compared to the protrusion, there will be very little interaction from the end-caps of the
cylinder and the protrusion. Hence, the integrals ffo0 can be neglected in the determination
of the scattering from the protrusion alone. The effect of removing these two integrals is to
place the points z, and z2 at infinity, so that the Huygens' surface extends infinitely in both
directions along the z-axis. Although, there is little interaction between the end-cap and the
protrusion, there will be a significant interaction between the broadside of the cylinder and
Z4the protrusion. Thus, the contribution of the integrals, fz2 and z, can not be neglected.
Furthermore, because the size of the cylinder is large compared to that of the protrusion, the
value of p'd' along the surface enclosing the protrusion can be approximated as pod', so that
the surface integral becomes,
(fz2 fpO+tO fs po+tO =o 2
f dS" = ] dz' + P0 dp' + dz'+] dp' + 4=dz' fpod5'
S' fZ1=-oo fpo Z2 P0 Z3 0
= dl' podo' (4.17)
where the contour path C' is along the surface S" defined by the above integrals. Although,
the value of p' is approximated as constant in the determination of the differential area, p'd' ~
podo', the exact value of p' must be used in the exponential term that appears in the Huygens'
integral expression.
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Next, because of the axial symmetry present, the illuminating plane wave can be assumed,
without loss generality, to be incident at #j, = 0. For reasons that will becomes clear later,
the scattering of interest will occur in the plane of incidence, so the observation angle # can be
assumed to be zero. The unit vectors thus become,
6 = scos6-2sin6 =& (4.18)
0 =Q (4.19)
f = xsin9+2cos6. (4.20)
In addition, since the integration is over a cylindrical surface, the T' vector can be expressed as,
' p p' + z'; (4.21)
p ~' = scos 0' + Q sin 0' (4.22)
-'= r -(rop' + z' ) = rosin6cos5' + z'cos6. (4.23)
The expression for the far-field electric field thus becomes,
ikr 27r
(f) = ir fj dl' j i podo'e-ik(po+') sin cos 'e-ikz' cos 9
{iwP [&& + p9] -f(') - ik [q& - &9] -M (-') (4.24)
where (' = p' - po.
In the limit of large kpo sin 6, the 0' integral in (4.24) can be evaluated by the method of
stationary phase. However, in order to apply the method, it is first necessary to factor out the
illumination phase delay from the electric and magnetic current terms so that the phase of the
integrand can be approximated as stationary. As shown in Figure 4-10, the illumination phase
delay along a #' loop at a constant z measured relative to the value of the phase at 4' = 0 will
depend on the angle of incidence and #'. The illumination phase delay is given by,
0 (0) = (1 - cos 4)kpo sin 64 (4.25)
where 9i is the angle of incidence. At Oi = 90, the incident wave travels along the x-axis so
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Figure 4-10: Determination of # and 6; dependent illumination phase delay factor. (A) The
angle # gives the distance along the x-axis of the relative phase from the reference phase front,
and (B) with the angle Oi the actual distance between the two phase fronts is determined.
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that the wave must travel a distance equal to the diameter of the cylinder before illuminating
every point along the #' loop of interest. However, as the value of 0, decreases, the illumination
phase factor decreases until at 6h = 0, it becomes zero since the cylinder is illuminated at every
point on the 0' loop at the same time. The electric and magnetic currents can now be written
as,
(') es(4) ( ') (4.26)
M(T') =eico(TI(F) (4.27)
where the phase of the primed functions, J and M, is approximately constant with respect to
#'. The expression for the far-field electric field then becomes,
eikr 21rZ eik= r 1 dl' f2  podo'e-ik[po(sinO+sinO ±)+ 'sin0] cos 0'eikpo sin Oe- ikz' cos04irr IC' Io
{iwla [&& + pp] - Y'(T') - ik [p& - &9] -M'(T') . (4.28)
For large kpo (sin 0+ sin 0j), the method of stationary phase or the saddle-point method can be
used to analytically evaluate the 0' integral. The saddle point method states that for large v
that the integral [32],
I(v) = f daF(a)ef(a) (4.29)
can be expressed as expansion about the saddle point ao.
2r1 f" 1'1ff f"2 FI(v) = F(ao)ef(ao) 271 + f + 1fv - 5 (f"')2  F"] } (4.30)Vf" 2vf" f"/ F 4 f" 12 (f 11)2  F
The saddle point ao is determined from the point where the first derivative of the function f (a)
is zero. Using this method, the saddle point is found to be at #' = 0, so that the expression for
the electric field becomes,
ikri
E (T) = 7r c d1'poek psne -ikz' cos 0 {iW [&& + YQ '(' ik [Q Q]-S(Y;')
2r 
-ik[po(sin +sin 92 )+' sin ]. (4.31)
-ik [ po(sin 0 + -sin Bi) + V' sin Or
Note that the saddle point occurs at 0' = 0, so that the dominating scattering term occurs in
the plane of incidence, as expected. Equation (4.31) can be further simplified by noting that
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the term in the denominator of the square root involving ' will be small compared to the term
involving p0 and can be neglected. In addition, since we are interested in the scattering of the
small protrusion, we can define a local coordinate system near the protrusion in (' such that
z' + z 2 . The electric field expression thus becomes,
eikr+i~r/4 eik(po sin O+Z2 Cos 0) ik('cos0 ik ' sin0E(rT) =_ _ d e c e n
r 8irk(sin6 0+ sin60) Jc'
{iWP [&& + p] J'(T') - ik [Q& - & ] . '(T') . (4.32)
Since the integral expression for the far-field only involves fields at the waterline cut of
= 0, the surface integral has become a two-dimensional contour path integral. In order to
evaluate the contour integral, the values of the primed electric and magnetic current must be
known at each point along the path C'. Since the illumination phase delay has been accounted
for analytically, the primed electric and magnetic currents can be approximated by forming
an equivalent 2D problem via the tangent plane approximation. Under the tangent plane
approximation, the cylinder under the small protrusion is replaced by a infinite ground plane
to yield the two-dimensional problem shown in Figure 4-11. The 2D problem is then solved
using the 2D FD-TD method (see Appendix C).
x
J(F), M(F) Ground Plane (PEC)
////////// /////////////////////////////////////////f/////////
z
Figure 4-11: Approximate Equivalent 2D Problem for FD-TD/GO Hybrid Method
At this point the primed electric and magnetic currents are in terms of the scattered fields
from both the cylinder and small protrusion. In order to predict the scattering from the
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protrusion alone the reflected field from the cylinder is subtracted out.
Escat = Etot - Einc - Eref (4.33)
The original electric and magnetic currents are then replaced by new equivalent currents, J'
and M', which account only for the scattering due to the protrusion. Since the cylinder is
being modeled as a ground plane near the protrusion, the reflected field can be found through
an analytic solution. Also, since the path for the contour integral in (4.32) extends infinitely in
both directions along the z-axis, it cannot be numerically evaluated. Image theory can be used
to rewrite the integral in terms of a contour path that only extends around the small protrusion.
Image theory states that the ground plane can be removed and replaced by image currents for
each of the original currents. Along the ground plane, the tangential electric fields are zero and
there is no magnetic current. The electric current along the ground plane, however, is not zero,
but the image current is in the opposite direction and the two currents cancel. Hence, the only
nonzero currents along the path C' will be where the path does not lie on the ground plane. If
J., and M., are the image currents of J' and M', the electric field can be written as,
e ikr e-ik(po sin O+z2 cos 9)+iir/4 ikC' cOe 
Es(7 =0 dl'e- e'-"GiktsinO
r (8irk(sin _+ sin 0j) ici
iWP [&& + +[i 2,(') - ik [ &9 - &py] -AS(') + ',(7')]} (4.34)
where the closed loop path C", shown in Figure 4-12, extends below the 6-axis to the region
where the image currents exist. Equation (4.34) is an expression for the far-field scattered
electric field that arises from the protrusion alone and the interaction of the protrusion and the
ground plane, but does not include the scattered field that arises from the ground plane alone.
The radar cross section of the small protrusion alone is defined as
a (#, 0) = lim 47rr E(r, ) 2  (4.35)
rEoo IEinc(r, 0, 0)12
In the limit as r -+ oo, the far-field expression for the scattered electric field can be used, so
that the RCS is found to be
c-( = 09) P IF()1 2  (4.36)2k(sin6 + sin6j) |EI|2
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Figure 4-12: Equivalent problem with the ground plane removed. The contour integral is now
a closed loop on the path C".
where
F(9) = dl'e-ik(' cos 0e ik ' sinO { [& + - [f'(4') + '
-ik [Q& - &Q] [M'(w') + A(T')] . (4.37)
Since, the problem of modeling the small protrusion from the body of revolution has been
reduced to a two dimensional problem, it is convenient to relate the three-dimensional RCS of
the object on the BOR to the two-dimensional RCS of the protrusion's cross section. In the
modeling to two-dimensional objects, the expression for the far-field electric field (See Appendix
B) is given by,
E(p) = eikp+i-r/4  -ik(x'sinO+z'cos) { [+) - '
8,rkp ct
- ik [(4.38)
Equation (4.38) is very similar to the expression for the electric field given in (4.32). One
important difference is the phase factor -ik(po sin0 + z2 cos 0) which accounts for the phase
difference between the wave reflected from the small protrusion and the wave reflected from the
large cylinder. Although this phase factor does not affect the RCS of the protrusion alone, it
must be considered when coherently adding the RCS of the protrusion and the large cylinder.
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If a ground plane is present, its effect can be accounted for, as before, using image theory,
so that the expression now becomes,
Z(p) - eikp f eik(x' sinO+z'cos0) {iw, [6z& + PP] [(') ± f4(')E e rk p cile
- ik [&y - p&j - $(]') + M(')] }. (4.39)
Using the definition of two-dimensional radar cross section,
c(9) lim 27rp IEscat(p, )12  (4.40)P-oo |Eine (p, )12
the 2D RCS is found to be,
1 IF(9)1 2  (4.41)
4k IEI|2
where
F(9) = dl'e-iksinee-ikz'cos8 {iw14&& + [J(T') + J'(TI)l
- ik[ - &]- [M(i') + M1 (F')] }. (4.42)
Noting the similarities between (4.36) and (4.41), the following expression can be used to convert
from two dimensional RCS to three dimensional RCS for the small protrusion on an electrically
large conducting cylinder.
0'3D = 2r0  -or2D- (4.43)
sin 0 + sin Oi
Note, in this equation 9 and 9i must be large enough for the stationary phase approximation
to be vald or equivalently that kpo (sin 09+ sin 92) is large. The formula can be further simplified
for backscatter RCS as,
ro
0'3D = 02D (4.44)
sin 9
so that at broadside incidence, 9 = 90', the three-dimensional backscatter RCS of the protru-
sion alone is simply the product of the radius of the large cylinder and the two-dimensional
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backscatter RCS of the protrusion's cross section.
4.3.2 Geometrical Optics Solution for RCS of Cylinder
In order to obtain the RCS of the entire target, cylinder and protrusion combined, the RCS of
the cylinder is needed. Because the cylinder is assumed to be large compared to wavelength,
high frequency techniques can be used to determine the RCS. Once the RCS of the cylinder
and the small protrusion have been obtain, they can be combined to find the total RCS.
The geometrical optics solution for the bistatic radar cross section from an elliptic cylinder
is given by [23],
0-(os, Oi, os, #i) = a kL 2 G 2+ G 2+ G 2 (4.45)
7rD 2 [(Aa)2 + (Bb)2] 3/ 2 ( + 2 3)
where
G1 = A(aysin9ssin, +azcosO,) - B(a. sin ssin5 )
G2 = a, sin90 (A cos + B sin0s)
G 3 = B (a, sin 0, cos$ + a, cos 0,) - A (ay sin 0, cos5 8 )
A = sin 8i cos Oi + sin90 cos $,
B = sin9 sinOi + sin 0sin 0.
D = cosOi+cos6
L = length of the elliptic cylinder
a = semi-major axis
b = semi-minor axis
ax, ay, a, = the x, y, and z components of the polarization vector
A = 27r/k = the wavelength.
For the special case of backscattering from a circular cylinder when q = 0, equation (4.45)
becomes,
asin0 eikDL - 1 2
4k cos 2  - (4.46)
where a is the radius of the cylinder. At angles that correspond to broadside incidence and
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scattering the GO formula is very accurate, however, as the angle 0 approaches 0, the solution
becomes less accurate.
Due to the simplicity of the above formula, the GO solution for the backscattering from
a cylinder is used in the following sections. If, however, more accuracy is desired, it is also
possible to use the hybrid formulation with other high frequency techniques such as physical
optics and the physical theory of diffraction. By using these methods, the monostatic signature
of the cylinder can be more accurately obtained thereby increasing the accuracy of modeling
the cylinder with the small protrusion.
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4.4 Results of the FD-TD/GO Hybrid Method
As discussed above, the contribution of the protrusion to the RCS of the entire object can be
approximated by solving a two-dimensional scattering problem. In this work, the 2D scattering
problem is solved via the 2D FD-TD method (See Appendix C). The 2D FD-TD method is
used to calculate the 2D RCS of the two dimensional cross section of the protrusion on an
infinite ground plane. Once the 2D RCS of the protrusion alone is known, it can be combined
with the geometrical optics solution of the cylinder using the methodology described in the
previous section to obtain the total RCS. In addition, the relative phase of each scatterer must
be included to account for the different spatial location of each of the scatterers. In the following
two sections, the monostatic signature at 2 GHz of two different sized cylinders with the same
small protrusion is computed using the FD-TD/GO Hybrid method.
The first cylinder modeled, shown in Figure 4-13, has a radius of a = 25 cm, so that at 2
GHz, ka ~ 10. Typically, geometrical optics solutions are valid for values of ka > 20 [23], so
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Figure 4-13: Geometry for cylinder with ring.
As shown in Figure 4-14, errors introduced by the geometrical optics assumptions are ap-
parent. For example, at 0 = 900, the RCS is overestimated by about 4 dBsm. In addition,
although the peak amplitudes of the side lobes are captured to some degree, the widths of
lobes predicted by the hybrid method are much smaller than those of the exact MoM solution.
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As shown in the plots are the results obtained by the PO/PTD method, which are in good
agreement with the BOR MoM predictions for angles near broadside incidence. As the aspect
angle moves away from broadside incidence, however, the PO/PTD predictions becomes less
accurate. This indicates that the effect of the protrusions is not significant for angles near
broadside incidence, and for angles where the small protrusion does play a significant role, the
PO/PTD does not accurately model its effect.
30 45 60 75 90 105
Angle (degrees)
120 135 150 165
Figure 4-14: Hybrid FD-TD/GO monostatic RCS predictions of cylinder with ring is compared
to MoM predictions. Shown is VV polarization at 2 GHz for a cut in 0 with q = 00.
Still, the hybrid method correctly models the amplitude, on average, of exact RCS predic-
tions. However, as mentioned previously, it does not accurately model the widths of the side
lobes. One possible reason is that the geometrical optics solution for the scattering due to
the cylinder alone is not very accurate for a cylinder of this size. In the next section, a larger
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As the previous example demonstrated, in order to apply the hybrid method, the overall size
of the target must be larger. In the next example considered, the cylinder, shown in Figure 4-
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Figure 4-15: Geometry for larger cylinder with ring.
that the geometrical optics solution should be valid. Although, the size of the cylinder has
increased, the effect of the protrusion should still be evident for non-broadside aspect angles.
As evidenced by Figure 4-16, the hybrid technique yields accurate results for angles up to 45'
from broadside incidence, approximately matching both the amplitude and width of side lobes.
Also shown in the plot is the PO/PTD prediction for this geometry. As expected, at angles
near broadside incidence the PO/PTD method accurately predicts the monostatic signature,
however, as the aspect angle departs from broadside incident the PO/PTD predictions become
less accurate. This is due to the fact the PO/PTD method cannot accurately model an object
of the protrusion's size.
On the basis of the two previous examples, it is clear that the hybrid method is effective in
capturing the effect of the small protrusion. One possible approach for improving the accuracy
of the hybrid method is use a more accurate high-frequency model of the scattering from the
cylinder alone.
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Figure 4-16: Hybrid FD-TD/GO monostatic RCS predictions of larger cylinder with ring is
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, two methods for reducing the computational burden associated with computing
the RCS of large targets have been presented. The first method reduced the computational
burden associated with computing the monostatic signature over a broadband of frequencies.
In contrast, the second approach reduced computational requirements for BOR objects of large
electrical radius by using a hybrid FD-TD and Geometrical Optics formulation.
In applying the first method, a single FD-TD BOR simulation was used to calculate the
monostatic signature for one incident angle, as well as bistatic signatures for adjacent obser-
vation directions. The bistatic equivalence theorem was then used to approximate monostatic
signatures for other angles near the incident direction of the actual FD-TD BOR simulation.
The principle was applied to the monostatic RCS prediction a simple cylinder and a biconical
shaped object. In the case of the cylinder, only two BOR FD-TD simulations were required
to obtain accurate monostatic signature estimates. In the modeling of the biconical target,
however, the bistatic signatures for several incident angles were required to accurately estimate
the monostatic signature. Still, in comparison to the PO/PTD method, where predictions
were only accurate for aspect angles near broadside and backend, the equivalence principle's
estimates were more accurate overall.
The FD-TD/GO method was applied to determining the effect of a small BOR protrusion
on a large cylinder. The scattering from the protrusion was modeled using the two-dimensional
FD-TD method, while the scattering from the large cylinder was calculated using Geometrical
Optics. As shown in the two targets modeled, the hybrid method was shown to have an
accuracy advantage over the PO/PTD method since it was able to capture the effect of the
small protrusion while the PO/PTD method was not able to do so. Moreover, because only the
two-dimensional cross section of the small protrusion is modeled rigorously, the computational
requirements are small compared to applying an exact technique to the full target, which would
otherwise be necessary since, as shown, high-frequency techniques cannot be applied.
While the hybrid method was applied to the scattering from a large cylinder with a small
protrusion, the method could in general be applied to other large body of revolution targets
under the following two conditions. The first condition is that the interaction between the
endcaps of the large BOR target and the small protrusion be small. The second condition is
that the radius of the target near the protrusion must be large so that the saddle point method
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and tangent plane approximation can be used. In order to determine the RCS of the overall
target, however, an accurate model must be available for the large BOR target. If the target is
a simple large shape, such as a cylinder or cone, PO/PTD predictions should be sufficient.
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Chapter 5
RCS Prediction Using the BOR
Parabolic Wave Equation Method
In the previous chapters, both exact and approximate techniques for predicting the radar cross
section of body of revolution objects were described. Although the BOR FD-TD method can
provide accurate RCS predictions, it is requires a large amount of memory and computation
time; on the other hand, the GO/FD-TD technique requires less computation time and memory,
but it can only be applied to limited geometries. Clearly, a more robust and accurate, yet
computationally inexpensive technique, is needed to accurately model large body of revolution
targets. One possible approach described in this chapter is the application of the paraxial
approximation to the modeling of scattering from body of revolution objects. As with the
BOR FD-TD technique, the fields are decomposed into a Fourier series in # reducing the three
dimensional problem to a sequence of independent two dimensional problems. In order to
further simplify the computation, electric fields are assumed to be composed of a explicit fast
phase factor and a slowly varying envelope function. The assumed form of the electric field
is then substituted into the time-harmonic vector wave equation so as to obtain a new wave
equation in terms of the slowly varying envelope functions. Because the new field variables are
slowly varying, higher order derivatives with respect to range are neglected, reducing the vector
wave equation to a set of coupled parabolic partial differential equations. These equations can
then be solved using an efficient marching in space approach, so that the memory requirement
for the method is one-dimensional.
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5.1 Time-Harmonic Vector Wave Equation
The first step in applying the PWE technique involves writing the vector wave equation in a
form appropriate for modal decomposition. The time-harmonic wave equation, derived from
Maxwell's equations is (e-iwt convention),
V2 E(r) + k 2 E(r) = 0 (5.1)
where E is the time-harmonic electric field and k is the wave number. In the Cartesian coor-
dinate system, the electric field is of the form,
E = zEx(x, y, z) + Ey (x, y, z) + Ez(x, y, z). (5.2)
Because the unit vectors, ;, Q, and 2 are independent of position, the vector wave equation can
be separated into the following three scalar equations.
a 2 a2 a2 2(9i 2 + 5p + -z2 + k Ex = 0 (5.3)
02 a2 a 2
+ + 2 +k)E = 0 (5.4)
a2 a2 (92 2
(2 + +2  2 + k2 Ez = 0 (5.5)
In the modeling of body of revolution objects, the cylindrical coordinate system is used where
the electric field is of the form,
E(r) = pEp(p, #, z) + OEO(p, #, z) + 2Ez(p, #, z). (5.6)
Unlike the Cartesian coordinate unit vectors, two of the cylindrical coordinate unit vectors, y
and are not independent of position so that,
V2 ( E,) # V2EP
V2( Eo) # V2EO.(.)
Consequently, the vector wave equation can not be reduced to three independent scalar equa-
tions as in the Cartesian coordinate system. In order to reduce the vector wave equation to a set
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of scalar equations in cylindrical coordinates, it is first necessary to rewrite the wave equation
in its alternate form,
V(V - E) - V x V x E = -k 2 E (5.8)
where the vector identity,
V 2 E = V(V .E) - V x V x E (5.9)
was used. The alternate form of the vector wave equation can now be expanded and reduced
to the following three scalar partial differential equations,
/ Ep 2 aE =5
p ( P P2 ao)
V2 E0 + (_ +2 aE = -k 2E (5.11)
P 2 P 2 ao
V 2 EZ -k 2EZ (5.12)
where
12 = I (ao 1 a2o + 2oV2 1= p \+ +p .p (5.13)
pap ap p2a02 z
2
Unlike (5.3)-(5.5), which are independent of each other, equations (5.10) and (5.11) are coupled
and must be solved simultaneously. However, equation (5.12) is not coupled to equations (5.10)
and (5.11), and it can be solved independently.
In the following section, equations (5.10)-(5.12) will be simplified to a set of coupled
parabolic partial differential equations by assuming propagation along the z axis. It is also
possible to to assume propagation along a different direction, but because of the additional
complications involved, the off-axis scattering formulation will not be discussed. In the Carte-
sian coordinate system, additional paraxial direction formulations can effectively be obtained by
simply rotating the object being modeled and the direction of incident wave. However, a body
of revolution object rotated in the cylindrical coordinate system will no longer be symmetric
about the z-axis, which implies that the fields can not be decomposed into a Fourier series in
#. Thus, the parabolic version of Maxwell's equations must be reformulated for each paraxial
direction in order to maintain the axial symmetry of the object being modeled.
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5.2 PWE Formulation for On-Axis Scattering
5.2.1 Paraxial Approximation
Before describing the derivation of the paraxial approximation for the BOR case, it is useful to
review the derivation in the Cartesian case. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the paraxial
version of Maxwell's equations are derived by assuming the following form of the electric field
[34, 36, 38, 59].
E(x, y, z) = eikz Vj(x, y, z) (5.14)
where 4 is the slowly varying envelope function associated with the electric field, Z. The choice
of the above definition of / defines the paraxial, or range, direction to be in the 2 direction. In
this case, the envelope function 4 will be slowly varying in range for energy propagating close
to the paraxial direction. Substituting the above definition into the vector wave equation yields
three independent scalar equations. For example, the equation governing the ; component of
is,
+ + + 2ik =0. (5.15)
jX_2 + y jz2 + zk 0O~z
Similar equations exist that govern the Q and 2 components of 4. The above equation can then
be factored into two equations, one representing energy propagating in the forward paraxial
direction, and the other representing the backward propagating energy,
[ a+ ik(1 - Q) [ + ik(1 + Q) OX = 0 (5.16)az I lzI
where
1 ,2 i ,2 (-7
= k2 2+k2y2 + . (5.17)
The equation representing the forward scattering energy will be
a + ik(1 - Q) ]x= 0 (5.18)
The forward scattering equation can be further simplified by approximating the square root in
the Q operator as a two term Taylor series.
1 (2 + 2 (5.19)Q ~1+ 2k2 X2 + aY2 (.9
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Under this approximation, the forward scattering equation reduces to the standard parabolic
equation (SPE), which is a narrow-angle approximation very accurate for angles within 15' of
the paraxial direction [591.
aox 
_ (ao2 x O2ox
S 2k 8O +2 2  Jaz 2k ax2 y (5.20)
Note that the SPE can also be derived from (5.15) by making the paraxial approximation where
the a 2  /Oz 2 term is assumed to be very small and is neglected.
In the formulation of the BOR PWE method, the paraxial direction for the scattered electric
field is taken to be along the axis of symmetry in the ki direction. In addition, in order to
exploit the axial symmetry, the electric field is decomposed into a Fourier series in # so that
the form of the electric field is,
N
E= e 4 m,u(p, z) cos m# + Om,v (p, z) sin m#.
M=0
Substituting (5.21) into the three scalar wave equations, (5.10)-(5.12), and utilizing orthogo-
nality, yields the following set of modal equations.
O24, 1 O'l/)mu 2 pp ( m2+ 1
2 +p ± 2 k+2k Oz P 2  , M
O2  p2O ±2k? 78, m 2 ±+1\ g ~2'± + -  + z 2 ' k 2 i k z 2 ) m ,v
a2mz 1 aozmu o2 pzm,u 
__
M= + - ±+ + ± 2ikOp2 P ( i2 Oaz
- 2mo =0
P 2 M~V =2mv
- 2rn = 0
p2 MU
p 2 mZ = 0
a2o p a 2 ,)m, 
2 + -p+ 0z2
P2 2 aa o 1 a0 aO?i4p
2 + O + 0z2 '
Op2 +
OV8 mV 2 +1
+ 2ik z ( 2 1) o ,v
Oz p2  M 
1 V+ a 2' k 2ik z nv
p Op 0z2 Oz
"2moo =
+ 92 M~U =
2m
S2 M,v
p 2 ZL4 = 0
As with the BOR FD-TD method, the modal equations separate into two decoupled sets of
equations. The first set, equations (5.22)-(5.24), contain the fields excited by a horizontally
polarized plane wave, and the second set, equations (5.25)-(5.27), contain the fields excited by
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Because of the coupling between the OP and 00 fields, a factorization similar to that done
in the derivation of the SPE is not possible, however, the paraxial approximation can still be
used. Under the paraxial approximation, the 02/9z2 terms are neglected, which reduces the
scalar wave equations, (5.22)-(5.27), to the following.
82ppm i1 om,u M -~ _m2 + 1) o, -2m2  + ± 2ikm 2  M, 2m ,V = 0 (5.28)
p2 p Op Oz p 2 m p2 m
O24%, 18 O448,v,, _ m 2 +1 g i 2m
'2ik / -p 02 ,l = 0 (5.29)
'____ + _- __ g _i __ 2 0 (5.30),p p ap z pU
2 + i 0b0i± 2ik 2 M U = 0 (5.30)
Op z lp p
2 + I 2ik _ 2 +) , + 2rn mp, = 0 (5.32)Op 2  p Op Oz p2  p
a2 z m 2o' + -1 '" ± 2ik am v rnV) = 0 (5.33)
Jp2 p Op Oz p
The above six equations represent the paraxial modal version of Maxwell's equations. It should
be noted that solutions that satisfy the above equations do not exactly satisfy Maxwell's equa-
tions. With the paraxial approximation used, the calculated fields will be accurate within 15'
of the paraxial direction. In addition, the paraxial approximation breaks down when energy
scattered by the object undergoes large changes in direction. For example, the PWE method
does not perform well in the modeling of non-convex objects and cavities [59 where multiple
scattering interactions can occur. Another difficulty involves the modeling of objects small com-
pared to a wavelength where creeping waves can travel all the way around the object. Creeping
waves that travel around the object more than once can not be captured with the PWE method
due to the one-way nature of the technique.
5.2.2 Boundary Conditions for a PEC
In order to model the scattering from a perfect electric conductor (PEC), the boundary condi-
tion given in (2.51) is used.
ftx E= 0 (5.34)
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Due to the linearity of Maxwell's equations, the total electric field can be split into a scattered
field component and incident field component such that,
Etotal = Escat + Einc (5.35)
where both the Escat and Einc components must independently satisfy Maxwell's equations.
In the PWE formulation, the parabolic wave equations are written in terms of scattered fields
rather than total fields. As shown in Figure 5-1, this enables the independent specification
of the paraxial and incident wave directions. If the parabolic wave equations were written in
P
Incident Wave
Paraxial Direction paraxial conez
Figure 5-1: BOR PWE Paraxial Direction and Incidence Direction
terms of the total fields, a plane wave would need to be propagated towards the object being
modeled. In order for an accurate representation of the wave to reach the object, the incident
and paraxial direction would need to be in the same direction. The scattered field formulation
removes this restriction through the use of the following boundary conditions.
Defining the 7P variables in (5.28)-(5.33) to be scattered fields, the boundary conditions for
a PEC can now be written as,
ni xE = i x [Fi + 8] = n x [fr +e±ikz] =0' (5.36)
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where EZ is the incident field, E' is the scattered field, and I is the envelope function for the
scattered field. Assuming that both the E' and IQ fields can be decomposed as,
N
i = S Fcos m + em,, sin m# (5.37)
m=O
N
= m,u cos m + Om,, sin m# (5.38)
m=O
and utilizing orthogonality, independent boundary conditions for each of the Fourier mode
components can be written.
x ± eikz mv = 0 (5.39)
Since the boundary conditions will be the same for both the sine and cosine Fourier components,
the m, u, and v subscripts will be omitted. In the modeling of body of revolution objects, the
normal to the object's surface can be written in general as,
n = -z cos a + 1 sin a (5.40)
where a is the angle between the unit z vector and the surface normal vector. Expanding (5.39)
with (5.40),
(-icos a + sin a) x (k + + ez) = 0
- cos aet + 1 cos aet + sin ae' - q sin ae' = 0 (5.41)
where e' = ei + e~ikzo. Equation (5.41) can be separated into the following two scalar
equations.
cos aVp + sin acz = -eTikz cos ae, + sin ae]
= -eTikze (5.42)
From (5.42), it is clear that if the incident wave propagates in the direction of the paraxial
direction, the exponential phase factor in the boundary condition becomes zero. As the angle
between the incident wave and paraxial direction increase, the exponential phase factors in-
creases to a maximum of 2ikz in the case of backscatter where the incident wave propagates
in the exact opposite direction of the paraxial direction. In order to accurately represent this
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phase variation, smaller step sizes in z are needed as the angle between the incident wave and
paraxial direction increases. Consequently, backscatter calculations require more computation
time, since the total number of range steps increases with the smaller step sizes.
The boundary condition in (5.42) forms a linear system with two equations in terms of three
variables. Hence, an additional equation is needed in order to ensure a unique solution. This
is provided by the divergence-free condition of Maxwell's equations,
V - [i + Es V +V -Es = V - [e±ikzT] = 0 (5.43)
=0
where it is assumed the incident field component of the total electric field satisfies the divergence-
free condition. Expanding (5.43) using (5.38),
[p ,p cos mq + p0, sin m# e ikz + sin m# + m, cos m] e ikz
+ 'i , cos m + 0z ,, sin m ±ikz = 0 (5.44)
where the cylindrical coordinates form of the divergence operator was used.
-A (pAP)+ 0+ A (5.45)
p ap p 0# 0Z
Next, by orthogonality, the sine and cosine terms for each mode can be separated, reducing
(5.44) to the following modal equations.
10 mAo~u +___~v+
p + -± ,v + iti = 0 (5.46)p op p az
(pOP, ) - + 00' ± ikozm = 0 (5.47)
p p p Oz
In order to avoid estimation of range derivatives, the parabolic equations (5.30) and (5.33) are
used to yield an expression involving only the fields at one range step. Equations (5.46) and
(5.47) are rewritten as,
1~ 0 @ 2 0z u M2
u) + - ,, k±ik@h ,uk' + '2 2 -_ - uJ = 0 (5.48)
p op p 2k p Op O p 'P (54
1 mi 1 490zv + 20 z M2
_ (p0P,v) -T -0,u ikoz ,v t M~ Z o ,v = 0. (5.49)
pp 9P M p M 2k p ap Op2 p 2M
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While the divergence-free condition ensures a unique solution to the boundary condition in
(5.42), it also serves to enforce the divergence-free nature of the scattered fields. While a solution
to the paraxial version of Maxwell's equations does not guarantee that the fields are divergence-
free, it can be shown [59] that if the fields along the object's boundary are divergence-free, then
the solution to the paraxial version of Maxwell's equations, (5.28)-(5.33), will be divergence-free
everywhere.
5.3 Discretization of Parabolic Wave Equations
In order to solve for the scattered fields, the parabolic equations in (5.28)-(5.33) must be
discretized. The following approximations to first and second derivatives are used in the dis-
cretization.
af (6) f ( + A) -f() _ fn+1- f (5 50)
Of (6) f ( + A) - f (6 - A) fn+1 - A-1 (5.51)
a6 2A6 2A6
_2f (6) f (6 + 2A6) - 2f (6 + A6) + f (6) _ fn+2 - 2fn+1 + fn (5.52)
a2f (6) f (6 + A6) - 2f (6) + f (6 - A6) _ fn+1 - 2fn + fn-i (5.53)
Equations (5.50) and (5.52) represent first order accurate approximations of the first and second
derivatives, whereas equations (5.51) and (5.53) are second order accurate approximations of the
first and second derivatives. Although the central difference approximation is more accurate,
it will not always be possible to use this form of discretization due to the placement of the
field components on the computational grid. In the case of the range derivative, however, it is
desirable to use the first order accurate representation so that a marching in space approach
can be used to solve the parabolic wave equations.
5.3.1 Difference Equations for Freespace Fields
Without loss of generality, the first set of parabolic equations, (5.28)-(5.30), will be used in
deriving the difference equations. The difference equations for the second set can be found
by simply replacing m by -m and interchanging the u and v subscripts in each of the six
equations. Also, since only one set is being considered the u and v subscripts will be omitted
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in the following sections. The following notation will be used for any function of space in the
finite difference equations.
nj= 0(nAz, lAp) (5.54)
As shown in Figure 5-2, the computational domain extends from n = 0 and I = 0 to n = N







Range step n Range step n + 1
Figure 5-2: BOR PWE Computational Domain
method [12]. For example, consider a general parabolic equation of the form,
0 4,(p, z)
Oz = a
2 12V)(p, z) + S(p, z)
ap2
with the following boundary conditions,
(0, p)
(z, 0)
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For I = 1, L, equation (5.55) can then be discretized into the following form,
n+l,l - 4 n,l _ a2 ?n+1,l+1 - 2 /)n+1,l + 4 n+1,1-1 + Sn+1,l (5.59)
Az (Ap)2
With the given boundary conditions, a linear system with L + 2 unknowns can formed to solve
for the fields at range step n + 1 using the value of the fields at range step n. In this way, given
an initial condition at range step n = 0, all of the fields from range step n = 0 to n = N can
be solved for using a marching in space approach. Also, since the fields at range step n + 1
depend only on the fields at range step n, the method has a one-dimensional computer memory
requirement.
Although, the backward difference method is an explicit finite-difference method, it does
not have the same stability conditions required when using the FD-TD method. This is due to
the fact that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition applies only to hyperbolic
and not parabolic partial differential equations. Thus, the criteria for choosing the Ap and Az
step sizes depends only on the accuracy of the solution needed.
The parabolic equations for the BOR PWE method can be discretized in a similar fashion. In
order to have a well posed problem, however, boundary conditions must be specified including
an initial condition. Since the PWE method solves for the energy scattered in the paraxial
direction and the plane wave source is implemented through the boundary conditions along the
surface of the object, the initial field for the marching algorithm will be zero. For example, in the
case of forward scattering in the direction, the fields at the initial range step cannot not have
any forward propagating components since the object has not yet been reached to introduce a
scattered field through the boundary conditions. In this case, the initial condition is 0(0, p) = 0.
The parabolic equations can then be solved by marching in the + direction. Similarly, if the
paraxial direction is in the -i direction, the initial condition will be V)(NAz, p) = 0, and the
parabolic equations are solved by marching in the -i direction.
In addition to the initial conditions discussed above, two additional boundary conditions at
the upper and lower sides of the computational domain are needed. The boundary condition
along the bottom edge of the computational domain is accounted for by using the on-axis
equations developed in Section 5.3.2, whereas the domain is truncated along the upper side by
using an absorbing boundary condition discussed in Section 5.4.
Using the backward difference methodology, the difference equations when the paraxial
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direction is in the + direction are given by,
- 2 +±ii + +,
-+1,1+1
2k





2(n+_1,A + Ap)+ ,2 -1
(Ap)2




(lAp) 2 n +
- 20z+, + oz+1,-i
op- op~A+,l n , I
Az
(lAp) 2 I+1 l (5.62)
Similarly, the difference equations when the paraxial direction is in the -- direction are given
by,
op,+1 - 2o, + op, _1
(Ap)2
m 2 + lo 2m
(lAp)2 , - (Ap)
2
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In each of the above equations, the first and second derivatives with respect to p are discretized
using central difference approximations. Although the discretization of the first derivative used
is second order accurate, the fields are spaced two steps sizes apart so that the error will be
on the order of 4Ap 2 , whereas the truncation error of a first order discretization will be on the
order of Ap. Hence, if Ap > 0.25, a first order discretization will be more accurate and should
be used.
5.3.2 Difference Equations for On-Axis Freespace Fields
Along the z axis at any z = zo, the p and cylindrical coordinate components are not defined,
so the discrete field components corresponding to I = 0 are placed at p = Ap/2 instead of at
p = 0. In addition, since the computational domain must be truncated at the lower boundary,
the difference equations presented in the previous section cannot be used. Instead, first order
accurate discretizations of the first and second derivatives with respect to p must be used. The
difference equations for the on axis cells when the paraxial direction is in the +2 are given by,
+OP - V),o +,o 2 - 20P+1,1 + V+l,0 + P+1,1 - +,
Az 2k (Ap) 2  I 0.5(Ap) 2
m 2 + 1 2m 1 (5.66)
(0.5Ap)2 +1,,0 ~ (0.5Ap) 2 n+1,0
- n, 2 -2 +1, 1 + n+1,0 + n+1,1 n+1,0
Az 2k (Ap) 2  0.5(Ap) 2
- m 2 +1 2m (5.67)
(0.5Ap) 2 n+1,0 (0.5Ap) 2 n+1,0 (
+ 1,0  n',0  _ 7+1,2 - 2V1+1,1 + Vkz+ 1,0 ± o+ 1,1 - +
Az 2k (Ap) 2  0.5(Ap) 2
m21
0nZ+1'0(5.68)(0.5Ap)2 +1,J -
Similar difference equations can be written for the case when the paraxial direction is in the
-z direction.
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5.3.3 Difference Equations for Boundary Conditions
The difference equations presented in the previous two sections apply to fields not along the
object boundary. In order to generate the scattered field, the boundary conditions described
in Section 5.2.2 must be enforced. Thus, for lattice points that lie on the object's surface,
the freespace difference equations are replaced by the discretized boundary and divergence-free
conditions. Since the boundary condition given in (5.42) does not contain any derivatives, its
discrete version is simply,
cos a 4',i + sin a 4 =-ezikz cos a e'(lAp, nAz) + sin a e'(lAp, nAz)
S-eTikze' (lAp, nAz) (5.69)
where the values of the incident field, e,, e., and e' are calculated analytically. Since the
derivatives with respect to p at lattice point (n + 1, 1) must be approximated using only points
that lie along and outside of the object, a first order accurate discretization of the first and
second derivatives is used. In this case when the paraxial direction is in the +2 direction,
the discrete version of the divergence-free condition corresponding to the first set of parabolic
equations is,
i .n+1,1+1 ~- On+1,l On+1,1+2 -2+,++ n+1,1 m2 z
2(Ap) 2  + (Ap) 2  (JAp)2 On+l,l
(1 + 1)4'+± l+1 - (l)Nn+1 i m
±' + 0+1,1 + ikoz+1, = 0. (5.70)
As usual, the divergence-free condition corresponding to the second set of parabolic equations
can be found by replacing m with -m. Similarly, the discrete version of the divergence-free
condition when the paraxial direction is in the -2 direction is,
[?4z,+1 -V4L,l Pfi+2 - 2@nz+i + _, m2
2k I I(,Ap) 2 + (Ap)2 ~(lAP)2 On, I
( 1 ++) O -( W)@ , M m Z+ '~p ' l+ p@+ - ikoI41 = 0. (5.71)
5.3.4 Matrix Formulation
The difference equations presented in the previous sections can be used to formulate a matrix
equation in terms of the 4 variables. At each range step, there L + 2 unknown Op variables,
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L + 2 unknown 4, variables, and L + 2 unknown 0, variables for a total of 3L + 6 unknowns.
At each range step, the finite difference equations and boundary conditions presented in the
previous three sections can be used to form a (3L + 6) x (3L + 6) system of linear equations
that must be solved. In the case of forward scattering, the linear system formed can be written
as the following block matrix equation,
App AP Anz+1 n
A4p A00 Apz 0n0 = (5.72)
AzP Azo A+ n n




for i = p, q, z. If at range step n+ 1 there are no boundary conditions to enforce, then the App,
A00, and Azz matrices will be tridiagonal matrices, the Apo and A~p matrices will be diagonal
matrices, and the remaining APZ, Azp, A0z, and Az$ matrices will each be zero matrices. In this
case, only the Op and 04 terms are coupled; the 0, terms can be solved for independently. At a
boundary condition, however, all three fields are coupled. In this case, all of the block matrices
will contain nonzero elements except for the A0, This is due to the fact that 4 and 0, terms
are only coupled in the divergence-free condition and not in the boundary condition given by
equation (5.42). In both cases, the resulting matrix is sparse and can be efficiently solved by
using an iterative technique, such as the biconjugate gradient method. In addition, the sparsity
of the matrix can be exploited to reduce the memory requirement by storing only the nonzero
elements of the matrix. In fact, the upper bound for the number of nonzero elements for a
system with 3L + 6 unknowns is 11L - 2n + 14, where n is the number of separate boundary
conditions that must be enforced at the current range step. Thus, the memory requirement is
linear, an improvement over the quadratic memory requirement of dense matrix methods.
Although, the choice of the step sizes does not affect the stability of the method, it does
affect the condition number of matrix formed by the difference equations. In such cases, iterative
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solution techniques such as the conjugate gradient may not converge to the correct solution.
In particular, it has been observed in numerical experiments that the condition number of the
matrix increases as the number of boundary conditions that need to be enforced increases.
This is due to the fact that the matrix becomes less diagonally dominant with more boundary
conditions since the matrices AP,, Ako, and A,, are no longer fully tridiagonal.
5.4 PML Absorbing Boundary Condition
As with the BOR and 2D FD-TD techniques, the computational domain in the BOR PWE
method needs to be truncated. Due to the nature of the technique in which the solution is
marched along the z-axis, an absorbing boundary condition is only needed to truncate fields
propagating in the , direction. Since the BOR PWE method is formulated in the frequency
domain, the BOR PWE PML formulation is most easily derived from the complex coordinate




In order to have a lossy PML region, sp(p) is defined using a quadratic profile for a, and u-, as,
io p (p) 1 p < p0
s,(p) = ap(p) + = 2 2 (5.75)
1+1a(P- +±( (P-~ p> po
where the PML region begins at p = p,, ' is the thickness of the PML region, and a and 3
are parameters used to control the absorptive properties of the PML. As with the BOR FD-
TD PML formulation, Maxwell's equations can be recast into the same form of the original
Maxwell's equations but on a complex variable spatial domain. Under the change of variables
the del operator becomes,
V- = - + a& + . (5.76)
The derivation of the parabolic wave equations can then be carried as before on this new
complex variable spatial domain. For example, the parabolic wave equation for the OP field in
the PML region is,
82 a 1 49m8 8 m2 + 1)pu 2m
2' + ' + 2ik z2,u / 2 n-= 0. (5.77)p2 Oi 0z ,2 M3
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While equation (5.77) is of the same form of the parabolic wave equation for the OP field derived
in Section 5.2.1, it cannot be discretized in the same manner due to the complex spatial variable
derivatives. Instead, these derivatives must be recast in terms of real spatial variables using the
following relations,
S = - 11 (5.78)
4VP PSp (p
a2 10 a - a a -2
- - -- [(- - ) + (5.79)
where
p = (5.80)
P+ 3r2 ac+ ( P > p0
and
1p)~2i (p - po) + 3 (P po) (5.81)
p s 1+a(poPro) + P--
Equation (5.77) can now be written in terms of real spatial variable derivatives as,
1 )2 a2op' + (IP +M2 + 1)o' 2m
- (') + ) m ± 2ik -- - 2 4 =0 (5.82)
SP aP p p ps Zp z p p2M
Equation (5.82) can now discretized using central difference approximations. Unlike the BOR
FD-TD PML, the fields do not need to be split since the PWE formulation is done in the
frequency domain. Also, note that equation (5.82) reduces to the freespace parabolic wave
equation when a = 3 = 0. Since there is no additional cost in memory, it convenient to use
scalar wave equations for a generalized PML media in place of the freespace difference equations
derived in the previous sections. For the freespace region, the parameters a and 3 are simply
set to zero. Discretizing (5.82) yields,
-n+1 1 n+1,1+1 1 , + 1,1-1
AZ 2k sji) (Ap)2  2 (1) n+1,1
+ + 1 n+1,1+1 2mp+,l- _0 (5.83)
sp(l) s 2 (l)(l) 2Ap j32 (1) n+il
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where
(l) Ap + [3 ) () ] (5.84)
2c,(1)(1 - 1,,)+ 2 I-1,qp(l) = [' + l)(1-) + 2 (- (5.85)
2 p +a(l) 2+3() 22
and p = lAp, pa = lAp, and F = -yAp. The parameters a and 3 can be defined in terms of
unit step functions,
a(l) = aou(l - lo) (5.86)
0(l) = 03u(l - l) (5.87)
so that they are zero in the freespace region and nonzero constants in the PML region. The
values chosen for a, and #3 depends on the thickness of the PML region. As with the fields in
freespace, the PML region must be truncated, and this is done by setting the value of the fields
beyond the PML to be zero.
5.5 Plane Wave Decomposition
As with the FD-TD methods, all the fields inside the computational domain are initially set
to zero. For RCS and scattering simulations, a plane wave excitation is used. Unlike the FD-
TD methods discussed in the previous chapters, the plane wave excitation for the BOR PWE
method is implemented through a scattered field formulation. That is, no plane wave source
is propagated from some initial source position, but rather the scattered fields arise from the
enforcement of the boundary condition for tangential electric fields, Escat = -Ei,, as discussed
in Section 5.2.2. The incident field quantity is calculated using an analytical expression for the
plane wave source. Similar to the plane wave source used with the BOR FD-TD method, the
general form of the incident electric field can be written in terms of horizontal and vertical
polarization components in time-harmonic form as,
j= (Ei + Ei>) e (5.88)
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where
r = xs+y +zz
k = - sinO -- i cos i
Si = -x sin6 - z cos 6O -p Cos f sini - z Cos &i
h = icos 61 - 2sin6O = p os O os - qcos 9 sin# - 2sin9;
V = Q = cos + sin#. (5.89)
Expanding the incident electric field yields,
E [Eh ( cosOicos#- cosOisin - sin O)
+ E, ( cos # + ,3sin~) e-ik(pcos 0 sinOi+z cos i) (5.90)
such that
E' = [Eh cos i cos 4 + E, sin 0] e-ik(pcos sinOj+z cos 6j)
E' = [-Eh cos 64 sin # + E, cos ] e-ik(pcos q sin 9j+z cos Oj)
E = [-Eh sin 60] e-ik(pcos 0 sin 0i+z cos 0j). (5.91)
Since the scattered fields have been expanded in a Fourier series in #, the incident fields must be
decomposed into their Fourier components. For example, the eP components of the incident
electric field are calculated from,
ep = Eh cos oie-ikz cos Oi 21 cos i ekp sini cos Odo
+ E e-ikz cos i j2-r sin4 e-iksinOi Cos d
ep Eh cos ie-ikz cos Oi 21r Cos m Cos e-ikp sin Oi cos O4d
+ Ej-ikz cos ci 27 Cos m# sin 0 e-iksiOi osOd#. (5.92)
=p 0
e, 7 cosoieikzcos 9 2i sinm$ coso e-iksi"iC0csd0
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+ Ev -ikz cos Oi 27r sin mosino e-ikpsin i cos #do (5.93)
The remaining two components of the electric field can be expanded in a similar fashion. In
order to evaluate the resulting integrals the following relationships are needed,
cos mO e-ikpsi cos do = 2re" Jm (kp sin 0j)
f/27rj 2 sinm# e-ikpsini ecos Od# = 0 (5.94)
1 1
cos m# cos = cos [(m - 1)1 + Icos [(m + 1)0]2 2
1 1
sin m# sin # = - cos [(m - 1)]- - cos (m + 1)0]2 2
1. 1
cos mO sin # = sin [(m + 1)0] - -sin [(m - 1)0]2 2
1 1
sin m# cos # = ±sin [(m - 1)#] + - sin [(m + 1)0] (5.95)22
where Jm is the mth order Bessel function. Using the identities given in (5.94) and (5.95) the
complete set of Fourier components for the incident plane wave can be written in closed form
as,
e,, = Eh cos O9 e-ikz cosOiez y J1 (kp sin 0j)
em'U = Eh cos i- s e(m+1) Jm+ (kp sin 0j)
+ei(m1) 2 Jm-i (kp sin j)]
e0,p = 0
e~mv Eve-ikzcosOi ei(m-1) 2 Jm-(kpsin0i)
-ei(m+1) 2 Jm+i (kp sin 0j)] (5.96)
eo,, = Eve-ikz cos i eiT J(kp sin i )
ek, = Eve-ikzcos Oi i(m+1);Jm+1(kpsinGi)
+ei(m-1) Jm- (kp sin 0)]
e,= 0
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eo -Eh Cos Oi e-ikz cos Oi e 2-1 Jm-1 (kp sin 0j)
-em+ 2 Jm+1(kp sin 6 )] (5.97)
= -E,sin i e-ikzcosOiJo(kpsin i)
= -2Eh sin Oi e-ikz cos oi eim; Jm (kp sin 0j)
=0
(5.98)
If the incident field
will have the form,
is propagating in the +2 direction (Oi = 180'), the incident electric field
i= eikz [-E, +EvQ1
= eikz [p(-Ehcos+Evsin 0) +#(Ehsin#+Ev cos#)]. (5.99)
For this case, it is clear that only the fields associated with the m = 1 mode are nonzero. In
addition, since the wave is traveling along the 2 direction, the incident electric field does not




Since the incident field only excites
represented by,
the mode, m = 1, the scattered field can be completely
E' = eikz [, cos + jV sin #. (5.101)






(5.42) can be simplified as,
cos ap= + sin a= = cos aE
m=,= -E
cos a_ 1 , + sinwki=1,v =- cos aEv
= -Ev. (5.102)
If, however, the paraxial direction is in the -; direction, the boundary condition in (5.42) would
be,
cos ao=, + sin a /= 1 ,z
'im=1,v
cos aor=1,v + sin a z,
00::=1,u
- cos aEhe2 ikz
- -Ehe 2 ikz
= - cos aEve2ikz
-Eve 2ikz
As noted in Section 5.2.2, in order to accurately represent the exponential phase variation,
the step size, Az, must become smaller as the angle between the incident wave and paraxial
direction increases with backscattering as the most stressing case, and forward scattering as
the least stressing.
5.6 RCS Prediction
The calculation of the RCS from the scattered field data is very similar to that described in
Chapter 2 for the BOR FD-TD method. Since the PWE method works in the frequency domain,
Huygens' principle can be directly applied to the fields without the need to Fourier transform
time-domain fields. In order to use Huygens' principle the electric field Fourier components
must be recovered from the envelope functions by adding back the phase components.
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In addition, Huygens' principle requires the knowledge of the magnetic, H fields, which can be
obtained from the curl of the electric field.
H = V x E (5.105)
icop
As with the electric field, the magnetic field is decomposed into a Fourier series in 4.
N
H = (hm,u cos m# + hm,v sin mb) (5.106)
M=0
Substituting (5.106) into (5.105) yields,
1 F 1
hP = - e U e (5.107)
hm,u w1 aem,u - ez , (5.108)
Zm,v + [eLI + i (pei , ) (5.109)M1V iw-tL U P ap '
- 1 Fm 0
hPm,u = -emv eu (5.110)M zwp [p az MU
1 F 0 1
hO - epv a ez ,(5.111)
m,v i zmv g ~M,1 mW - 109 M 8M V
hZM, [m 0  + M(pe,u) . (5.112)hz z pW- [_ P p pe ~
The first three equations, (5.107)-(5.109), describe the relationship between the electric and
magnetic fields excited by a horizontally polarized incident field, whereas the second three equa-
tions, (5.110)-(5.112), describe the relationship for the fields excited by a vertically polarized
incident field.
Instead of computing the magnetic fields directly from the electric fields, it is desirable
to compute them in terms of the envelope functions, in order to avoid the need to estimate
derivatives of exponential functions. Using (5.104), equations (5.107)-(5.109) can be written
as,
kikz 




.114)h(P~ = -- Pf,u k ikP 0 @, ( 5.1
M'u iwp &z r'n Op '
mzv,, - @ ' + I a ( P o o , ) . ( 5 . 1 1 5 )hzMiwp W.L p ' p ap '
Similar equations exist for the second set of equations, (5.110)-(5.112). Discretizing (5.113)-
(5.115) using the same notation as before yields,
2Azn~ ik'?0 ]
e m _ n+ 1 ,1  n-1,1 -F ik (5.116)n,1p - W- AP 2Az
ho = ± 1l~N-, ik@'- (5.117)
"'j iwp 2A z n'j 2A p
SiknAz _ , (l + 1)v)",1+1 ( 1)0 -h, 1  = - kOm + .l - n (5.118)
ni1 pW, AP 0 21 Az
Note that, in order to accurately calculate the magnetic fields, central difference approximations
were used in the above discretizations. Since the magnetic fields depend on the surrounding
electric field components, the electric fields must be stored on three adjacent surfaces even
though only the fields from the middle surface will be used in the RCS calculation. Once
the magnetic fields have been calculated, the RCS can be calculated by applying the far-field
formulation described in Appendix A.
5.7 Results
In order to test the BOR PWE algorithm developed in the proceeding sections, the method
was implemented for both forward and back scattering along the axis of symmetry. While the
paraxial direction of the current implementation is limited to be in the ±2 directions, the angle
of incidence is not restricted. In the following sections, the bistatic RCS of various targets is
compared with BOR MoM predictions to determine the accuracy limitations of the method. In
addition, the results are compared with Geometrical Optics (GO) and the Physical Theory of
Diffraction (PTD) predictions to determine the accuracy advantage of the BOR PWE method.
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5.7.1 Bistatic RCS of Small Cylinder
The first case considered is that of the cylinder, shown in Figure 5-3, which is illuminated by an
incident wave traveling in the +i direction. In this case, the paraxial direction is chosen to be





Figure 5-3: Geometry for Cylinder
testing the BOR PWE algorithm, this example serves to test the BOR PWE PML absorbing
boundary condition. In contrast to time domain methods, where time gating can be used to
test the effectiveness of an absorbing boundary condition, an ABC used in a frequency domain
method, such as the BOR PWE method, can only be tested by comparing final results, such
as RCS, with and without the ABC. Figure 5-4 compares BOR PWE predictions for three
different boundary conditions with BOR MoM predictions. The first two BOR PWE curves
shown indicate the results obtained by using a perfectly conducting boundary condition at 10
and 50 cells above the target. As expected, as the distance between the target and the edge of
the computational domain is increased, the accuracy of the results increases as well. In contrast,
the last BOR PWE curve was obtained by using a PML absorbing condition 5 cells thick that
begins 5 cells above the target. As evidenced in the plot, higher accuracy is obtained with the
PML in place, which validates the PML formulation developed for the BOR PWE method.
In the previous case, the paraxial direction was chosen to be in the same direction as the
incident wave. However, often times, the quantity of interest is backscatter RCS. Figure 5-
5 shows the bistatic HH RCS for the same cylinder considered above for bistatic angles near
backscatter. As discussed previously, the step size, Az, must be reduced to accurately represent
the phase at the boundary condition. As shown in the plot, the results obtained with Az = A/30
improves over the results obtained with Az = A/15, however, smaller range step sizes did not










BOR PWE - 10 cells, no PML
BOR PWE - 50 cells, no PML
BOR PWE - 5 cells, 5 cells PML
120 135 150 165 180 195
theta (degrees)
Figure 5-4: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of a cylinder illuminated at normal incidence obtained with
paraxial direction in +i direction. Shown is the HH polarization for a cut in 6 with 4 = 00.
Results obtained without using PML with 10 and 50 cell spacings are compared to the result
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in capturing the effects of two way scattering phenomena that is present in a cylinder of this
size. In the next section, the size of the cylinder is increased to determine the improvement, if
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Figure 5-5: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz
paraxial direction in -2 direction.
Paraxial Region
BOR MoM
BOR PWE Az = X/15






of a cylinder illuminated at normal incidence obtained with
Shown is the HH polarization for a cut in 6 with < = 0'.
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5.7.2 Bistatic RCS of Large Cylinder
In this section, the BOR PWE method is used to model the cylinder shown in Figure 5-6, which





Figure 5-6: Geometry for larger Cylinder
the end-cap, it is expected that the BOR PWE method's predictions of forward and backward
scattering will improve. As before, the first case considered is normal incidence at the endcap.
Due to the size of the cylinder and the angle of incidence the scattering will be dominated by
the reflection and shadowing effects of the endcaps. With the paraxial direction set in the +-
direction the results shown in Figure 5-7 are obtained. As evidenced by the plot, the BOR
PWE method's predictions, within the paraxial region, are in good agreement with the BOR
MoM predictions. Because the scattering is dominated by the effects of the endcaps, it was
possible to use a large range step size of A/2, although the step size in p was kept at A/15. Also
shown in the plot is the bistatic RCS calculations computed by the GO/PTD method, which
over estimates the forward scattering cross sections. In additional there is a small discontinuity
for the bistatic angle 0 = 1800. The errors in the GO/PTD calculations are most likely due
to the fact that the high frequency technique has difficultly precisely modeling the shadowing
effects.
While the previous examples calculated the bistatic RCS for the HH polarizations, it is also
useful to compare the results for the VV polarization. As before, the cylinder is illuminated
normal to its endcap and the paraxial direction is set in the +i direction. As shown in Figure 5-
8, the BOR PWE method's predictions for aspect angles within the paraxial region are in good
agreement with the BOR MoM predictions. As before, the predictions are also compared
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Figure 5-7: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of larger cylinder illuminated at normal incidence obtained
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with the results predicted by the GO/PTD method. Similar to the HH polarization case,
the GO/PTD method over predicts the forward scattering RCS and exhibits a discontinuity.
Still, while the BOR PWE method's forward scattering predictions are more accurate than
the GO/PTD method, it remains to be shown that the BOR PWE can accurately predict the
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Figure 5-8: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of larger cylinder illuminated at normal incidence obtained
with paraxial direction in +2 direction. Shown is the VV polarization for a cut in 0 with 0 = 00.
Shown in the Figure 5-9 is the bistatic RCS, for normal incident at the endcap, calculated by
using the BOR PWE method with the paraxial direction set in the -i. Since the dominating
scattering phenomena is the specular reflection off the endcap, the range step size does not
need to be decreased. Within the paraxial region, the predictions from the BOR PWE method
compare well with the exact predictions of the BOR MoM method. While the GO/PTD method
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for bistatic angles near backscattering. This is due to the fact that the GO technique is most
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Figure 5-9: Bistatic RCS
with paraxial direction in
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at 1 GHz of larger cylinder illuminated at normal incidence obtained
-2 direction. Shown is the HH polarization for a cut in 0 with q$ = 00.
While the BOR PWE formulation presented in this chapter is limited to setting the paraxial
direction in the t2 direction, the direction of the incident wave is not restricted. In the following,
the incident direction is chosen to be 450 off axis, as shown in Figure 5-10. The bistatic RCS of
the cylinder for this incident direction was computed with the BOR PWE method, and results
compared to BOR MoM and GO/PTD predictions. Figure 5-11 shows the results obtained
by setting the paraxial direction in the +2 direction. Although the paraxial approximation
is generally limited to a ±15' region, in this case, it is clear that the paraxial approximation
remained valid for a wider range of angles. The BOR PWE method captured the specular




















Figure 5-10: Geometry for cylinder, 61 = 45'.
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Figure 5-11: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of cylinder geometry illuminated at 6O = 45' obtained with
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5.7.3 Bistatic RCS of the Sphere-Cylinder and Biconical Targets
While the BOR PWE method was able to predict the bistatic RCS of a cylinder for angles
near forward scattering and backscattering for a large cylinder, the limitations in terms of its
modeling capability are still unclear. In the modeling of the cylinder, the dominating wave
phenomena was the specular reflection, which the PWE was able to capture. However, in the
modeling of more realistic targets other phenomena such as traveling waves or creeping waves
exist that can contribute significantly to the RCS of the target. In this section, the sphere-
cylinder and biconical targets, shown in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-15, are modeled to better
understand the capabilities and limitations of the BOR PWE method.
The first target modeled is the sphere-cylinder geometry, which is shown in Figure 5-12. Due
x
E , z 1.2 m
yI
:- 1.2 m )
Figure 5-12: Sphere-Cylinder Geometry
to the large cross section area of the target, the bistatic RCS for angles near forward scattering
will be similar to RCS of a cylinder. For this reason, it is expected that the BOR PWE method
will be able to accurately predict bistatic RCS for angles near forward scattering. As evidenced
in Figure 5-13, the BOR PWE predictions compare well with those of the BOR MoM method.
In this case, most likely due to the smooth surface of the target, the GO/PTD method also
produced accurate results without the discontinuity that was present in the previous examples.
While it is clear that the BOR PWE method can accurately predict the bistatic RCS for
angles near forward scattering, the RCS prediction for bistatic angles near backscatter will be
more stressing for the BOR PWE method since many types of wave phenomena will contribute
to the overall RCS. Figure 5-14 shows the bistatic RCS predictions, for angles near backscatter,
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Figure 5-13: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of sphere-cylinder geometry illuminated at normal incidence
obtained with paraxial direction in +2 direction. Shown is the HH polarization for a cut in 0
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Figure 5-14: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of sphere-cylinder geometry illuminated at normal incidence
obtained with paraxial direction in -i direction. Shown is the HH polarization for a cut in 0
with <0 = 00.
-z direction using range step sizes of A/240 and A/300. While step sizes this small are not
required to represent the phase variation in the boundary condition, it was found that they were
necessary to accurately model the curved surface of the target. Within the paraxial region, the
BOR PWE and GO/PTD predictions are both within 1 dBsm of the BOR MoM predictions
although the general shape of the curves do not match well with the BOR MoM curve, which
indicates that neither method captured all of the wave phenomena present.
In the next example, the biconical object shown in Figure 5-15, is modeled using the PWE
method. Since the PWE method can accurately represent the curvature of this surface, the
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Figure 5-15: Biconical Object Geometry
1 GHz is 2 wavelengths in length and has a maximum diameter of 1 wavelength, it is expected
that the GO/PTD results will not be very accurate. As before, the BOR PWE method was
run with the paraxial direction set in the ti directions.
Figure 5-16 shows the bistatic RCS for the biconical object for a wave incident normal to the
nosecone. As evidenced in the plot, the results obtained using the BOR PWE method within
the paraxial region match the BOR MoM predictions quite well compared to the GO/PTD
predictions.
In order to compute the bistatic RCS for angles near backscatter, the paraxial direction
was chosen to be in the -i direction. As shown in Figure 5-17, the BOR PWE method was
run with range step sizes of A/45 and A/60. For both range step choices, the predictions made
by the BOR PWE method were relatively accurate compared to GO/PTD results with more
accuracy being obtained with a smaller step size. Despite the 3 dBsm error for the backscatter
RCS, the general shape of the BOR PWE curve matches the BOR MoM predictions quite well.
In contrast to the BOR PWE predictions, the GO/PTD backscatter error is larger than 10
dBsm, and the curve's shape does not match the general shape of the BOR MoM predictions.
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Figure 5-16: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of biconical target illuminated at normal incidence obtained
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Figure 5-17: Bistatic RCS at 1 GHz of biconical target illuminated at normal incidence obtained
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5.8 Summary
In this chapter, the body of revolution parabolic wave equation method was described and
applied to RCS prediction. The time-harmonic vector wave equation was rewritten in terms
of slowing varying envelope functions, and the paraxial approximation was used to develop a
system of parabolic partial differential equations. These equations were discretized using first
and second order accurate difference approximations enabling the development of an efficient
marching in space algorithm, which is order L in its computer memory requirement. Perfect
electric conductors were modeled by forcing the total tangential electric fields along the surface
of the target to be zero. Plane wave sources were modeled through the use of the boundary
conditions along the surface of the target so that the paraxial and incident wave directions could
be specified independently. The computational domain was truncated by the PML absorbing
boundary condition formulated for the BOR PWE method through the use of the complex
stretched coordinates viewpoint.
The method was applied to the RCS prediction of several body of revolution targets. The
results obtained were compared for validation with BOR MoM predictions, and were compared
with GO/PTD predictions to determine the accuracy advantage of the PWE method over high-
frequency techniques. In general, the accuracy level of the BOR PWE's predictions for bistatic
angles near forward scattering exceeded that of the GO/PTD results. For electrically large
targets, the BOR PWE and GO/PTD bistatic RCS predictions were found to perform equally
well in the bistatic RCS prediction for angles near backscatter. However, in the case of the
biconical target, which is on the order of a wavelength in size, the predictions of BOR PWE
were found to be much more accurate than the GO/PTD results indicating the ability of the




A number of radar cross section prediction techniques have been developed which exploit body
of revolution (BOR) symmetry, however the use of finite-difference techniques with these ge-
ometries has not been throughly explored. This thesis has investigated several finite-difference
approaches which vary both in the approximations they introduce as well as the computational
resources they require. These techniques included a body of revolution (BOR) finite-difference
time-domain (FD-TD) method with both staircase and conformal grids, a hybrid FD-TD geo-
metrical optics method, and a body of revolution parabolic wave equation method. In addition,
the use of the monostatic-bistatic equivalence principle was explored in approximating monos-
tatic RCS at multiple angles from a single FD-TD simulation.
In evaluating the performance of any RCS prediction technique, the issues of accuracy
and computational cost must be addressed. While an accurate technique is desirable, it must
also be practical for the technique to be applied to the target of interest. The feasibility of
a method for modeling a particular geometry relates to the associated computational costs
of computer time and memory. For electrically small targets, exact techniques such as the
Method of Moments and the FD-TD method can be used to exactly model the target. For the
modeling of body of revolution targets, the BOR MoM and BOR FD-TD algorithms can be
used to reduce the associated computational costs. In order to understand the limitations of
these techniques, it is necessary to understand how the techniques scale in terms of computer
time and computer memory as the electrical size of the target increases. Table 6.1 summarizes
the computational requirements of several RCS prediction techniques including the three finite
difference techniques explored in this thesis.
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The methods listed in the first column of the table are Geometrical Optics (GO) and
the Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD). These techniques determine the RCS of the tar-
get through the methods of ray tracing and edge diffraction. However, they can only be applied
to electrically large and simple targets such as a large cylinder. They do not accurately model
the effect of small protrusions nor do they model traveling or creeping waves. Still, they have
the smallest computational requirements that do not scale with the electrical size of the target.
On the other hand, the next three methods listed are exact techniques that numerically
solve Maxwell's equations. Since the 3D MoM method solves for the currents induced on the
surface of the target, the number of unknowns scales as L 2 where L represents the maximum
dimension of the target. In implementing the MoM method, an L2 x L 2 linear system is formed
that results in a memory requirement of order L 4 and a computational time of order L6 . Due
to the large scaling factors of the method, in practice, only electrically small targets can be
modeled with this method.
If, however, the target exhibits body of revolution symmetry, the amount of computation
can be reduced. Two approaches that exploit BOR symmetry are the frequency domain Method
of Moments (MoM) BOR algorithms, and the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FD-TD) BOR
implementations. As shown in Table 6.1, the computational requirements for both methods are
very similar. In cases where the signature is desired over an extended bandwidth, FD-TD BOR
techniques have the advantage of calculating the entire frequency extent simultaneously.
In the first part of this thesis, the BOR FD-TD algorithm was successfully implemented
and used for RCS prediction of both canonical and realistic targets. Initially, targets were
modeled using a staircase representation, and the results obtained were compared with BOR
MoM and exact results for validation. Due to numerical dispersion, it was necessary to use a
discretization on the order of A/40 to model waves incident along the axis. For waves incident
off-axis, a discretization on the order of A/10-A/20 was found to be sufficient.
To address the issue of accuracy, a conformal approach to the BOR FD-TD method was
developed. It was shown, in the case of the sphere, that a staircase model can lead to errors in
RCS predictions due the difficulty of correctly predicting phenomena as traveling and creeping
waves. The conformal approach was able to capture these effects by accurately modeling the
surface of the target. In the case of the sphere, the conformal BOR FD-TD approach was able
to accurately model the creeping wave. In the case of the biconical target, it was shown that
the conformal approach was able to model the scattering from the nosecone more accurately
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than the staircase approach.
However, one disadvantage of the FD-TD method is that the FD-TD simulation must be
repeated for each incident angle of interest, and as the target size becomes large, and wideband
signatures required at many incident directions, additional reductions in computation are de-
sirable. To reduce the computational burden associated with calculating monostatic signatures
with the FD-TD method, two approaches were used.
The first approach reduced the overall computational burden by reducing the number of
angles at which calculations must be performed. A single FD-TD BOR simulation was used
to calculate the monostatic signature for one incident angle, as well as bistatic signatures for
adjacent observation directions. The bistatic equivalence theorem was then used to approxi-
mate monostatic signatures for other angles near the incident direction of the actual FD-TD
BOR simulation. The principle was applied to the monostatic RCS prediction of a simple
cylinder and a biconical shaped object. In the modeling of the biconical target it was shown
that the PO/PTD method's predictions were only accurate at aspect angles incident on the
target's broadside and backend, while the estimates obtained by the BOR FD-TD and monos-
tatic/bistatic equivalence method were relatively accurate for all aspect angles.
Thus, if wideband monostatic signatures over several aspect angles are desired, the monostatic-
bistatic equivalence can be used with the BOR FD-TD method to estimate these signatures.
However, for narrowband signatures, the BOR MoM technique has the advantage of being able
to exactly calculate the monostatic signature over several aspect angles in one simulation.
In contrast, the second approach reduces computational requirements for BOR objects of
large electrical radius by using a hybrid FD-TD and Geometrical Optics formulation. Individual
scattering centers such as surface gaps, protrusions, or slope discontinuities are identified, and
integral expressions derived for the scattering of each. These expressions are evaluated by the
method of stationary phase, in which the contribution is assumed to arise from a stationary
phase point in the plane of incidence. A two-dimensional scattering problem is created by a
local tangent plane approximation through the stationary phase point, and this is solved via a
two-dimensional FD-TD approach.
The specific case studied was the backscattering from a large cylinder with a small ring.
For a large cylinder, the hybrid method was able to accurately predict the backscatter RCS
for a large range of angles. In addition, the method was shown to have an accuracy advantage
over the PO/PTD method which does not correctly model the small protrusion. Moreover, the
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method is computational efficient compared to exact BOR MoM and BOR FD-TD methods,
which would otherwise be required to accurately mode this mixed size. As shown in Table 6.1,
the computer memory requirement scales at the same rate of the BOR methods, however,
because only the small protrusion is being modeled, the computational requirements are much
smaller than those of the full BOR methods.
Although the hybrid method is capable of accurately modeling large targets with small
protrusions, it is limited to a specific type of geometry. To remove this limitation, a body of
revolution (BOR) parabolic wave equation (PWE) method was developed. The time-harmonic
vector wave equation was rewritten in terms of slowing varying envelope functions. As with the
BOR FD-TD method, axial symmetry was exploited by expressing the azimuthal dependence
of the fields in a Fourier series. The paraxial approximation was then used to develop a system
of parabolic partial differential equations that were solved using a memory efficient marching
in space approach.
The method was applied to the RCS prediction of several body of revolution targets. The
results obtained were compared for validation with BOR MoM predictions, and were compared
with GO/PTD predictions to determine the accuracy advantage of the PWE method over
high-frequency techniques. In general the forward scattering predictions made by the BOR
PWE method were more accurate than GO/PTD predictions. However, in most cases, the
BOR PWE and GO/PTD performed equally well in the prediction of the bistatic RCS for
angles near backscatter. Still, in the case of the biconical target, which is on the order of a
wavelength in size, the predictions of BOR PWE were found to be much more accurate than
the GO/PTD results indicating the ability of the PWE method to model smaller targets for
which the GO/PTD approximations are not valid.
Because the BOR PWE formulation reduces the scattering problem to a sequence of two-
dimensional problems, which are solved using the marching in space approach, the computer
memory requirement grows as order L. In addition, as shown, the BOR PWE has the advantage
over high-frequency techniques being able to correctly model resonant size object scattering.
Still, due to the one-way nature of the technique, the PWE method does not perform well
in the modeling of non-convex objects and cavities where multiple scattering interactions can
occur. Another difficulty involves the modeling of objects small compared to a wavelength
where creeping waves can travel all the way around the object. Creeping waves that travel
around the object more than once can not be captured with the PWE method due to the
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one-way nature of the technique.
Much work remains to be done in the use of finite difference method for modeling body of
revolution targets. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the BOR FD-TD suffers from large numerical
dispersion errors along the axis of symmetry. Future work may include the development of a
technique to reduce the numerical dispersion by analytically accounting for the numerical phase
velocity of waves traveling in the BOR FD-TD lattice. In addition, in order to model other
body of revolution targets such as radomes, a BOR FD-TD method for modeling targets with
dielectric surfaces could be implemented. Furthermore, in many cases, objects such as missiles,
exhibit body of revolution structure except for localized 3D features such as fins. The BOR
FD-TD technique could be combined with a general 3D FD-TD code to model the interaction
between the BOR portion of the object and the non-BOR portion of the object.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the hybrid method can also be applied to large targets other than
cylinders. Here, much work can be done to explore the range of validity of the hybrid method
for modeling small BOR protrusions on other large BOR targets such as a cone. Moreover,
work could be done to explore the use of combining high frequency techniques with general
three dimensional exact techniques for modeling small 3D structures that exist on large bodies.
Finally, while the results obtained using the BOR PWE method are encouraging, much work
remains to further develop the BOR PWE technique. For example, BOR PWE formulations for
paraxial directions off-axis can be developed to extend its range of accuracy. Additionally, work
can be done to explore the use of variable range step sizes to reduce the amount of computation.
Also, as mentioned previously, the condition number of the resulting matrix equations are often
very large for targets with large number of boundary conditions to enforce at one range step.
Further work here could include the development of methods for reducing the condition number
and exploring the use of other iterative techniques for solving the resulting matrix equations.
Finally, due to the one-way nature of the technique, a method that uses a back and forth
algorithm could be developed to improve the method's accuracy.
In general, each of techniques presented in thesis has been tested for several examples in
addition to the ones presented here. However, further testing of each of the methods is required
to better understand their capabilities and limitations.
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Calculation of Far-Field Scattered
Fields for BOR Geometries
A.1 General 3D Formulation
The scattered fields in the far-field region can be determined from the electric and magnetic
fields on a surface S' by the following equations.
Jj dS' {iwioGp(,f) - l) x + V
(F) = dS' I V x G(f, l)
r = ,sin~coso+sin~sino+icosO
8 = tcos6coso+ cos~sino-2sinO
= Qcos -ssin
Gi( 7 ,')= hvv 47r - '
In the far field, ikr >> 1, V can be approximated as iki,
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In addition, under the far-field approximation,
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A.2 BOR Formulation
Split the integration over the cylinder into three regions as,




Substituting in cylindrical coordinate form of the electric and magnetic fields,
e ikr fZ2 dz'
47rr f 1 podo'e- 
ik-(poP'+z'z)
{iwP li + [ ± ' x (Hp±() '+ H.(T')9'+ Hz(T
ik [$ - SS x (Ep(T') '+ E0(T')$' + Ez(T')2'
eikr f P dp' j p'd'e-ik-(r'P'+z2z)+ 47rr o
(iwP $$+ x (Hp(p 0', z 2 ) 3' + H,(p', ', z 2 )' + Hz(p', ', z2)z'
ik [$- 6 - x (Ep(p', ',z 2 )' + E0 (p', 0', z2) 5' + Ez(p', #', z 2 )'
ei kr /p 2,r 'dq'e-ik.-(r'P'+z1z)
47rr fo0
{iwP ( + x (Hp(p', 0', zi) ' + Ho (p', #', zi) ' + Hz(p', #', zi)'
ik [6- [-' x (Ep(p', 0', zi) 3' + E0(p', 4', zi)4' + Ez(p', #', zi)2')] } (A.11)
where
T = 'X + 9y' + 2z' = 'p' + 2'z' (A.12)
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p' = 0os#'+ sin#' (A.13)
2' = 2 (A.14)
Expanding and simplifying,
e ik r ,Z2 r27rZ(O,# = ik47irr J dz'] podo'e-ikposinecos(O'-0)eikzcos0
{ [- sin 0 qH(po,4#, z') + cos 6 sin(#' - 4) qHz (po, #', z')
+ cos((' - #)Ez(po, 0', z')]
+4 [- cos(#' - #) riHz(po, #', z') - sin 9EO(po, 0', z')]
+ cos 0 sin(O' - #)Ez(po, #', z')]}
+ ik jPo dp' j2,r p'doe-ikp' sin 0 cos(o'-O)eikz2 cos 0
47rT o 0{6 [- cos 9 sin(#' - #') rH,(p', 4', z 2 ) - cos 9 cos(#' - 4) rHg(p', #', z 2 )
- cos(0' - #))Ep(p', 4)', z2) + sin(#' - ))E0 (p', )', z2 )]
+ [- cos(0' - 4) qH,,(p', 4', z2) - sin(#' - 4) 7HO (p', #', z2 )
- cos 9 sin(0' - 0))Ep(p', 0', z 2 ) - cos 9 cos(' - #))E0 (p', 4', z 2 )]
-- ik jr dp' p'd#'e-ikp sin Ocos(O'-O)e-ikz1 cos O
{6 [- cos 9 sin(#' - 4') qHp(p', 4', zi) - cos 9 cos(#' - #) 77HO (p', 4', zi)
- cos(4' - #)Ep(p', 4', zi) + sin(#' - #))E,5(p', #', zi)]
+4 [- cos(0' - 4) r/H,(p', #', zi) - sin(O' - 4) rHO (p', #', zi)
-cos sin(#' - #)Ep(p',#',zi) - cos cos(#' - #)Eg(p',#',zi)]} (A.15)
Expressing the electric and magnetic fields as a Fourier series,
M
A(p', #', z') = Am,u(p', z') cos(mo') + Am,, (p', z') sin(m#') (A.16)
M=O
where A stands for the electric and magnetic field components. Next rewrite it as,
M
A(p', 4', z') = Am,u(p', z') cos [m(#' - #) + m] +
m=O
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m
+ S A,v(p', z') sin [m(qY -0 + m0']
- Am,u(p', z') cos m# + Am,v (p', z') sin m$





= A'm .(p', z') cos [m(#' - #)] + A'm, (p', z') sin [m(' - 0)] (A.20)
Next, (A.15) is rewritten using (A.20) with the following change of variables,
(A.21)Oknew = 'o1d -
Because the integrand is periodic, the limits of integration can remain unchanged, and (A.15)
becomes,
e ikr M z2 z
E(O,# = ik- E dz'
47rr m=O 1 1 f pod'e- ikposin 
0cos 0'e-ikz cos0
{9 cos m/' I- sin m'H. (Po, z') + cos 0 sin 0' nHz'm (po, z')
+ cos #'Ezm u (po, z')]
+ sinm#' I- sinG ?H$"v(Po, Z') +cos 0 sin0' H'm (po, z')
+ cos #'E'm v (po, z')]
+ cos m#' I- cos #' H'm (po, z') - sin 0 EG (po, z')
+ cos 0 sin O'E', (po, z')]
+ sinm#' - cos 0' y'H'mV (Po, z') - sinG E m (po, z')
+ cos 9 sin #'E', (po, z')] }
+ ieikr M P dp' f2p'd#'e-ikp' sinG cos 0eikz2 cos
4rr m=0 Jo 0
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- cos O'E' u (p', z2 ) + sin 'Em (p', z2)1
+ 5sin m#' I-cos 0 sin 0' 7Hp,,v(p', Z2) - cos 0 cos ' H0'mv (p', Z2)
- Cos #'E' mv (P', z2) + sin dJ'Emv (p', z2)]
+ q cos m' [cos 0/ lHpm Go 6', Z2) - sin 0' ?H ; (P ', Z2)
- cos 9 sin #'E'MU (P" z2) - cos 9 sin O'E'mu (P', z2)
+ 4 sin mo' [cos ' rHpmv (p', z2 ) - sin 0' q7HOMv (P', z 2 )
- COS 9 sin 'E'M ,v (P' z 2 ) - cos 9 sin #'E' (p' z2) }
- ik MJ dp' 2 r d eikp' sin 0Cos 7'eikzj cos 0
47rr m=0 0 0
{ cos m' - cos 0 sin 0' r7Hp, (p', zi) - cos 0 cos /HOmu (p' z1)
- Cos 'E mu (P', zi) + sin #'E (p', zi)]
+ 5 sin m#' -cos sin 0' Hpm,, (p', z1) - cos 0 cos5' p HO, (P', Z)
- Cos #'E' , (p', zi) + sin #'E v (p', zi)]
+ cos m' [cos #' rqHpu (p', zi) - sin 0' qHOmu (P ', zi)
- cos 9 sin #/'EP' (P', zi) - cos 9 sin 0'E0mu (p', zi)]
+ 4 sin mq' [cos 0' YHpmv (p', zi) - sin 0' y;IHn (p', zi)
- cos 9 sin #'E',rn (P' zi) - cos 9 sin #'EQ (p', zi) }
(A.22)
The # integrals are then analytically evaluated using Bessel function relations yielding,
eikr M Z2ikzcos0
Z(O, ik" 27( dz'poe--kos
m=0 Z1
{$ [-sin9 r0H (po, z')F1(po) + Em (po, z')F3 (PO)
+cos 90H' (P, z')F(po)
+ [ -rH'mu (PO, Z')F(po) - sin E 5mu (po, z')F1(po)
+cos9E'mv (po, z')F5 (po)]}
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{ - cos ?rH',b (p', Z2) - E' , (P', Z 2 )) F3(p')
+± -cos 6 r;H' (p', z2) + E'm, (p', z 2 )) F5 (p')
+ ( TH', (p',Z 2 ) - cosOE', (p',z 2 )) F3 (p')
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- ik e'ikr MfPo p'--ikzlcos9
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+ (-r/H'mv(p',zi) - cos 6Epm (p', zi)) F5(p')]
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Calculation of Far-Field Scattered
Fields for 2D Geometries
B.1 General Two-Dimensional Formulation
For two-dimensional Huygens' surfaces which extend to infinity in the 9 direction, equation
(A.7) can be simplified using the following identity.
1 00 / ekIF-'~H (dy' = 0i -r f 0 r - r 1
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Under the far-field approximation,
|p- 5'1 = p - p' = p - z cos a - x' sin a
the asymptotic form of the Hankel function can be used.
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B.2 2D TE Formulation
In two dimensional, the nonzero field components for the TE mode are the Ey, Hz, and H,
fields. If the Huygens' surface is a box which has a center at the origin, and lower-left hand
and upper-right hand corners at (-xo, -zo) and (xo, zo), then the far-field electric field can be
computed as follows,
Eia) k (ix i a -izoa(a)= ek _ +ikxo sna o dz' [rHz(-xo, z') - sin aEy(-xo, z')] eikz'cosQ
Se-ikzocos a dx' [qHx(x', zo) + cos aEy(x', zo)] e-ikx'sina
+ e-ikxo sina 00 dz' [-rHz(xo, z') + sin aEy(xo, z')] e-ikz'cosa
+ e+ikzo cos a x0 dx' [-yHx(x', -zo) - cos aEy (x', -zo)] e-ikx'sina
(B.10)
If an infinite ground plane exists at the yz plane, image theory can be used to account
for the presence of the perfectly conducting half space. An equivalent problem is created by
removing the ground plane, and adding in the image fields. Image fields are created such that
the boundary condition, , x F= 0 is satisifed. In this case, the electric and magnetic fields of
the equivalent source will be,
E' (xz) = f (x,z) x>0 (B.11)
Y 
-Ey(-x, z) x < 0
Hx (X Z) = +Hx(x, z) x > 0 (B.12)
-Hx(-x, z) x < 0
Hz (X Z) = +Hz(x, z) x > 0 (B.13)
+Hz(-x, z) x < 0
The far-field electric field can the be calculated using equation (B.10) with the electric and
magnetic fields replaced by (B.12)-(B.13).
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B.3 2D TM Formulation
The formulation for the two dimensional TM mode case is very similar. In this case, the nonzero
field components for the TM mode are the Hy, E,, and E, fields. If the Huygens' surface is
a box which has a center at the origin, and lower-left hand and upper-right hand corners at
(-xo, -zo) and (xo, zo), then the far-field electric field can be computed as follows,
Z(a) & eik { eikxosin zo dz' [Hz(-xo,z')+ sina 7Hy(-xo,z')] eikz'cosa
+ e-ikzo cos a f0 dx' [Ex (x', zo) - cos a yHy(x', zo)] e-ikx'sina
+ e-ikxo sin a dz' [-Ez(xo, z') - sin a 77Hy (xo, z')] e-ikz' cos a
- zo
+ e+ikzo cos a f0 dx' [-Ex(x', -zo) + cos a qHy (x', -zo)] e-ikx'sin a
(B.14)
Similary, if an infinite ground plane exists at the yz plane, image theory can be used to
account for the presence of the perfectly conducting half space. The the electric and magnetic
fields of the equivalent source will be,
H' (x, z) = + Hy(x,z) x (B.15)
Y +Hy (-x, z) x < 0
E' (x, z) = +EX(XZ) x > 0 (B.16)
+Ex(-x, z) x < 0
Ez(X I Z) = f+Ez(x, z) x > 0 (B.17)
1- E,(- x,z) x< 0
The far-field electric field can the be calculated using equation (B.14) with the electric and





The formulation of the 2D FD-TD method is similar to that of the BOR FD-TD formulation,
and will not be carried out in detail here as there are many references such as [50] that con-
tain the formulation. As with the BOR FD-TD technique, the 2D FD-TD numerically solves
Maxwell's equations, which are presented here in their differential form,
EoE = V x H
to0H = -V x E.
(C.1)
(C.2)
For a two dimensional problem, which is






The equations for the TE mode are,
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I at
uniform in the direction, Maxwell's equations can



















Difference equations can then be obtained by discretizing the time and space derivatives using
central difference approximations. For reference the difference equations for free space [50] as
well as the difference equations for the PML medium [3] are listed in the following sections.
C.1 TM Mode
C.1.1 TM Mode FD-TD Difference Equations
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C.1.2 TM Mode PML Difference Equations
APPENDIX C. 2D FD-TD METHOD
C.2 TE Mode
C.2.1 TE Mode FD-TD Difference Equations
ExI 2j + A (H I+1/2,j+1/2 
- +1/2,j-1/2)
= Eyi|I 2 - (Hz +1/2,j+1/2 - -1/2,j+1/2)
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- ie,j+/2 
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+ At (E 2 j - Exl 2 j[PAY iE/2 i1/2,)
C.2.2 TM Mode PML Difference Equations
- (Ov/*)AtEx /22, + 1 x
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Ex 2 . /




D.1 BOR FD-TD Program
The BOR FD-TD program calculates monostatic or bistatic radar cross sections of a PEC
body of revolution with arbitrary cross section. Bistatic signatures are calculated exactly,
while monostatic signatures are estimated using the monostatic bistatic equivalence principle.
Both monostatic and bistatic signatures can be calculated over an extended bandwidth. The
user can specify whether the object should be represented using a staircase approximation or a
conformal grid representation.
175
APPENDIX D. SOURCE CODE
The following, borlfdtd.f, contains the sub-
routines for reading in the input parameters
from the user, as well as the core FD-TD equa-
tions used for time stepping.
* BOR-FDTD CODE: C
This programs calculates the scattering pattern of a
incident plane wave on a body of revolution. The user







write(6,*) 'BOR FDTD Options'
write(6,*) '1 = FDTD,WRITE FREQ,RCS'
write(6,*) '2 = FDTD,RCS'
write(6,*) '3 = READ FREQ,RCS'
write(6,*) '4 = FDTD'
write(6, '(''*Enter option: '', $)')
read(5,*) menu-choice




























c GET_-PRIMARYINPUT gets info from user about geomfile name, incident





integer conf-stair, totsteps, movie-test, mode-index, round,
1 x1,x2,yl,y2, polarization
real dt-out, width, TIMETODELAY, cost, sint
real theta_1,theta_2,theta_3,theta_4
C**** get Geometry and data filename
write(6,'(''*Enter geometry file name:
read(5,*) fnamein






write(6, '(''*Movie file name: '',$)')
read(5,*) mfname
write(6,'(' '*Number of time steps between each frame: '',$)')
read(5,*) movie-step
write(6,*) 'Field ids: er=l,ez=2,ephi=3,hr=4,hz=5,hphi=6'










Note: There is alternative staircasing routine which can handle
any type of geometry, including nonconvex objects. It can also
scale the staircase nodes as needed based on any delta; that
is, given a set of data points it will perform a linear
interpolation to determine all points in between before
staircasing the resulting object. This is option 3.
40 write(6,'(''*Enter model (1=staircase, 2=conformal): '',$)')
read(5,*) confstair














c**** Calculate sigma-max so that reflections are 40 dB down
sigma-max = 70*3/eta/40./0.434294481903/(PMLDEPTH*dz)
c write(6,*) 'sigmamax = ',sigma.max
c write(6,*) 'Enter sigma max'
c read(5,*) sigma-max
if (calc-bist) then















32 write(6,'(''*Enter duration of simulation (ns): '',$)')
read(5,*) sim-duration
if (sim-duration.lt.0.5) then
print *,'Simulation must last longer than 0.5 ns.'
goto 32
end if
C**** Modulation of Gaussian Pulse (1-on 0-off)
50 write(6,'(''*Modulate incident wave? (1=Y,0=N): '',)')
read(5,*) modulate
if (modulate.gt.1.OR.modulate.lt.0) goto 50
if (modulate.eq.1) then












write(6,*) 'Estimated modes required: ',modes
write(6,'(''*Enter start mode: '', $')
read(5,*) modestart




























c*** calculate time delay















c***** determine the time delay so that wave arrives at the target at







gd = (x2*dz*cost+O*dz*sint)/c + TIME_TO_DELAY + 2*sdev
elseif (incang.ge.theta.1.AND.inc-ang.lt.theta-2) then
gd = (x2*dz*cost+y2*dz*sint)/c + TIME.TODELAY + 2*sdev
elseif (incang.ge.theta_2.AND.incang.lt.theta_3) then
gd = ((xl+x2)/2*dz*cost+y2*dz*sint)/c + TIMETODELAY + 2*sdev
elseif (inc.ang.ge.theta3.AND.incang.lt.theta_4) then
gd = (xl*dz*cost+y2*dz*sint)/c + TIME.TODELAY + 2*sdev
else
gd = (xl*dz*cost+O*dz*sint)/c + TIMETODELAY + 2*sdev
end if
totsteps = 0
do 80 mode-index = mode-startmodeend
dt = dt-out(mode-index)
totsteps = totsteps + round(simduration*le-9/dt)
80 continue
if (store-movie) call setup-movie(totsteps)
RETURN
END
c GET-RCSOUT.RANGES gets info from user about what angles and freqs




integer nang, fi, fi2, mono-bi
real mono.ang, ma, tempfreqlist(1:MAIX_FREQS)
logical skip.fd
if (.NOT.skip-fd) then
write(6, '(''*Enter lowest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) lowfreq
write(6, '(''*Enter highest frequency of interest: '',8)')
read(5,*) high-freq
if (abs(low.freq-high-freq).gt.tole) then





write(6,*) 'Error. Number of freqs must be








do 20 fi = mint, maxf
freqlist(fi,1) = low.freq + dfreq*(fi-1.0)

















write(6,*) '1. Calculate bistatic RCS vs angle for given freqs'
write(6,*) '2. Estimate monostatic RCS vs angle for given freqs'








write(6,*) 'Bistatic RCS angles (in degrees)'
write(6,'(''*Enter initial and final phi: '',$,$)')
read(5,*) low.phi,high-phi
it (abs(low.phi-high-phi) It. tole) then
dphi = high.phi-lowphi+1.0
else
write(6, '(' '*Enter number of angles: '',$)')
read(5,*) nang
dphi = (high-phi-low.phi)/ real(nang-1.0)
end if
write(6,'(''*Enter initial and final theta: ''.$,$)')
read(5,*) lowtheta,hightheta
if (abs(low-theta-high-theta).lt. tole) then
dtheta = high.theta-lowtheta+1.0
else
write(6,'(''*Enter number of angles: '',)')
read(5,*) nang
dtheta = (high-theta-lowtheta)/ real(nang-1.0)
end if
else
write(6,'(''*Enter incident angle theta in degrees: '',8)')
read(5,*) incang
write(6,*) 'Monostatic RCS angles (in degrees)'




write(6,*) 'Note, monostatic angle range = inc.ang (+/-) ,
'max.ang'





if (abs(lowtheta-hightheta). lt.tole) then
dtheta = high-theta-low-theta+1.0
else
write(6, '(''*Enter number of angles (must be odd): '',8)')
read(5,*) nang
if (real(nang/2).eq.real(nang)/2.0) then
write(6,*) 'Increasing nang to ', nang+1
nang = nang+1
end if
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******** Determine freqs that need to be calculated.







c********** Update freqlist components so that they are considered
c********** for use in monostatic calculations
monofreq-ind(fi) = fi2



























c MEMORYCHECK checks if enough memory has been allocated and reports






print *,'error not enough memory for RCS components'






print *,'nm =',nm,' is greater than the starting mode'
print *,'number', mode-start, '. Adjust the nm parameter'
enough-memory = .FALSE.
end if
if (mm.lt.mode -end) then
write(6,*)
print *,'mm =',mm,' is less than the ending mode'





write(6,*) 'Insufficient memory to begin simulation. The'
write(6,*) 'following parameter(s) in the common.f file'





write(6,*) 'Set MAXNODES to at least',total-nodes
else if (id.eq.MAXZERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAX.ZCELLS to at least',maxz
else if (id.eq.MAXRERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAX_R_CELLS to at least',maxr
else if (id.eq.MAXSTAIR_ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAXSTAIRNODES to at least',
stair-node-count
else if (id.eq.MAX_RCS.ERROR) then









c WRITE- OUT-ALL-PARMS outputs to a file all important parameters used




integer totsteps, mode-index, round
real dt-out
open(unit=9,file='bor.out' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
89 format('Scatter field end points (',I4,',',14,'), (',14,',',14
1')')
write(9,89) xscat-sp,1,maxz-xscat-sp,int(obj-height/dz)+ytot-sp
























inc-ang = ',inc.ang/pi*180,' (deg)'
gd = ',gd,' (sec)'
write(9,*) ' Simulation Duration (na) = ',sim-duration
totsteps = 0
do 80 mode-index = mode-start,mode-end
dt = dt-out(mode-index)
N = round(sim-duration*le-9/dt)
totsteps = totsteps + N
write(9,36) modeindex,dt,N
80 continue
36 format(2X,'Mode = ',12,2X'dt = ',E12.7,2X,'N time steps =',16)
write(9,*) ' Total Steps to run = ',totsteps
write(9,11)
write(9,34) eqset-start, eqsetend
34 format(21, 'Running eqset ',I1,' through ',I1)
write(9,*)
if (abs(Ehg-1.O).lt.tole) then
write(9,*) 'HH RCS calculated'
else
write(9,*) 'VV RCS calculated'
end if
if (calc-bist) then
write(9,*) 'Bistatic RCS calculated'
else




write(9,*) ' Staircase approximation gridding used for ',
I fnamein,' geomfile'
else
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write(9,30) xall.sp, yall-sp
27 format(' xtot-sp = ',18,' ytot-sp = ',18)
28 format(' xscatsp = ',18,' yscat-sp = ',18)
29 format(' xhuy.sp = ',18,' yhuy-sp = ',18)
30 format(' xall_sp = ',18,' yallhsp = ',I8)
call plotb(ZB,RB,NP,51,41)
close(unit=9)
C *** FORMAT LINES ***
09 format(13)
11 format('')
17 format('High Freq (GHz) =',F6.2,3X,'Low Freq (GHz) = ',F6.2)
31 format('Modulation Freq (GHz) (-1 = unmodulated)',P6.2)
26 format(5X, 'Length (i) = ',F4.2,4X, 'Height (a) = ',F4.2)
18 format(11X, 'maxz = ',15, 9X,'maxr = ',14,9X,'dz = ',F8.7,' (in)')
19 format(' sigmamax = ',F12.8)
21 format(' movie_num = ',112,' (er=1, ez=2, ephi=3, hr=4,
1 ,'hz=5, hphi=6)')
22 format(' movie-type = 'I12,' (movie=1, wrtraw=2)')
23 format(' mheight = ',I12,' rcszl = ',18)
24 format(' rcsz2 = ',112,' NPInRCS = ',18)
25 format(/,'ADJUSTED DATA POINTS TO FIT FDTD GRID')
RETURN
END
c DT.OUT returns the required dt for stability based on mode number
c and dz. Function used so that all dts in the program are calculated





c**** Taflove's stability criterion, note with conformal method, must







c dt.out = 0.90*dt-out
c***** Davidson stability creiterion that only works for low order modes.
c dt-out = 0.90*(dz/c)*(((mode+1.0)**2.0 + 2.8)/4 + 1.0)**(-0.5)
RETURN
END


































































* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c
c FDTD Loop: loops through all time steps updating electric and
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print *,"Mode=",m," Equation Set #",eqset
do 20 time=l,N






















ce*************Store some fields for analysis
c write(18,*) ez(236,75), er(236,75), ephi(236,75)
c write(19,*) ez(236,35), er(236,35), ephi(236,35)
c print *, ez(136,75), er(136,75), ephi(136,75)
c print e, ez(136,35), er(136,35), ephi(136,35)
if (storemovie) then




movie-frame = movie-frame + 1
end if
end if












c ***************** *5***** *********c













c free-spaceE contains the core update equations for calculating





























































C i****C**CCC*C5*CC*******Uo Axis Equations** *e**ee*******





















































c free-spaceH contains the core update equations for calculating



























C ******* only calculate if not a boundary cell as defined by







































C*****Ceeeeeeeeeee*e*****e*e*n Axis Equations*********************** C
o eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*eeeeeeeeeeeeee****eeeeeeee** C
CeCe*55CC C CC*C e ~
if ((conformjhrl(k,i).eq..AND.conformal).R.(.not.
1 conformal)) then



























































































The following, geom.f, contains the sub-
routines for setting up the computational do-
main as well as determining the staircase or















real ri,z1,r2,z2, slope, yk
integer k,i
logical inside-pec
C*** This subroutine determines if the hphi field at cell (k,i),
C*** but at physical location (k,i-0.5) is inside or outside
Ceec the PEC. It assumes the surface is closed and is convex.
C*** Check for vertical line
if (abs(z1-z2).lt.(dz/2)) then
C****** Decide if target to left or right.
if (r2.gt.rl) then

























c if (k.eq.285) then
c print *,k,i,z1,r1,z2,r2,hphi-inside
c end if










c OnBoundQ = (i.lt.rh.AND.i.gt.rl)
c OnBoundQ = OnBoundQ.OR.((i-1).lt.rh.AND.i.gt.rl)
c if (abs(z2-zl).gt.tole) then
c OnBoundQ = OnBOundQ.AND.k.le.z2.AND.k.ge.zl
c else
c end if
c OnBoundQ = (i.le.rh+1E-7.AND.i.ge.rl-1E-7)
c OnBoundQ = OnBoundQ.OR.((i-1).le.rh+E-7.AND.i.ge.rl-1E-7)
OnBoundQ = (i.lt.rh.AND.i.gt.rl)
OnBoundQ = OnBoundQ.OR.((i-1).lt.rh.AND.i.gt.rl)
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c Determine the enter and exit points of the surface given c
c the cell (k,i) location and the index of the data points c






C*** ze,re: entry point; zx,rx: exit point
Cees type describes the type of intersection
C*** type = 1 means intersects two perpendicular lines
C*** type = 2 means intersects two parallel lines.
C*** entry-side, exit-side describe entry and exit sides.
C*** es = 1 implies parallel to z-axis, perp to r-axis





























ze = (re-rl)/slope + zi
if (ze.gt.z2.0R.ze.lt.z) then











rx = i + 0.0
else
rx = i - 1.0
end if
zx = (rx-rl)/slope + z
if (zx.gt.z2.OR.zx.lt.zl) then





























c INSIDEPEC(k,i) returns TRUE if the physical location of the c
c cell type is inside the pec. Uses global constants erf, ezf, c






real tk, ti, min-z, maxz, min-r, max-r, slope
real zi, ri, zipi, ripi
C5** in array cell k,i is FDTD grid location
C*** i-0.5, k+0.5 for er
C*** i-1.0, k+0.5 for ephi
C*** i-1.0, k for ez
C*** i-1.0, k for hr
C*** i-0.5, k for hphi




else if (type.eq.ephif) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.5
else if (type.eq.ezf) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.0
else if (type.eq.hrf) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.0
else if (type.eq.hphif) then
ti = i-0.5
tk = k+0.0



























C*** count the number of intersections.













1 zipi) ) then
slope = (ri-ripl)/(zi-zipl)
if ( (slope*(tk-zi)+ri).gt.ti ) then
above = above + 1
else












c ONPEO(k,i) returns TRUE if the physical location of the c
c cell type is on the surface of the pec. Uses global constants c





real tk, ti, minz, maxz, min-r, max-r, slope
real zi, ri, zipi, ripi
logical conc
C*** in array cell k,i is FDTD grid location
C*** i-0.5, k+0.5 for er
C*** i-1.0, k+0.5 for ephi
C*** i-1.0, k for ez
C*** i-1.0, k for hr
C*** i-0.5, k for hphi




else if (type.eq.ephif) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.5
else if (type.eq.ezf) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.0
else if (type.eq.hrf) then
ti = i-1.0
tk = k+0.0
else if (type.eq.hphif) then
ti = i-0.5
tk = k+0.0



























C*** count the number of intersections.






























c EZ.INSIDE(k,i) returns TRUE if the physical location of the c





c integer indexi, findex
c real pz, pr, z1, z2, rl, r2, cr
logical insidepec
c pz = float(k)
c pr = float(i)




















do 10 indexi = 1,NP-1
zi = ZB(indexl)
z2 = ZB(index1+1)

















eseseeseesee **** ********************** ****c
c This subroutine is the geometry analyzer. c
c It calculates contour lengths and determines cell types,etc c
c The analzyer requires that the surface be closed, that
c is: r(l) = r(NP)
c c
c The BOR is formed by connecting the data points with straight c
c lines. c




integer i, k, errorcode, round
real toler
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character filnam*1024, frmt*30
integer ilen, spacingi
real maxrb, zshift, rshift, slope
C*** On Boundary
C*** totOB is the total number of cells in array OnBdy that
C*** have part of the PEC cut through them.
real OnBdy(1:4,MAICP), zl,z2,rl,r2,z3
integer totOB, indexi, temp
integer unknown, inside, outside, floor, accessNPi
logical hphi-inside, OnBoundQ, ez-inside, insidepec,onpec
parameter(accessNPi=4,unknown=0,inside=-1,outside=l)
real minzp, maxzp, minrp, maxrp
C*** (ki) is cell identifer with physical loc of hphi at (k,i-0.5)
C*** type is either unknown, inside, outside.
integer sright, sdown, sleft, scright, scdown, scleft, noconform
integer sscright, sscdown, sscleft, nused, sdownleft, sdownright
integer scsdownleft, scsdownright, vright, vupright, vleft





parameter(sdownleft=10, sdownright=11, vright=14, vupright=15)
parameter(vleft=16, vupleft=17, vdownleft=18, vdownright=19)





































end for use with geom.m script
stretch cell to the right
stretch cell to downwards
stretch cell to the left
self-conform to the right
self-conform downwards
self-conform to the left
stretch & self-conform to the right
stretch & self-conform downwards
stretch & self-conform to the left
special case of stretch down & left
- special case of stretch down & right
- self-conform and stretch down & left
- self-conform and stretch down & right
- vertical wall to the right
- vertical wall to right and stretch upwards
- vertical wall to the left
- vertical wall to left and stretch upwards
- vertical wall to left and stretch downwards
- vertical wall to right and stretch downwards
- a cell on boundary with hphi inside target
integer lastoutk, lastouti, lastoutaB, lastink, lastini
real conform.grid(1:5,startz:endz,1:endr)
integer temp-hz(1:mz,1:mr)
C*** hphiIO grid identifies inside and outside hphi fields by
C*** their k,i position which corresponds to physical (k,i-0.5)
integer hphiI(start-z:end-z,1:end.r), OUT, IN
parameter(OUT = 0, IN = 1)
integer typels, typels2, typels3, index12, index13
real leni, len2, area, ze2, re2, zx2, rx2, ze3, re3, zx3, rx3
C*** identifies type of enter,exit
real ze,re,zx,rx
integer type, sr, etr, str
relationship(see enter-exit routine)
integer NPcount, defaults
real zstep, zelope, radius
G55555555***55********tart of Geom Analysis Code*************
C*** Initialize OnBdy vector
totB = 0






C*** actype, acli, acl2, ac, acNPi












C*** Initialize conform-list vector
do 65 indexl=l,MAXCP






















write(6,*) 'Setting up geometry...













write(6,'(''*Enter xtot.sp [10]: ,,)')
read(5,*) xtotsp
write(6,'(''*Enter ytotsp [10]: '',$)')
read(5,*) ytotsp
write(6,'(''*Enter xscatsp [40]: '',$)')
read(5,*) xscatsp
write(6,'(''*Enter yscatsp [40]: '',$)')
read(5,*) yscatsp
write(6,'(''*Enter xhuy.sp [2]: '',)')
read(5,*) xhuysp







c********new geom readin procedure...
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c NP = NP+1
do 333 i=1,NP
read(11,*) ZBt(i), RBt(i)
















































Read in geometry file.








if (dz.ne.(0.0)) go to 2








C*** Check for proper geometry file that satisfies specs above.
do 10 i = 1,NP-1
errorcode = 100




1 (abs(ZBa(i+1)-ZBa(i)).gt.toler)) goto 980
10 continue
errorcode = 102
if (abs(RBa(1)-RBa(NP)).gt.toler) goto 980

















c spacingi = max(90,int(1.0*c/low-freq/dz))
spacingi = 50
maxz = 2*xallhsp + len/dz

















Now scale the BOR object
maxrb = -1
is greater than the allowed mz =',mz
is greater than the allowed mr =',mr










Determine where targets cuts cells and whether the cut encloses
hphi within (inside) the PEC or whether hphi is outside the PEC
staircount = 0








etr = floor(maxrb) + 1
str = 1
else




do 50 i = sr,etr,str


















































C**** Write out staircase approx data








c**** don't finish conformal gridding routine if only staircase needed
if (.NOT.use.conformal) goto 1200
C*** check to ensure that OnBdy array was large enough.
c print *,tot0B
errorcode = 103
if (totafB.gt.MAIXCP) go to 980
C*** Began checking inside cells.
do 90 indexi = 1,tot0B
k = OnBdy(accessk,index1)
i = OnBdy(accessi,indexi)
c conformgrid(acNPi,k,i) = OnBdy(accessNPi,index1)
if (OnBdy(accesst,indexl).eq.inside) then
conform-grid(actype,ki) = noconform
C********* Checking for sdown, sright, or sleft. Will be sright




















































































































c if (conformigrid(actype,k+1,i).eq.nused) then
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C*** Began checking outside cells.
do 100 indexi = 1,tot0B
k = OnBdy(accessk,indexl)
i = OnBdy(accessi,indexl)
if (OnBdy(accesst,indexl). eq.outside) then
C********* Checking for scdown, scright, or scleft. Will be scright

























































































































Write out the enter and exit calculated points













do 2001 k = start-z,end-z














do 1001 k = start-z,end&z











C*** At this point all conformal grid cells have been identified
C*** and classified. The following determines the contour lengths,
C*** areas, and which fields need to be borrowed and/or set to zero.
C*** A list will now be created that contains all the conformal grid
C*** cells (k,i) location, their contour lengths, areas, which fields
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C*** Note: ack,aci,actype,acll,acl2,aclk,acBorrow)
listcount = 0
do 110 k = start-z,endtz
do 120 i = 1,endr
type = conform-grid(actype,k,i)
if (type.ne.nused.AND.type.ne.noconform) then




C C************* check to see what needs to be borrowed.
if (hphiI0(k-1,i).eq.IN) then














borrow-list (ezb,listcount) = YES-RIGHT
else












borrow-list (ezt, listcount) = YES-RIGHT
else










if (typels.ne.parallel) go to 980
leni = zx - (k-0.5)
len2 = ze - (k-0.5)
errorcode = 220
c print *,lenl
if (lent.gt.(2.0).0R.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 320















if (typels.ne.parallel) go to 980
lend = (i+0.0) - re
len2 = (i+0.0) - rx
errorcode = 221
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 321












if (typels.ne.parallel) go to 980
leni = (k+0.5) - ze
len2 = (k+0.5) - zx
errorcode = 222
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 322












leni = zx - (k-0.5)
len2 = ze - (k-0.5)
print *,len1,len2,k,i,typels
errorcode = 223
if (lenl.gt.(1.0).R.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 323




leni = (i+0.0) - rx
len2 = ze - (k-0.5)
print *,len1,len2,k,i,typels
errorcode = 423
if (lenl.gt.(1.0).0R.lenl1lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 523
if (len2.gt.(1.0).R.ln2.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
area = len2+lenle(1-len2)+0.5*(1-lenl)(1-len2)
errorcode = 623


















c errorcode = 124
c if (typels.ne.parallel) go to 980
leni = (i+0.0) - re
len2 = (i+0.0) - rx
errorcode = 224
if (lenl.gt.(l.0).OR.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 324













leni = (k+0.6) - ze
len2 = (k+0.5) - zx
c print *,len1,len2,k,i,typels
errorcode = 225
if (lenl.gt.(1.0).0R.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 325
if (len2.gt.(1.0).0R.len2.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
area = 0.5*(lenl+len2)
else
conform-list(acz, listcount) = -1001
leni = (i+0.0) - re
len2 = (k+0.5) - zx
c print *,len1,len2,k,i,typels
errorcode = 425
if (lenl.gt.(1.0).OR.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 525
if (len2.gt.(1.0).0R.len2.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
area = len2+lenl*(l-len2)+0.5*(1-lenl)*(1-len2)
errorcode = 625
if (area.gt.(1.0).OR.area.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
end if




C****ee **se ***************eee***eeeeeeeeeeeee**e ***********










leni = zx2 - (k-0.5)
len2 = ze - (k-0.5)
errorcode = 226
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).0R.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 326
if (len2.gt.(1.0).OR.len2.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
1
2























leni = (k+0.5) - ze2
len2 = (k+0.5) - zx
errorcode = 227
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).0R.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 327
if (len2.gt.(1.0).OR.len2.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
1
2





























lenl = (i+0.0) - re2
len2 = (i+0.O) - rx
errorcode = 328
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 428
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if (abs(ze2-zx).gt.tole.OR.abs(re2-rx).gt.tole) go
1 to 980
lent = (i+0.0) - re
len2 = (i+0.0) - rx2
errorcode = 628
if (lenl.gt.(1.0).GR.lenl.lt.(0.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 728
if (len2.gt.(2.0).OR.len2.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = 0.5*(lenl+len2)
end if
slope = lent - len2
























leni = (k+0.5) - ze2
len2 = (i+0.0) - rx3
errorcode = 429
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 529
if (len2.gt.(2.0).OR.len2.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = (i-re) + 0.5*(len2-(i-re)) + 0.5*(i-re)*
(ze-(k+0.5-lenl))
errorcode = 529

























lent = zx2 - (k-O.5)
len2 = (i+0.0) - re3
errorcode = 430
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 530
if (len2.gt.(2.0).OR.len2.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = (i-rx) + 0.5*((k-0.5+lenl)-zx)*(i-rx)
I + 0.5*(rx-(i-len2))
errorcode = 630


























lent = Ck+0.5) - ze
len2 = (i+0.0) - rx3
errorcode = 431
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 531
if (len2.gt.(2.0).OR.len2.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = 0.5*(len1-t)*(len2-(rx2-rx3)) + 0.5*
1 (rx2-rx3) + (len2-(rx2-rx3))
errorcode = 631





















I ne.parallel) go to 980
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leni = zx - (k-0.5)
len2 = (i+0.0) - re3
errorcode = 432
if (lenl.gt.(2.0).DR.lenl.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
errorcode = 532
if (len2.gt.(2.0).OR.len2.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = 0.5*(len1-1)*(len2-(re2-re3)) + 0.5*
(re2-re3) + (len2-(re2-re3))
errorcode = 632







Ceeeeeeeee*e*ee*ee*e*e* Type VUPRIGHT (0) ee**eeeeee*ee********













if (re2.lt.re) go to 980
leni = re2 - (i-1.0)
errorcode = 233
c print *,lenl,re2,re
c if (lenl.gt.(2.0).OR.leni.lt.(1.0)) go to 980
area = leni
















c errorcode = 134
c print *,re2,re,indexl
c if (re2.lt.re) go to 980
c print *,ze,re,ze2,re2,k,i
leni = re - (i-1.0)
errorcode = 234
c print c,leni













conformlist(acll,listcount) = leni - 1.0

















if (re2.lt.re) go to 980
leni = (i+0.0) - re
errorcode = 235
c print *,lenl,re2,re















if (re2.lt.re) go to 980
leni = (i+0.0) - re
errorcode = 236












Write out results for display to MATLAB plot for
analysis and verfication.
do 150 k = 1,mz







C*** Contour Length and Area Calculated Values
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if (borrow-list(ezt,index1) .ne.HNO) ez- conforml(conformlist
1 (ack,indexl),conform.list(aci,indexl)+) = 1
if (borrowlist(ezb,index1).ne.NO) ez-conforml(conform-list
1 (ack,indexl),conform-list(aci,index)) = 1
if (borrow-list(err,indexl) ne.NO) er-conforml(conform-list
1 (ack,indexl),conformlist(aci,indexl)) = 1
if (borrow-list(erl,index1) .ne.NO) er.conforml(conform.list
1 (ack,indexl)-1,conformlist(aci,indexl)) = 1
2010 continue
close(unit=O)
C*************** Conformal Hz Geometry Processing ssesss*e*e*****
Ces* Variables for conformal Hz field.
c*** using accessk, accessi, accesst
hzcount = 0


















if (abs(zi-z3) .gt.tole.OR.abs(rl-maxrb).lt.tole) then
if (abs(r1-floor(r1)).ge.(0.0)) then
i = floor(rl) + 1
hzcount = hzcount + 1
conformshz(accesok,hzcount) = floor(zl-0.5)
if ((i-0.5).lt.r1) then
conformhz(accessi,hzcount) = i + 1
conformhz(accessthzcount) = STRETCH.HZ













do 220 i = floor(max(rl,r2))+1,floor(min(r,r2))
+1,-i











do 210 i = floor(max(rl,r2))+1,floor(min(r,r2))+1,-1
hzcount = hzcount + 1
c if (int(zl-0.5).eq.109.AND.i.eq.70)








C*** Write out hz conformal grid information.
260
250
do 250 k = 1,mz








do 3000 indexi = 1,hzcount
write(10,*) conformhz(accessk,index1), conformhz(accessi,
1 index), conform-hz(accesst,indexl), conform-hz-length
2 (indexl)
if (conform-hz(accesst,index1) .eq. STRETCHHZ.OR.
conformhz(accesst,indexl) .eq.SCHZ.OR.
conformhz(accesstindex1) .eq.EQZEROHZ) then









C*************** Conformal Hr Geometry Processing essssssssessese
hrcount = 0
ephicount = 0
do 600 k = 1,mz











C******** Horizontal or vertical line.
if (abs(zl-z2).lt.tole) then
C*********** Vertical line




c if (onpec(int(z1-0.5),i+1,ephif)) then
hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform~hr(accessk,hrcount) = int(zl-0.5)












hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform-hr(accessk,hrcount) = int(z1+0.5)











hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform.hr(accessk,hrcount) = k







C****** All other slopes.
do 310 i = floor(min(rl,r2)),floor(max(rl,r2))+1
if (i.ge.min(ri,r2).AND.i.le.max(rl,r2)) then
C************** Calculate the k point of intersection.
slope = (r2-rl+0.0)/(z2-zi+0.0)




hrcount = hrcount + 1
conformjhr(accessk,hrcount) = k - 1
conformshr(accessi,hrcount) = i + 1
conformhr(accesst,hrcount) = SRIGHT_HRDC
lenl = ze - (k-1.5)
errorcode = 901




ephicount = ephicount + 1
conformephi(accessk,ephicount) = k-i
conform-ephi(accessi,ephicount) = i+1
conform-ephi(accesst ,ephicount) = hrcount
else






hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform~hr(accessk,hrcount) = k
conformjhr(accessi,hrcount) = i + 1
conformhr(accesst,hrcount) = SRIGHTHRIC
lenl = ze - (k-0.5)
errorcode = 902



















hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform-hr(accessk,hrcount) = k + 1
conformjhr(accessi,hrcount) = i + 1
conformjhr(acceest,hrcount) = SLEFTHRDC
lenl = (k+1.5) - ze
errorcode = 1032
if (lenl.lt.(1.0).6R.lenl.gt.(2.0)) go to 980
conform-hr length(hrcount) = leni
if (.not.insidetpec(k,i+1,ephif)) then
ephi-conform(k,i+1) = YES
ephicount = ephicount + 1
conformiephi(accesskephicount) = k
conformephi(accessi,ephicount) = i+1






hrcount = hrcount + 1
conform_hr(accessk,hrcount) = k
conform.hr(accessi,hrcount) = i + 1
conformjhr(accesst,hrcount) = SLEFT_HR_IC
leni = (k+0.5) - ze
errorcode = 1033



















Write out hr conformal grid information.
do 350 k = 1,mz








do 4000 indexl = 1,hrcount
write(10,*) conform_hr(accessk,indexl), conform-hr(accessi,































ilen = index(dbase,' ') - 1
write(frmt,'(a2,i4,a4)') '(a',ilen,',a9)'
write(filnam,frmt)dbase, '/ephi.dat'
open(unit=10, file=filnam, status= 'unknown',form= 'formatted')
do 4500 k=1,mz
do 4600 i=1,mr
















































c**** dummy statement to jump to if staircase only
1200 k=k
return
980 print *, 'Error 1, errorcode, ' in reading BOR INPUT at



















do 20 indexi = 2,staircount
if (staircase(aci,indexl).gt.0) ephi(staircase(ack,indexl),
i staircase(aci,index)) = 0.0
20 continue
er(staircase(ack,2),staircase(aci,2)) = 0.0
if (time.eq.1) write(1,*) staircase(ack,2), staircase(aci,2)
er(staircase(ack,3),staircase(aci,3)) = 0.0
if (time.eq.1) write(1,*) staircase(ack,3), staircase(aci,3)





































if (time.eq.1) write(3,*) x2, y2
er(x2,y2) = 0.0











if (staircase(aci,staircount) .gt.0) then
er(staircase(ack,staircount),staircase(aci,staircount)) = 0.0














integer i, k, indexi, typels, m, ms, typel
real leni, len2, area, eztop, ez-bot, er-rt,
character type
integer borezt, borezb, borerl, borerr
logical borwvdirec-rightQ
erlt, ci, c2, c3















C** Do the calculations for the interpolated ephi fields.






























I typels.ne.SLEFTHR.IC. AND. SRIGHT.HRIC) then




C*** Implement boundary conditions for hphi term.













I OR.type.eq. '' .DR.type.eq. 'L' .0R.type.eq. 'P' OR.type.
2 eq.'Q'.OR.type.eq.'R'






































































































































Ceee***********Hz field boundary conditions ******************





c if (typel.eq.EQZERO_HZ) then
c print *,'settting to zero',k,i
c er(k,i) = 0.0
c ephi(k,i) = 0.0










C********* Hr field boundary conditions e*e****e**e





c if (typel.eq.EQZERO.HR) then
c print *,'settting to zero',k,i








































o SETUPSTAIRCASE setups all the parameters needed to run the simulation





I ystair(1:MAISTAIRNODES), index, xcomp, ycomp,
I dx, dy
real zstep, radius
integer xdir, ydir, x1, x2, yl, y2, round, defaults
real max-x-node, maxy.node, min-x-node, miny.node,
I slope, offset, dist-to-line, xnodes(1:MAXNDDES),
2 ynodes(l:MAL-NODES), delta, current-x, current-y
urite(6,*) 'Setting up geometry...'












write(6,'(''*Enter xtot-sp [10): '',S)')
read(5,*) xtotsp
write(6,'(''*Enter ytot_sp [10]: '',$)1)
read(5,*) ytotsp
write(6,'(''*Enter xscat_p [15]: '',$)')
read(5,*) xscatsp
write(6,'(''*Enter yscatsp [15]: '',$)')
read(5,*) yscatsp
write(6,'(''*Enter xhuy_sp [2]: '',$)')
read(5,*) xhuy.sp





















































maxz = round(2.0xallhsp + max-x-node - min.-.node)
mar = round(yallhsp + maxy-node - miny-node)
len = delta*(maxzx-node - min-x-nods)
obj.height = delta*(max.y-node - min-y-node)
if (maxz.gt.MAXZCELLS) then










print *,xnodes(index) ,ynodes(index), min-x-node, min-y-node,
I xall-sp
xnodes(index) = round(xnodes(index) - min-x-node)+xall-sp+0.5




print *,xnodes(index),ynodes(index), ZB(index), RB(index)
continue




dx = dx + int(abs(xnodes(index)-xnodes(index+1)))
dy = dy + int(abs(ynodes(index)-ynodes(index+1)))
500 continue




















c**** Generate a staircase model by digitizing each line segment.
stair-node-count = 1
xstair(stairnode_ count) = xnodes(1)


















































if ((dx+dy) .ne.stair-node.count) then
write(6,*) 'estimate = ', dx+dy
















c**** now figure out which fields to set to zero.
c print *,'stair-nodeccount = ', stairnodecount
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staircount = 1








































print C,'error in determing staircase type.
print *, (z,x) = ', stair-zero(index,1),





c**** Complete the last zero field
stairzero(staircount,1) = int(xstair(stairnode..count))
stair.zero(staircount,2) = int (ystair(stairnode.count))
stair-zero(staircount,3) = ephif
stair-node count = staircount
c print *,staircount










c STAIRNBOUNDARYCONDITIONS sets all the appropriate fields in the






c print *,'calling stair-boundary... ',stairnode-count
do 10 index = 3,stair-node-count
if (stairzero(index,3).eq.ezf) then
ez(stairxzero(index,1),stair-zero(indx,2)) = 0.0
else if (stairzero(index,3).eq.ephif) then
ephi(stairzero(index,l),stair-zero(index,2)) = 0.0
else if (stairzero(index,3).eq.erf) then
er(stair-zero(index,1),stair_zero(index,2)) = 0.0
else








c REAL FUNCTION DIST-TO-LINE returns the perpendicular distance from a





dist-to-line = abs((A*x+B*y-C)/sqrt(A**2.0 + B**2.0))
RETURN
END
c setups cells for scattered/total field calculations. c





































































The following, pml.f, contains the subrou-
tines for implementing the BOR FD-TD PML
absorbing boundary condition.
0+****************************************c
c PML Equations: right, left, top c









C **************Calculate Erz fields*********************


































C **************Calculate Erphi fields**********************c
















C **************Calculate Ephiz fielde*******************c










































































































C **************Calculate Ezr fields***************e****c
















































































C **************Calculate Nrz fields**********************c




































C ****The Up/Dovn Center Region PML
201













C **************Calculate Brphi fields********************a**c






























C **************Calculate Hphiz fieldgeeee**eeeeeeeeeee c






































C **************Calculate Hphir fields**********************c






























































C **************Calculate Hzphi fields**********************c




















The following, gquad.f, contains the sub-
routines for calculating the Fourier components
of the incident wave using a Gaussian quadra-
ture technique.
c Calculates an numerical integral using Gaussian Quadrature c
c in order to determines the coef of the Fourier series for c
c the incident plane wave. c
c Intno: -4-Ermu; 2-Ephimu; -6-Ezmu; 4-Ermv; -2-Ephimv; 6-Ezmv c







real weight20, dx, el, e2, h, mid, steps
integer j,IntNo,m,AIN,i
dimension z(10), weight(10), z20(20), weight2o(20)
DATA (z(j), j=1,10)/-.9739065285,-.8650633667,-.6794095683,

















































C*****Expressions to account for "real" distance from orgin
C*****of field values. It calculates field distances for 1/2 lattice









c 1 t= t
if (AIN.eq.4.OR.AIN.eq.6.OR.AIN.eq.2)
1 t = t-dt/2.0
c 1 t = t+dt/2.0
C* Integration by 20-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature. A and B *
C* are the limits of integration, and FUNC is the user-supplied *
C* function to be integrated. The result is returned in INTGRL *
c* Incident waves of mode m are divided in m+1 regions which *




do 5 steps = 1,(m+1)
el = a + (steps-1)*dx
e2 = a + steps*ds
h = (02-el)/2
mid = (el+e2)/2
do 10 I = 1,20
Y = z20(I)*h + mid
if (IntNo.eq.2) value = Ephimu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
if (IntNo.eq.4) value = Ermv(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
if (IntNo.eq.6) value = Ezmv(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
if (IntNo.eq.7) value = Hrmu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
if (IntNo.eq.9) value = Hzmu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)







(IntNo.eq.-2) value = Ephimv(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
(IntNo.eq.-4) value = Ermu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
(IntNo.eq.-6) value = Ezmu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
(IntNo.eq.-7) value = Hrmv(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
(IntNo.eq.-9) value = Hzmv(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
(IntNo.eq.-11) value = Hphimu(Y,m,t,r,zg,theta)
if (IntNo.eq.45) value = cossq(Y)
if (IntNo.eq.46) value = sinsq(Y)








if (abs(gquad).gt.1e-6) print *,gquad,IntNo,m,t,r,zg,theta
if (abs(gquad).gt.1) then






















































































































































































The following, rcs.f, contains the subrou-
tines for performing the DFT on the fly of the
fields as well as those for computing the radar
cross sections.
CC*eeeee*eeeeeeeeee*eeeeeeeeeeee*eeeeeeeeeee*eeeeeee*e*ee**************eC
C Performs the dlt on the fly.There are 12 field values per grid per C
C mode cell that will be stored (i.e. eru, erv, ephiu, ephiv, etc.) C
C They are stored in the complex arrays fern, ferv, fephiu, fphiv, C
C etc. Since there are only six arrays at any given time holding C
C field values (i.e. er, ephi, ez, hr, hphi, hz) the subroutine C
C updates the appropiate complex arrays based on the input variables C
C mode (what Fourier is being calculated) and eqset (which equation C
C set is being used). C
C C
C Equation set 1 contains erv, ephiu, ezv, hru, hzu, hphiv
C Equation set 2 contains er, ephiv, ezu, hrv, hzv, hphiu
C
C Adjacent field values are averaged in order to approximate their
C values along the lattice points (k,i) (Note: hr and ez are never















C ***loop cycles through first mheight-1 points, left side of box
do 10 i=1,mheight-1
C ******loop cycles through all frequencies of interest.
do 11 j=minf,maxf,stepf


































***loop cycles through mheight,mheight+z2-zl points, top of box
do 20 k=rcszl,rcsz2




























***loop cycles through last mheight-1 points, right side of box
do 30 i=1,mheight-1














































C ***loop cycles through first mheight-1 points, left side of box
do 110 i=1,mheight-1
C ******loop cycles through all frequencies of interest.
do 111 j=minf,maxf,stepf




































***loop cycles through mheight,mheight+z2-zl points, top of box
do 120 k=rcszl,rcsz2












































***loop cycles through last mheight-1 points, right side of box
do 130 i=1,mheight-1













































































C*****pm: the current mode being written out.
integer pm,i,k,fi
complex temp

































do 10 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 20 i = 1,2*mheight+rcsz2-rcszl-1
do 30 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = feru(pmi,k)







do 101 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 201 i = 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rcszl - 1
do 301 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = ferv(pmi,k)







do 102 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 202 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - I
do 302 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fezu(pm,i,k)







do 103 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 203 i = 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rcszl - 1
do 303 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fezv(pm,i,k)







do 104 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 204 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 304 k = minI,maxf,stepf
temp = fephiu(pm,i,k)







do 105 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 205 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 305 k = minf,maxf,stepf
tamp = fephiv(pmi,k)







do 106 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 206 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 306 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fhru(pm,i,k)







do 107 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 207 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 307 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = Ihrv(pm,i,k)







do 108 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 208 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - reszi - 1
do 308 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fhzu(pm,i,k)







do 109 pm = mode-startmode-end
do 209 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 309 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fhzv(pm,i,k)







do 110 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 210 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszi - 1
do 310 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fhphiu(pm,i,k)
write(9, e) real(temp), aimag(temp)
207













do 111 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 211 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 311 k = minf,maxf,stepf
temp = fhphiv(pm,i,k)













C****pm: the current mode being written out.
integer pm,i,k,fi
real tempr, tempi































print *,'nm =',nm,' is greater than the starting mode'





print *, 'ma =',mm,' is less than the ending mode'
print *,'number', mode-end, '. Adjust the mm parameter'




print a, 'too many frequencies, lower number of freq'
print 5, 'from 1, maxf-minf+1, ' to less than ',MAXFREQS




print *,'error not enough memory for RCS components'





print *,'Not enough memory, must
print *,'parms in common.f file'
stop
end if
print *, 'reading in freq data'




allocate more by altering'
open(unit=9,file='fdata/feru.dat' ,status='old',
1 form='formatted')
do 10 pm = mode-start,modeend
do 20 i = 1,2*mheight+rcsz2-rcszl-1
do 30 k = mint,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 101 pm = modesstart,mode-end
do 201 i = 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rcszl - 1
do 301 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 102 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 202 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 302 k = minf,mexf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 103 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 203 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 303 k = mint,maxfstepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 104 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 204 i = 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rceszl - 1
do 304 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 105 pm = mode-start,modeend
do 205 i - 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rceszl - 1
do 305 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 106 pm = modestart,mode-end
do 206 i = 1,2*mheight + rcesz2 - rcszl - 1
do 306 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi
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306 conti
206 continue
fhru(pm,i,k) = tempr + (0,1)*tempi
106
form='formatted')
do 111 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 211 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 311 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi





print a, 'Currently you are calculating the RCS
print a, 'frequencies. Enter the new step size
read(5,*) stepf
at',maxf-minf+1
(1 for all freq):'
return
end





real besselj, kwave, rho, kps, cz, RCS, RCSDB
real obsphi, obstheta, eincsq, temp, targ
real cosp, sinp, cost, sint, sinmp, cosmp, PDIV, tempfreq
integer pt.rB, pt.rBO, pt_.l, ptz2, ptrC, ptrCO,t,phasez
integer pt-index, freqindex, mode-index
real dp.kwave, dutheta, tempang, dp.obstheta
real kpsetole
complex Escat-thetaA, Escat-thetaB, Escat.thetaC,
1 einc(1:MAX-PREQS),
1 At, Escat-phiLA, EscatphiB, Escat-phiC, Ap, A, uniti, Il,
2 13, 15, ci, c2, c3, c4, c5, RCSc, eincc
complex ferup, fervp, fephiup, fephivp, fezup, fezvp,















do 107 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 207 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 307 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 108 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 208 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 308 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 109 pm = mode-start,mode-end
do 209 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
do 309 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi







do 110 pm = mode-start,modeend
do 210 i = 1,2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszi - 1
do 310 k = minf,maxf,stepf
read(9, *) tempr, tempi













pt-z2 = mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl
C*****low point (i.e. right side botom corner)
pt-rC = 2*mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl - 1
C*****high point (i.e. right side top corner)
ptrCO = mheight + rcsz2 - rcszl
print *,pt-rB,pt-rBO,ptzl,pt-z2,pt-rC,pt-rCO
do 1 freq-index = 1,MAIXFREQS
einc(freqindex) = 0.0
I continue
C*****Calculate DFT of incident field for RCS calculation.













































C*****ptzl index of first point of integral A
C*****pt.z2 index of last point of integral A
C*****ptrB index of first point of integral B
C*****ptrB0 index of last point of integral B
C*****pt-rC index of first point of integral C
















do 40 mode-index = nm,mm
sinmp = sin(modeindex*obs-phi/180*pi)
cosmp = cos(mode-index*obs-phi/180*pi)
Ceeeeeeeeeeeeee*eThree different integrals to evaluate
c3 = 2*pi*exp(uniti*mode-index*1.5*pi)
c4 = 2pi*exp(uniti*(mode-index+1)*1.5*pi)
C*es*eee*********Integral A: zi -- > z2 -center integral at rO
rho = (mheight - 1) * dz






























































Cs**e******e*e**Integral B: 0 -- > rO -left integral at z1
cz = rcszl*dz
ci = exp(-uniti*kwave*cz*cost)



























































C*****************Integral C: 0 -- > rO -right integral at z2
cz = rcsz2*dz
ci = exp(-uniti*kuave*cz*cost)









































































At = Escat-thetaA + Escat-theta-B + Escat-thetaC




















The following, lib.f, contains several out-
put subroutines including those to generate an
FD-TD movie.
c This is the library file for the BOR program. It contains c









C THIS ROUTINE PRODUCES A LINEAR XY PLOT.
C N IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED.
C NR IS THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE USED FOR THE Y-AXIS.
C NC IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE USED FOR THE X-AXIS.




DATA BLANK,STAR /1H ,lH*/
N1O=(NC-1)/10
WRITE(9,500)





























IF(Y(I).GE.YU) GO TO 9











504 FORMAT ( 11, 14(lH-), 1., 10(5H----.), iH-
507 FORMAT(10X,11(F1O.4))
508 FORMAT (1X, F12.4,1X, 1I, 51A1, 1HI
3002 FORMAT(41,7HRB / ZB,41,1HI,5(9X,1HI))
END
*******ee*ee** ee*eeee**e** ee**CC*Ce*e**C ** *eeeeeeee e* **c









c *** variables for wrtraw movie generator ***




write(7,296) maxz, maxr, 64, totsteps, 'new.image.Zl'
write (7,*) 1
write (7,81) 'a I






c subroutine to select display for er, ez, or ephi field c








if (movie.num.eq.1) call movie-gen(erphil,erzl,erphir,erzr,
1 erphit,erzt,er,4*ms,mode,a)
if (movienum.eq.2) call movie-gen(ezphil,ezrl,ezphir,ezrr,
1 ezphit,ezrt,ez,6*ms,mode,a)
if (movie.num.eq.3) call movie.gen(ephirl,ephizl,ephirr,ephizr,
1 ephirt,ephizt,ephi,2*ms,mode,a)
if (movie -num.eq.4) call movie.gen(hrphil,hrzl,hrphir,hrzr,
1 hrphit,hrzt,hr,7*ms,mode,a)
if (movie.num.eq.5) call movie-gen(hzphil,hzrl,hzphir,hzrr,
1 hzphit,hzrt,hz,9*ms,mode,a)





if (movie.num.eq.1) call wrtraw(erphil,erzl,erphir,erzr,
1 erphit,erzt,er,4*ms,mode,a)
if (movienum.eq.2) call wrtraw(ezphil,ezrl,ezphir,ezrr,
1 ezphit,ezrt,ez,6*ms,mode,a)





c subroutine to display a "movie" of the Electric or c



















topcolor: location of top of colorbar
numcolorsl: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)




parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
character frmt*30




if (abs(ea(k,i)).gt.maxtest) maxtest = abs(ea(k,i))
if (scattot(k,i).ne.15) then
c 1








if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O








































The following, besselj.f, contains the sub-
routine for calculating bessel functions of inte-
ger order and real arguements that is used by
the BOR FD-TD and BOR PWE programs.
c BESSELJ computes bessel function of the first kind, order n, for





















c besselj = 0.01
RETURN
END












































































































C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ]2+r9,6)!.
The following, common.f, is used to create
the common blocks that are included in most
of the subroutines used by the BOR FD-TD
program.
c This is the common file for the BOR FD-TD program. It contains
c all the global variables and constants used in the program
c5**5****5*********55***********55******5**5************C
integer mz, mr, maxpt, MAXFREQS, mm, mxdp, nm, MAICP,
1 MAX-STAIRNODES, MAX-Z-CELLS, MAIX-RCELLS, MAXLRCSNODES,
2 MAXNODES














C***** DO NOT CHANGE BELOW **e*******e**************************
real sigma-max,dz,freq,len,tole, dt, sdev
real Ehg,Evg,gd,modfreq,maxfv,incang,obj-height
real low.freq,high-freq,dfreq,sim-duration
real eta, mu, eps, c, pi
logical enough-memory
integer N, time, pmldepth, NP, maxz, maxr,modes,ps
integer movie.num,movie-type,nframe,gquadcount,mheight
integer modulate,rcszl ,rcsaz2,minf,maxf,atepf
integer eqsetastart, eqset.end, mode-start, mode-end
c*******# cells in total field region
integer xtot-sp, ytot-sp
N*******# cells in scattered field region
integer xscat-sp, yscat-sp
ce******# cells between total fields and Huygens' surface
integer xhuy-sp, yhuy-sp
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C***** Geometry readin routine parameters and variables.




C***** Parameters giving starting position of the target.
integer startz,endz,endr
parameter(startz = 40, end_z=mz-40,endr=mr-40)
integer accessk, accessi, accesst
parameter(accessk=l,accessi=2,accesst=3)
integer actype, acli, acl2, acA, acNPi, ack, aci
integer acz, acr, YES, NO, YES-RIGHT, YES-LEFT
parameter(actype=l,ac11=2,ac12=3,acA=4,acNPi=5)
parameter(ack=6, aci=7, acz=8, acr=9)








C***** Variables for conformal Hz field.
C***** using accessk, accessi, accesst
integer conform.hz(1:3,MAXCP), EQZEROHZ, STRETCH.HZ, SCHZ,
I hzcount, conform-hzl(1:mz,1:mr)
real conform-hz-length(MAXCP)
parameter (EQZERO-HZ=1, STRETCH.HZ=2, SC-HZ=3)
C***** Variables and parameters for conformal Hr field.
integer conform-hr(1:3,MAXCP), EQZERO.HR, SRIGHTHR, SLEFTHR,
1 hrcount, conformhr1(1:mz,1:mr), SLEFTHRDC, SRIGHT.HRDC,
2 SRIGHTHR-IC, SLEFT.HRIC
real conform-hr.length(MAXCP)
parameter(EQZEROHR=l, SRIGHT.HR=2, SLEFTHR=3, SRIGHTHR-DC=4,











logical store-movie, use-conformal, usestair2
integer errorcount, errors(10),









C ******Note: the array scattot indicates whether the cell is in a
C ****** scattering field points dictated by picture. see chart in
C eceece README file. Tot Fields: 2-9, 14; Scat Fields: 1,11,12,15
integer scattot(1:mz, l:mr)








































C mxf = maximum number
C eeeeee mm = maximum number
C ******mxdp = maximum number
of frequencies to store.
of modes to store.
of points to calculate far-field with.















c****** gives the starting index in freqlist of extra freqs for
c****** use in approximating the monostatic RCS









common scattot,maxz,maxr,dt,objheight,simduration, zbt, rbt
common zba,rba,modes,ps,gd,base,nframe,incang, lowtheta
common gquadcount,mheight,modfreq,low.freq,high.freq,dfreq
common modulate,maxf_v, rcszl, rcsz2, low-phi, high-phi
common dtheta, dphi, er.conforml,enough-memory,highWtheta
common fern, ferv, fhzu, fhzv, fephiu, fephiv, fezu, fezv
common fhru, fhrv, fhphiu, fhphiv,minf,maxf, stepf, store-movie
common conformlist, borrowlist, listcount, conform-hz
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common calc-bist, mono-freqjind, mononang, Ehg, Evg
common hzcount, conformshz-length, conform-gridl, conformihzl
common conform-hr, conformhrl, hrcount, conform-hr-length
common ephiconforml, ephicount, freqlist, numfreqs
common conform-ephistaircase,staircount,fnamein, dnamefdata
common mhname, mfiname, dbase, ez-conformi
common eqset-start, eqset-end, modestart, mode-end, movie-step
common useconformal, use-stair2
common totalnodes, stair-nodecount, stairzero, errorcount,
1 errors
common xtot-sp, ytot-sp, xscatesp, yscatesp,
1 xhuy-sp, yhuy-sp, xallesp, yall-sp
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D.2 2D FD-TD Program for
TE Mode
The 2D FD-TD program calculates monostatic
or bistatic radar cross sections of PEC two di-
mensional objects of arbitrary shape for the
TE mode. Similar to the BOR FD-TD pro-
gram, bistatic signatures are calculated exactly
while monostatic signatures are estimated us-
ing the monostatic bistatic equivalence prin-
ciple, and both can be calculated over an ex-
tended bandwidth. The user can specify whether
or not to include an infinite ground plane. If
the ground plane is included the first point
defining the PEC object is assumed to be flush
with the ground plane.
The following, fdtd-2d.f, contains the sub-
routines used for reading in the input parame-
ters from the user.
** THIS is the E polarization or VV code.
a 2D-FDTD CODE:
* This program computes the EM scattering in two dimensions. It S






write(6,*) 'What would you like do?'
write(6,*) '1 = FDTD, WRITE FREQ, RCS'
write(6,*) '2 = FDTD, RCS'
write(6,*) '3 = READ FREQ, RCS'
write(6,*) '4 = FDTD'
read(5,*) menu-choice


























c GET.PRIMARYINPUT gets info from user about geomfile name, incident







write(6,'(''*Enter geometry file name: '',
read(5,*) geomfile
write(6, '(''*Include ground plane? (1=Y,2=N): '',
read(5,*) groundplane-test
include _ground-plane = (ground-plane._test .eq.1)
write(6,'(''*Enter number of time steps to run: '', $')
read(5,*) tottime.steps






write(6,'(''*Movie imgfile name: '', $')
read(5,*) mfname
write(6,'(''*Number of time steps between
read(5,*) movie-step
end if
each frame: 11, $)')
write(6, '(' '*Enter incident angle in degrees: '', $')
read(5,*) incang








if (store-movie) call setup-movie(mhname,mfname)
RETURN
END
c GETRCSOUTPUT-RANGES gets info from user about what angles and freqs




integer nang, fi, mi
logical skipfd




write(6,*) '1. Calculate bistatic RCS for multiple freqs'
write(6,*) '2. Estimate monostatic RCS versus angle for one freq'
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write(6,'(''*Enter your choice: '',$)')
read(5,*) monobi





c******* calculate bistatic RCS for multiple freqs...
if (.NDT.skip-fd) then
write(6,'(''*Enter lowest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) lowfreq
write(6,'(''*Enter highest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) high.freq
if (abs(low.freq-high-freq).gt.tole) then
10 write(6, '(''*Enter the number of frequencies: '',)')
read(5,*) num-freqs
if (num.freqs.gt.MAXFREQS) then
write(6,*) 'Error. Number of freqs must be








do 20 fi = mnin, maxf
freqlist(fi,1) = low-freq + dfreq*(fi-1.0)

















write(6,*) 'Currently you are calculating the RCS at
num-freqs, ' between ', freqlist(1,1), ' and ',
freqlist(num.freqs,1),'. Enter the new step',
I (1 for all).'
read(5,*) stepf
end if
c******* Read in angles at which to calculate 2D RCS
200 write(6,*) 'Bistatic RCS angles (in degrees)'






write(6,*) 'Error. With ground plane, only upper half'
write(6,*) 'plane results valid. Phi must be between'








write(6,'(' '*Enter number of angles: '',0)')
read(5,*) nang
dphi = (high-phi-low-phi)/ real(nang-1.0)
end if
else





99 format('Monostatic RCS angles range: ',13, ' to ', I3,
I ' in one degree increments.')
write(6,*) 'Enter lowest frequency of interest.'
read(5,*) lowfreq
write(6,*) 'Enter highest frequency of interest.'
read(5,*) highfreq
if (abs(high-freq-low.freq) .gt.tole) then
30 write(6,*) 'Enter the number of frequencies.'
read(5,*) numfreqs
if ((MNANG*num.freqs).gt.MAX-FREQS) then
write(6,*) 'Error. Number of freqs must be
'less than or equal to ', MAX-FREQS/MNANG,
















do 50 fi = 1,num.freqs










The following, setup.f, contains the sub-
routines used for setting up the computational
domain as well as the staircase representation
of the target.
c**** This is the E polarization or VV code.






1 ystair(1:MAXSTAIR.NODES), index, round, spacing, current-x,
2 current-y, xcomp, ycomp, xdir, ydir, dx, dy
real max-x-node, max-yjnode, min-x-node, miny.node,
1 slope, offset, dist-to-line
parameter(spacing = 40)
write(6,*) 'Setting up geometry...
errorcount = 0





















xnodes(index) = xnodes (index)/delta
if (xnodes(index).gt.max.x-node) max-x-node=xnodes(index)





c**** If including ground plane, object will be horizontally centered
c**** but not vertically centered. This allows the user to define
c**** exactly how high above the ground plane the object is.
c**** If no ground plane, object will be horizontally and vertically
c**** centered.
if (include-ground-plane) then
max-x = round(2.0*spacing + max-x-node - minox-node)
max.y = round(1.O*spacing + max-y.node) + 1
else
max-x = round(2.0*spacing + max-x-node - min_x_node)












xnodes(index) = round(xnodes(index) - minxnode) + spacing








- min.x.node) + spacing
- min.y.node) + spacing









c**** Generate a staircase model by digitizing each line segment.




dx = dx + int(abs(xnodes(index)-xnodes(index+l)))
dy = dy + int(abs(ynodes(index)-ynodes(index+l)))
50 continue
























































if ((dx+dy) .ne.stair-node.count) then
write(6,*) 'estimate = ', dx+dy
write(6,*) 'actual = ', stairnode _count
end if








c**** Calculate some important variables
c**** Time Step based on 2D stability requirements
dt = 0.86*(delta/c/sqrt(2.0))
c**** Width of the Gaussian Pulse




write(6,*) 'Mod freq too high for grid resolution'
else
write(6,*) 'Mod freq implies too large a width'
write(6,*) 'width/dt=', width/dt
end if
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end if
C**** The maximum sigma needed in the PML regions
reflection = -40.0
sigma.max = -reflection*3/eta/40./0.434294481903/ (PMLDEPTH*delta)
RETURN
END























































































integer fi, k, k2, ytemp























integer fi, k, numfreqs, rcs-nodes, rbeg, rend
real tempr, tempi
































c**** Assuming bistatic calculation
monojbi = 1
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if (abs(freqlist(num-freqs,1)-freqlist(1,1)).gt.tole) then
if (num-freqs.gt.MAIXFREQS) then




















do 10 fi = minf,maxf
do 20 k=rbeg, rend
read(10,*) tempr,tempi
ezfreq(fi,k) = tempr + (0.0,1.0)*tempi
read(11,*) tempr,tempi
hxfreq(fi,k) = tempr + (0.0,1.0)*tempi
read(12,*) tempr,tempi









c DEFINETOTSCAT defines each cell on the grid as either a total field





c 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
* 15 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 15
c -------------------------
c 01104 05 05 05 05 05 05 06112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01102 09 09 09 09 09 09 08112
c -------------------------
c 15 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 15
c 15 1515 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
c 02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,14 are total fields
c 00,01,11,12,15 are scattered fields.
c write(6,*) 'define_totscat'
if (include-groundplane) then





if ((2*(x2-x1)+2*(y2-yl)+8*rcs _space+1) .gt .NAIXRCS-NODES) then
























































c SETUP-INCIDENTFIELD does some prelim calcs to prepare for using the
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end if
if (inc-ang.ge.0.AND.inc-ang.lt.90) then
delay = -(x2*delta*cost+y2*delta*sint)/c - STEPS.TO.DELAY*dt
I + width/2.0
elseif (inc.ang.ge.90.AND.inc.ang.lt.180) then
delay = -(xl*delta*cost+y2*delta*sint)/c - STEPSTODELAY*dt
I - width/2.0
elseif (inc.ang.ge.180.AND.inc-ang.lt.270) then
delay = -(xl*delta*cost+yl*delta*sint)/c - STEPS-TO-DELAY*dt
I - width/2.0
else
delay = -(x2*delta*cost+yl*delta*sint)/c - STEPSTO-DELAY*dt
1 + width/2.0
end if
c*** calculate numerical phase velocity at theta=0
















write (7,100) 'a I






c MEMORY-CHECK checks if enough memory has been allocated and reports








write(6,e) 'Insufficient memory to begin simulation. The'
write(6,*) 'following parameter(s) in the common.f file'





write(6,*) 'Set MAINODES to at least' ,total_nodes
else if (id.eq.MAI_-_ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAI.I.CELLS to at least',maxx
else if (id.eq.MAILERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAILYCELLS to at least',max.y
else if (id.eq.MAISTAIRERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAIXSTAIR-NODES to at least',
I stairmnode-count
else if (id.eq.MALRCStERROR) then
if (include.ground-plane) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAI.RCSNODES to at least',
2*(x2-xl)+4*y2-4+8*rcsespace+1
else











c INTEGER FUNCTION ROUND returns the integer nearest in absolute








else if (fpart.gt.0.0) then
round = ipart







c REAL FUNCTION DISTTO.LINE returns the perpendicular distance from a




dist-to-line = abs((A*x+B*y-C)/sqrt(A**2.0 + B**2.0))
RETURN
END
c LOGICAL FUNCTION INSIDE.PEC(xlist,ylist,x,y) returns TRUE if the point






integer maxx, minx, maxy, miny, index, above, below, connect
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else
C**** count the intersections
above = 0
below = 0

















if ( ((abs(px-xlist(index)).lt.tole).AND. (abs(py-
1 ylist(index)).lt.tole)) .OR. ((abs(px-xlist(index+1)).



























c GENERATETSTAIRMODEL generates the TM staircase model by compiling














The following, calc.f, contains the core FD-
TD subroutines used in updating the fields.
It includes the implementation of Berenger's
PML absorbing boundary condition.
c***This is the E polarization or VV code.
" FDTDLOOP controls the flow of the wave propagations calculations. It


















































integer time-step, i, j, ct
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if (ct.eq.4.OR.ct.eq.5.OR.ct.eq.6) then
t2=t2+hxinc(i,j+1,timestep)














integer timeestep, i, j, ct






















































real ci, c2, c3, c4, sigma-x, sigma-y
real ti, t2
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real ci, c2, c3, c4, sigma-x, sigma-y
real t1, t2, t3




































































































c**** Bottom Center Region (BB), sigmay nonzero























































































c BOUNDARYCONDITIONS sets all the appropriate fields in the staircase





do 10 index = 1,stair-nodecount




c**** Set conditions for ground plane.
if (include .groundplane) then







c GENERATE_ INCIDENT-FIELD_-LOOKUPTABLE calculates the propagation of
c the one-dimensional wave along the k-vector at the current time









c REAL FUNCTION EZINC returns the value of the Ez incident field at the













c REAL FUNCTION HIINC returns the value eta times the Hx incident field













c REAL FUNCTION HYINC returns the value eta times the Ny incident field












c REAL FUNCTION EZREF returns the value of the Ez reflected field at the













c REAL FUNCTION HXREF returns the value eta times the Hx reflected field













c****************************CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC* *C**C** CC** * C *
c REAL FUNCTION HIREF returns the value eta times the Ny reflected field
c at the given location and time.
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The following, post.f, contains the subrou-
tines for performing the DFT on the fly of the
fields as well as those for computing the radar
cross sections.
c UPDATEFREQS performs the OFT on the fly along a virtual surface




integer i, j, time-step, k, fi, ytemp
real temp, cfreq
complex tempfactor






















































if (.NOT. include ground plane) then
j=y-rcs-space
do 50 i=x2+rcsspace,x1-rcs._space.-1

















integer k, 9xl, syl, time-step, fi
complex tempfactor
real x(1:MALSTIRNODES), y(1:NALSTAIRNODES), temp
logical inside-pec




do 10 fi = minf,maxf,stepf
tempfactor = exp(2.0*pi*(0.0,1.0)*dt*time-step*freqlist(fi,1))
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integer k, sx1, syl, fi,indexl





do 10 fi = minf,maxf,stepf
c cfreq = low.freq+dfreq*(fi+0.0)
cfreq = freqlist(fi,1)
eincfreq = 0.0
do 20 indexi = 1, tot-time.steps
time = (indexl+0.0)*dt























integer fi, k, rbeg, rend
complex temp


















































real cfreq, kwave, sinp, cosp, phi-obs, time, cphiobs
real xphys, yphys, amplitude, rcs, dpfreq, dkwave,iphiobs
c real tempr, tempi
complex eincfreq, It, 12, I3, 14, Fphi, uniti, phase, rcsi
write(6,*) 'Calculating RCS...'
c**** Define unit imaginary number
uniti = (0.0,1.0)
c**** Redefine xl,x2,yl,y2 so that are the corners RCS box





ce*** Determine labels for corners based on update.freq
c**** llc = lower left corner, ulc = upper left corner
c**** lrc = lower right corner, urc = upper right corner






print 5, 1, ulc, urc, lrc, llc
c**** with ground plane use image theory to gen. fields for lower half








c************* Reflect right topside of Huygens' surface down
228
























c do 200 indexi = 1, llc-1
c read(11,*) tempr, tempi
c ezfreq(0,indexl) = (tempr+(0.0,1.0)*tempi)
c read(12,*) tempr, tempi
c hxfreq(0,index1) = (tempr+(0.0,1.0)*tempi)
c read(13,*) tempr, tempi






c ezfreq(0,llc) = ezfreq(0,1)
c hxfreq(0,llc) = hxfreq(0,1)
c hyfreq(0,llc) = hyfreq(0,1)
c
c**eeeee***eee*ee******* END OF READING IN EXACT DATA
c**** loop through all freqs of interest.
do 10 fi = minf, maxf, stepf
c cfreq = low.freq+dfreq*(fi+0.0)
Note 1: tfreq = 0 if normal frequency.
tfreq = i (i=1..MNANG) cfreq(46,l) contains the true
freq.
Note 2: the monostatic angles calculated are always
inceang-45 .... , inc.ang+45 in 1 deg increments
Note 3: The variables dpfreq and dkwave are determined based
















do 20 indexl = 1, tot.timesteps
time = (indexl+0.0)*dt





c**** loop through all scattering angles of interest
c**** if mono-bi == 1, choose normal bistatic RCS angles
c**** in this case, phi.obs and cphi-obs are equal since the reported
ce*** angle is the same as the angle used in the calculations.
ce*** if mono-bi == 2, choose angles based on freqs for monostatic RCS
c**** in this case, phi-obs represents the monostatic angle we are
C**** trying to calculate the RCS at, while cphi.obs represents the
C**** bistatic angle we use to approx the monostatic angle we need





phi-obs = inc-ang + freqlist(fi,2)-46.0
cphi-obs = 2*phi.obs-inc-ang
C********* verify that we are using the correct cfreq (debug mode)
if (abs(cfreq-dpfreq*(1.0/cos((phi-obs-incang)*
1 pi/180))).gt.tole) then













C**** Compute Integral over y2->y1 at x1











c**** Compute Integral over x2->xl at y2










c**** Compute Integral over yl->y2 at x2











c**** Compute Integral over xl->x2 at yl


















c**** For use when reading in exact near field data.
c rus = 2*pi*((cabs(Fphi))**2.0)
c**** Write out results (RCS given in dBm)
c**** Note extra column of zeros written out to allow compatibility





















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c numcolors: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorsl=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsi)
parameter(ngray = topcolor-numcolorsl-1)
c hlevels = numcolorsl/4
parameter (hlevels=numcoloral/4)
c center = 2ehlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2ehlevels + 0.5)
character frmt*30
















if (ia .lt. 0) ia=0







c WRITEOUTALL-PARMS outputs to a file all important parameters used



























'maxx = ', maxx,
'maxy = ', max.y,';'
'delta = ', delta,';
'dt = ', dt,';'
'N ', tot-time-steps,';'
'incang = ', inc-ang,';'
'modulate = ', modulate,';'
'modfreq = ', modfreq,';'
'delay = ', delay,';'
'width =', width,';'
'width/dt = ', width/dt
'stair-node count = ', stair-node -count
'sigmamax = ', sigma-max
'xl,yl,x2,y2= ',xl,yl,x2,y2
if (include-ground-plane) then
write(10,*) 'rcs-nodes = ',2*(x2-xl)+4*y2-4+8*rcs.space+1
else
write(10,*) 'rcs-nodes = ', 2*(y2-yl)+2*(x2-xl)+8*rcs-space+1
end if
if (store-freq) then
write(10,*) 'low-freq (GHz) = ', freqlist(1,1)/1.0e9
write(10,*) 'highfreq (GHz) = ', freqlist(numfreqs,1)/1.0e9











C WRITTEN 2/14/74 BY J. M. PUTNAM DEPT 220 123877
C THIS ROUTINE PRODUCES A LINEAR IY PLOT.
C N IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED.
C NR IS THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE USED FOR THE Y-AIIS.
C NC IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE USED FOR TEN I-AXIS.
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YMAX=YMIN+DEL













IF(Y(I).GE.YU) GO TO 9









WRITE(FID,507) 8MIN, (HEAD(I), I=1,N10)
C *****************
RETURN
504 FORMAT ( 11, 14(1H-), 1H., 10(5H----.), 1H-
507 FORMAT(10X,11(F10.4))
508 FORMAT (X, F12.4,1X, 1HI, 51Al, 1HI
3002 FORMAT(4X,7HRB / ZB,4X,1HI,5(9X,1HI))
END
The following, common.f, is used to create
the common blocks that are included in most
of the subroutines used by the 2D FD-TD TE
program.
c**** common.include file. Contains all global variable declarations.
c**** Variables changed to allocate memory









c***** DO NOT CHANGE BELOW ***************************************
0*****************************************
c**** Important contants






real delta, dt, sigmamax, reflection, ij
integer tot.time-steps, dummy, movie-step
logical store-movie





c**** Points 1 & 2 define the corners of a tot/field region
integer xl,yl,x2,y2
C**** Geometry data points
real xnodes(1:MAX.NODES), ynodes(1:MAI.N0DES)
integer total-nodes, stair-node-count,




1 NODE-ERROR, MAIXXERROR, MAXYERROR, MAXSTAIRERROR,
2 MAIXRCSERROR
parameter (NODEERROR=1, MAXXERROR=2, MAXYERROR=3,
1 MALXSTAIR.EROR=4, MAXRCS.ERROR=5)
c**** Incident Wave parameters
real inc.ang, modfreq, sint, cost, delay, width
integer modulate


















































c**** Frequency domain points








C**** Maximum number of monostatic observation points. Currently
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c**** Fields Common Block ********e
common hx, by, ez,
1 ezxtt, ezytt, hxxtt, hyytt,
1 ezxbb, ezybb, hxxbb, hyybb,
1 ezxll, ezyll, hxxll, hyyll,
1 ezxrr, ezyrr, hxxrr, hyyrr,
1 ezxtr, ezytr, hxxtr, hyytr,
1 ezxtl, ezytl, hxxtl, hyytl,
ezxbr, ezybr, hxxbr, hyybr,
ezxbl, ezybl, hxxbl, hyybl,
totscat, Hinc, Einc, ezfreq,
hxfreq, hyfreq, Jsfreq, freqlist
c**** Incident Wave Parms Common Block *******
common incang, modulate, modfreq,
1 sint, cost, delay, width
c**** Simulation & Grid Layout Common Block e*eecee
common delta, dt, tottimesteps, store-movie, movie-step,
1 maxx, max-y, sigma-max, reflection,
2 x1, yl, x2, y2, xnodes, ynodes, total-nodes,
3 stair-zero, stair-node-count, errors, errorcount,
4 dummy, ij, include-ground-plane
c**** Output variables common block
real max-field
common low-phi, highphi, dphi, num-freqs,
1 minf, maxf, stepf, max-field, monobi
APPENDIX D. SOURCE CODE
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D.3 2D FD-TD Program for
TM Mode
Similar to the 2D FD-TD program for the TE
mode, except that the TM mode radar cross
sections are calculated. It should be noted that
in the following code, E field variable names are
actually H fields, while H field variable names
are actually E fields. This is due to the fact
that the TE mode code was modified using the
principles of duality to form this code.
The following, fdtd-2d.f contains the sub-
routines used for reading in the input parame-
ters from the user.
c**** 2D FDTD H-polarization code ceecce
C**** FDTD-2D.F ******
* 2D-FDTD CODE:
e This program computes the EM scattering in two dimensions. It C






write(6,*) 'What would you like do?'
write(6,*) '1 = FDTD, WRITE FREQ, RCS'
write(6,*) '2 = FDTD, RCS'
write(6,*) '3 = READ FREQ, RCS'
write(6,*) '4 = FDTD'
read(5,*) menu-choice


































c GET-PRIMARY-_INPUT gets info from user about geomfile name, incident







write(6,'(''.Enter geometry file name: '', 8)')
read(5,*) geomfile
write(6, '(''*Include ground plane? (1=Y,2=N): '', $)')
read(5,*) grounplane-test
include-ground.plane = (ground-plane.test. eq. 1)
write(, '(''*Enter number of time steps to run: '', $)')
read(5,*) tot-time-steps




write(6,'(''*ovie header name: 1',$)
read(5,*) mhname
write(6, '('"*'Movie imgfile name:'
read(5,*) mfname
write(6,'(''*Number of time steps between each frame: '', $)')
read(5,*) movie-.step
end if
write(6, '(' '*Enter incident angle in degrees: '', $)')
read(5,*) inc-ang








if (store-movie) call setup-movie(mhname,mfname)
RETURN
END
c GETRCSS-UTPUTRANGES gets info from user about what angles and freqs




integer nang, fi, mi
logical skip.fd




write(6,*) '1. Calculate bistatic RCS for multiple freqs'
write(6,*) '2. Estimate monostatic RCS versus angle for one freq'
write(6,'(''*Enter your choice: '',8)')
read(5,*) mono-bi





c******* calculate bistatic RCS for multiple freqs...
if (.NOT.skip.fd) then
write(6, '(''*Enter lowest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) lowfreq
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write(6,'(''*Enter highest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) highfreq
if (abs(low.freq-high-freq).gt.tole) then




write(6,*) 'Error. Number of freqs must be








do 20 fi = minf, maxf
freqlist(fi,1) = low.freq + dfreq*(fi-1.0)

















write(6,*) 'Currently you are calculating the RCS at
num-freqs, ' between ', freqlist(1,1),' and 1,
freqlist(num-freqs,1),'. Enter the new step',
' (1 for all).'
read(5,*) stepf
end if
c******* Read in angles at which to calculate 2D RCS
200 write(6,a) 'Bistatic RCS angles (in degrees):'
write(6,'(''*Enter initial and final phi: '',$,$)')
read(5,*) low.phi,highphi




write(6,*) 'Error. With ground plane, only upper half'
write(6,*) 'plane results valid. Phi must be between'








write(6,'(' '*Enter number of angles: '',$)')
read(5,*) nang
dphi = (high.phi-low.phi)/ real(nang-1.0)
end if
else





99 format('Monostatic RCS angles range: ',13, ' to ', I3,
1 ' in one degree increments.')
write(6,*) 'Enter lowest frequency of interest.'
read(5,*) lowfreq
write(6,*) 'Enter highest frequency of interest.'
read(5,*) highfreq
if (abs(high.freq-low.freq).gt.tole) then
30 write(6,*) 'Enter the number of frequencies.'
read(5,*) numfreqs
if ((MNANG*numfreqs).gt.MAX.FREQS) then
write(6,*) 'Error. Number of freqs must be
1 'less than or equal to ', MAXFREQS/MNANG,

















do 50 fi = 1,numfreqs










The following, setup.f, contains the sub-
routines used for setting up the computational
domain as well as the staircase representation
of the target.
c**** 2D FDTD H-polarization code ***
c**** SETUP.F
c*e********************5**5*****






1 ystair(1:MAXSTAIRNODES), index, round, spacing, current-x,
2 currenty, xcomp, ycomp, xdir, ydir, dx, dy
real max.x.node, max.y.node, min.x.node, min.y.node,
1 slope, offset, dist-to-line
parameter(spacing = 40)
write(6,*) 'Setting up geometry...'
errorcount = 0























if (xnodes(index).gt .max-xnode) max.x-node=xnodes(index)
if (xnodes(index).lt.min-x-node) min-x-node=xnodes(index)
ynodes(index) = ynodes (index) /delta
if (ynodes(index).gt .max.ynode) max.ynode=ynodes(index)
if (ynodes(index). lt. miny.node) min.y.node=ynodes(index)
20 continue
c**** If including ground plane, object will be horizontally centered
c**** but not vertically centered. This allows the user to define
c**** exactly how high above the ground plane the object is.
c**** If no ground plane, object will be horizontally and vertically
c**** centered.
if (includeground.plane) then
max-x = round(2.0*spacing + max-xznode - min-x-node)
max-y = round(I.O*spacing + max.y.node) + 1
else
max-x = round(2.0*spacing + max.x-node - min_x_node)












xnodes(index) = round(xnodes(index) - min.x.node) + spacing




xnodes(index) = round(xnodes (index)
ynodes(index) = round(ynodes(index)
30 continue
- minxnode) + spacing
- min.y.node) + spacing
end if









c**** Generate a staircase model by digitizing each line segment.




dx = dx + int(abs(xnodes(index)-xnodes(index+1)))
dy = dy + int(abs(ynodes(index)-ynodes(index+1)))
50 continue









xstair(stairnode _count) = int(xnodes(1))






































xstair(stairnode_ count) = currentx+xdir







if ((dx+dy) .ne.stair-node-count) then
write(6,*) 'estimate = , dx+dy
write(6,*) 'actual = ', stair-node-count
end if








c*** Calculate some important variables
c**** Time Step based on 2D stability requirements
dt = 0.86*(delta/c/sqrt(2.0))
c**** Width of the Gaussian Pulse
300 width = 2*sqrt(8.0)/(pi*(c/15/delta-modfreq))
if (width.gt.(100*dt).OR.width.lt.(0.0)) then
write(6,*)'e****e****e*****ee*ee*******ee**eeee*ee*ee*e*ee
write(6,e) 'Modulation frequency too high for grid resolution'














c INITFIELDS initializes all fields in normal and PML regions to zero.
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integer fi, k, ytemp



















integer fi, k, rcesnodes, rbeg, rend
real tempr, tempi



















c**** Assuming bistatic calculation
mono-bi = 1































do 10 fi = minf,maxf
do 20 k=rbeg,rend
read(10,*) tempr,tempi
ezfreq(fi,k) = tempr + (0.0,1.0)*tempi
read(11,*) tempr,tempi
hxfreq(fi,k) = tempr + (0.0,1.0)*tempi
read(12,*) tempr,tempi








c DEFINE-TOTSCAT defines each cell on the grid as either a total field






c 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
c 15 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 15
c -------------------------
c 01104 05 05 05 05 05 05 06112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01103 14 14 14 14 14 14 07112
c 01102 09 09 09 09 09 09 08112
C -------------------------
c 15 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 15
c 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 115
c 02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,14 are total fields
c 00,01,11,12,15 are scattered fields.
c write(6,*) 'definetotscat'
if (include -ground-plane) then
if ((2*(x2-xl)+4*y2-2+8*rcsespace+1).gt.NAIRCSNODES) then










































c SETUPINCIDENT.FIELD does some prelim calcs to prepare for using the









elseif (abs(incang-90.0) .lt.tole) then
sint = 1.0
cost = 0.0
elseif (abs(incang-180.0).lt. tole) then
sint = 0.0
cost = -1.0




















delay = -(x2*delta*cost+y2*delta*sint)/c - STEPS -TO.DELAY*dt
1 + width/2.0
elseif (inc.ang.go.90.AND.inc.ang.lt.180) then
delay = -(xl*delta*cost+y2*delta*sint)/c - STEPS-TODELAY*dt
1 - width/2.0
elseif (inc.ang.ge.180.AND.inc.ang.lt.270) then
delay = -(xl*delta*cost+yl*delta*sint)/c - STEPS -TO.DELAY*dt
1 - width/2.0
else
delay = -(x2*delta*coet+yl*delta*sint)/c - STEPS -TODELAY*dt
1 + width/2.0
end if
c*** calculate numerical phase velocity at theta=0


















write (7,100) 'a I






c MEMORY-CHECK checks if enough memory has been allocated and reports







write(6,*) 'Insufficient memory to begin simulation. The'
write(6,*) 'following parameter(s) in the common.f file'





write(6,*) 'Set MAIJNODES to at least',totalhnodes
else if (id.eq.MAI..LERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAIX__CELLS to at least',maxzx
else if (id.eq.MAI_Y_ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAI_Y_CELLS to at least',max.y
else if (id.eq.MAXISTAIRERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAIXSTAIRNODES to at least',
I stair-node-count
else if (id.eq.MAIRCSERROR) then
if (include-ground-plane) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAZRCSNODES to at least',
1 2*(x2-xl)+4*y2-2+8*rcs-space+1
else











c INTEGER FUNCTION ROUND returns the integer nearest in absolute
c distance to the real arguement








else if (fpart.gt.0.0) then
round = ipart







c REAL FUNCTION DISTJTOLINE returns the perpendicular distance from a




dist-to-line = abs((A*x+B*y-C)/sqrt(A**2.0 + B**2.0))
RETURN
END
c LOGICAL FUNCTION INSIDE_PEC(xlist,ylist,x,y) returns TRUE if the point






integer maxx, minx, maxy, miny, index, above, below, connect























c**** count the intersections
above = 0
below = 0

















































c GENERATE.TESTAIR.MODEL generates the TE staircase model by compiling













stairzero(index, 1) = int (xstair(index))
stairzero(index,2) = int(ystair(index))
stairzero(index,3) = eyf
else if ((yt2-ytl).lt.0.AND.(xt2-xti).eq.0) then
stairzero(index, 1) = int(xstair(index))
stairzero(index,2) = int(ystair(index))-1
stairzero(index,3) = eyf
else if ((xt2-xtl).gt.0.AND.(yt2-yti).eq.0) then
stairzero(index, 1) = int(xstair(index))
stairzero(index, 2) = int (ystair(index))
stairzero(index,3) = exf

















The following, calc.f, contains the core FD-
TD subroutines used in updating the fields.
It includes the implementation of Berenger's
PML absorbing boundary condition.
c**** 2D FDTD H-polarization code *eases
CALC.F a*sess
c********* IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ BELOW *********c
c Note that in the code below, H fields are c
c labeled as E fields, and E fields are labeled c
c as H fields. Signs and other parameters have c
c been adjusted to correctly represent Maxwell's c
c equations. The reason for this is that the c
c 2D FDTD E-polarization case has already been c
c done, and we use duality rather than go c
c through and change every variable name. c
c0e5**55555555555555555eeee55*s*eeeaae**ssassesesec
c FDTDLOOP controls the flow of the wave propagations calculations. It

































if (store-freq) call update.freqs(time-step)
freq.frame = 1
else












integer time-step, i, j, ct






































integer time-step, i, j, ct
real ti, ezinc, ezref















































real ci, c2, c3, c4, sigma-x, sigma-y
real ti, t2





















































































































































































real ci, c2, c3, c4, sigmax, sigmay
real ti, t2, t3

































































































































































c**** Left Center Region (LL), sigmax nonzero
242























c BOUNDARYCONDITIONS sets all the appropriate fields in the staircase





do 10 index = 1,stair.node.count-1
if (stairzero(index,3).eq.exf) then
hx(stair-zero(index,1),stair-zero(index,2)) = 0.0




c**** Set conditions for ground plane.
if (include-ground-.plane) then






c GENERATEINCIDENT-FIELD-LOHKUPTABLE calculates the propagation of
c the one-dimensional wave along the k-vector at the current time







c REAL FUNCTION EZINC returns the value of the Ez incident field at the












c REAL FUNCTION HIINC returns the value eta times the Hx incident field













c REAL FUNCTION HYINC returns the value eta times the By incident field












c REAL FUNCTION EZREF returns the value of the Ez reflected field at the












c REAL FUNCTION HIREF returns the value eta times the Hx reflected field













c REAL FUNCTION HYREF returns the value eta times the Ny reflected field









hyref = -cost*amplitude (delay+t+ (xscost-y*sint) /c)
RETURN
END














The following, post.f, contains the subrou-
tines for performing the DFT on the fly of the
fields as well as those for computing the radar
cross sections.
c**** 2D FDTD H-polarization code ***** *
C**** POST.F
c********* IMPORTANT! PLEASE READ BELOW *********c
c Note that in the code below, H fields are c
c labeled as E fields, and E fields are labeled c
c as H fields. Signs and other parameters have c
c been adjusted to correctly represent Maxwell's c
c equations. The reason for this is that the c
c 2D FDTD E-polarization case has already been c
c done, and we use duality rather than go c
c through and change every variable name. c
c UPDATEFREQS performs the OFT on the fly along a virtual surface




integer i, j, time-step, k, fi, ytemp
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real temp, cfreq
complex tempfactor
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END
C*********************************************





integer fi, k, rbeg, rend
complex temp






























do 10 fi = minf,maxf,stepf



















real cfreq, kwave, sinp, cosp, phiobs, time, cphiobs
real xphys, yphys, amplitude, rcs, dpfreq, dkwave,iphi-obs
c real tempr, tempi
complex eincfreq, I1, 12, 13, 14, Fphi, uniti, phase
write(6,*) 'Calculating RCS...'
c**** Define unit imaginary number
uniti = (0.0,1.0)






c**** Determine labels for corners based on updatefreq
c**** llc = lower left corner, ulc = upper left corner
c**** lrc = lower right corner, urn = upper right corner






print *, 1, uic, urc, lrc, lbc
c**** with ground plane use image theory to gen. fields for lower half



























ceeeee*se**eeeeeaeaeaee* READ IN EXACT DATA
c open(unit=11,file='ez.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
c open(unit=12,file='hx.dat',status='unknown',form='formatted')
o open(unit=13,file='hy.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
c
c do 200 indexl = 1, llc-1
C read(11,*) tempr, tempi
C ezfreq(0,index1) = (tempr+(0.0,1.0)*tempi)
c read(12,*) tempr, tempi
c hxfreq(0,index1) = (tempr+(0.0,1.0)*tempi)
C read(13,*) tempr, tempi






c ezfreq(0,llc) = ezfreq(0,1)
c hxfreq(0,lc) = hxfreq(0,1)
o hyfreq(D,lbc) = hyfreq(0,1)
c
0eeeeeeee*e*e*ee*e**e**e END OF READING IN EXACT DATA
c**** loop through all freqs of interest.
do 10 fi = minf, maxf, stopf
C cfreq = low-freq+dfreq*(fi+0.0)
ce**ea**e
cee***e e
Note 1: tfreq = 0 if normal frequency.
tfreq = i (i=1..MNANG) cfreq(46,l) contains the true
freq.
Note 2: the monostatic angles calculated are always
inc-ang-45 .... , inc.ang+45 in 1 deg increments
Note 3: The variables dpfreq and dkwave are determined based


















do 20 indexi = 1, tot-time-steps
time = (indexl+0.0)*dt





c**** loop through all scattering angles of interest
c**** if mono-bi == 1, choose normal bistatic RCS angles
c**** in this case, phitobs and cphiobs are equal since the reported
c**** angle is the same as the angle used in the calculations.
c**** if mono-bi == 2, choose angles based on freqs for monostatic RCS
c**** in this case, phi.obs represents the monostatic angle we are
c*e*** trying to calculate the RCS at, while cphitobs represents the
c**** bistatic angle we use to approx the monostatic angle we need





phi-obs = inc.ang + freqlist(fi,2)-46.0
cphi-obs = 2ephi-obs-inc.ang
c********* verify that we are using the correct cfreq (debug mode)
if (abs(cfreq-dpfreq*(1.0/cos((phitobs-inc-ang)*
1 pi/180))).gt.tole) then












c*********************** INTEGRAL 4******* ********e***
0*****************************************
C**** Compute Integral over y' at x1









c*********e*********** INTEGRAL 3 *************
c******************************** ******************
c**** Compute Integral over x' at y2








0**** ****INTEGRAL 2* *********
****ComputeIn*e*ralovr * ************
****Compute Integral over y' at x2








********* *INTEGRAL 1* *********
C**** Compute Integral over x' at yi














c**** For use when reading in exact near field data.
c rcs = 2*pi*((cabs(Fphi))**2.0)
c**** Write out results (RCS given in dBm)
c**** Note extra column of zeros written out to allow compatibility





















c topcolor: location of top of colorbar
c nomcolorel: 1 less than # of colors in colorbar
parameter (numcolorse=128,topcolor=243)
c nctshift: = color table shift
parameter(nctshift = topcolor-numcolorsl)
parameter(ngray - topcolor-numcolorsl-l)
c hlevels = numcolors1/4
parameter (hlevels=numcolorl/4)
c center = 2*hlevels + 1/2
parameter (center = 2*hlevels + 0.5)
character frmt*30


















if (ia .lt. 0) ia=O







c WRITE- OUT- ALL -PARMS outputs to a file all important parameters used















write(10,*) 'max_x = 1, maxx,';'
write(10,*) 'maxzy = ', max.y,';'
write(10,*) 'delta = ', delta,';'
write(10,*) 'dt =, dt,';'
write(10,*) 'N = ', tot.time.steps,';'
write(10,*) 'incang = ', inc-ang,';'
write(10,*) 'modulate = ', modulate,';'
write(10,*) 'modfreq = ', modfreq,';'
write(10,*) 'delay = ', delay,';'
write(10,*) 'width = , width,';'
write(10,*)
write(10,*) 'width/dt = ', width/dt
write(10,*) 'stair-node-count = ', stair-node-count
write(10,*) 'sigmamax = ', sigmamax
write(10,*) 'xl,y1,x2,y2= ',xl,yl,x2,y2
if (include groundplane) then
write(10,*) 'rcs-nodes = ',2*(x2-xl)+4*y2-2+8*rcsspace+1
else
write(10,*) 'rcs-nodes = ', 2*(y2-yl)+2*(x2-xl)+8*rcsspace+1
end if
if (storefreq) then
write(10,*) 'lowfreq (GHz) = ', freqlist(1,1)/1.0e9
write(10,*) 'highfreq (GHz) ', freqlist(numfreqs,1)/i.0e9















C THIS ROUTINE PRODUCES A LINEAR XY PLOT.
C N IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED.
C NR IS THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE USED FOR THE Y-AXIS.
C NC IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE USED FOR THE X-AXIS.




DATA BLANK,STAR /1H ,lH*/
N1O=(NC-1)/10
WRITE(FID,500)





























IF(Y(I).GE.YU) GO TO 9












504 FORMAT ( 1X, 14(1H-), 1H., 10(5H----.), 10-
507 FORMAT(10X,11(F1O.4))
508 FORMAT (lX, F12.4,1IX, 1HI, 511A, 1HI
3002 FORMAT(4X,7HRB / ZB,4X,1HI,5(91,1HI))
END
The following, common.f, is used to create
the common blocks that are included in most
of the subroutines used by the 2D FD-TD TM
program.
c**** 2D FDTD H-polarization code ce*ee*
C**** COMMON.F 
c**** common.include file. Contains all global variable declarations.
c**** Variables changed to allocate memory








c*eeee**eOeNOT CHAGEeELOe eeee*ee*eeee eee *ee eeeee
ce*tee DO NOT CHANGE BELOW eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
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c**** Important contants






real delta, dt, sigma~max, reflection, ij
integer tot-time.steps, dummy, movie-step
logical store-movie





c**** Points 1 & 2 define the corners of a tot/field region
integer xl,yl,x2,y2
c**** Geometry data points
real xnodes(1:MAXNODES), ynodes(1:MAXNODES)
integer total-nodes, stair-nodescount,




1 NODEERROR, MAXXERROR, MAX-YERROR, MAXSTAIR.ERROR,
2 MAX-RCS-ERROR
parameter (NODE_ERROR=l, MAXXERROR=2, MAX-Y-ERROR=3,
1 MAXSTAIRERROR=4, MAXRCS-ERROR=5)
c**** Incident Wave parameters
real inc.ang, modfreq, sint, cost, delay, width
integer modulate
c**** Fields: TM Case
c**** Incident fields
integer MAXMCELLS


















































c**** Frequency domain points







C**** Maximum number of monostatic observation points. Currently




real low.phi, high-phi, dphi
c**** Fields Common Block ee***ee*
common hx, hy, ez,
1 ezxtt, ezytt, hxxtt, hyytt,
1 ezxbb, ezybb, hxxbb, hyybb,
1 ezxll, ezyll, hxxll, hyyll,
1 ezxrr, ezyrr, hxxrr, hyyrr,
1 ezxtr, ezytr, hxxtr, hyytr,
1 ezxtl, ezytl, hxxtl, hyytl,
1 ezxbr, ezybr, hxxbr, hyybr,
1 ezxbl, ezybl, hxxbl, hyybl,
1 totscat, Hinc, Einc, ezfreq,
1 hxfreq, hyfreq, freqlist
c**** Incident Wave Parms Common Block seseese
common inc-ang, modulate, modfreq,
1 sint, cost, delay, width
c**** Simulation & Grid Layout Common Block 5******
common delta, dt, tot-timesteps, storemovie, moviestep,
1 maxx, maxy, sigmamax, reflection,
2 x1, yl, x2, y2, xnodes, ynodes, total-nodes,
3 stair-zero, stair-node-count, errors, errorcount,
4 dummy, ij, include-ground-plane
c***
* 
Output variables common block
real max-field
common low-phi, high-phi, dphi, num-freqe,
1 minf, maxf, stepf, max-field, mono-bi
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D4 BOR PWE Program
The BOR PWE program calculates bistatic
radar cross sections of a PEC body of revolu-
tion with arbitrary cross section. The paraxial
direction may be specified in the ±2 directions.
The incident wave direction may be specified
independently of the paraxial direction. The
program can loop through a set of frequncies to
obtain the RCS over an extended bandwidth.
The following, pwe.f, contains the core sub-
routines for the BOR PWE including the in-
put routines, the range marching/linear sys-
tem setup subroutines, and the RCS calcula-
tion subroutine.
* PWE -- e
* This program uses the narrow angle BOR PWE technique to *
* calculate the bistatic RCS of BOA targets. The current *
* implementation restricts the paraxial direction to be in the *


















c5***************5* * es*e*ese*ee*ee ***c***cec****cee*eceeeeeeee* cc
c GETPRIMAARYINPUT gets info from user about geomfile name, incident









write(6,'(''*Enter geometry file name: '', 6)')
read(5,*) geomfile




write(6,'(''eMovie imgfile name: ', $)')
read(5,*) ifname
***** Open up file 'ifneme' for image storage
open(unit=15,file=ifname,status='unknown',form='formatted')
write(6,e) 'Erho=1, Ephi=2, Ez=3'





angle in degree: '', $)')
31 if (inc-ang.gt.360) then
inc-ang = inc-ang-360
goto 31






write(6,'(''*Enter lowest frequency of interest: '',$)')
read(5,*) start-freq









c write(6,'(''*Enter frequency for simulation: '', 6)')
c read(5,*) freq



















write(6,*) '1. Forward only'
write(6,*) '2. Backward only'
write(6,*) '3. Forward, then Backward'
34 write(6, '(''Select paraxial direction(s): ''.6)')
read(5,*) compforwscat






write(6,e) 'k*rho_max = ', heightkwave
write(6,*) 'k*rhomax*sin(thetai) = ', heightkwave*
1 sin(inc.ang)
write(6,'(''*Enter start mode: '', 6)')
read(5,*) smode
write(6,'(' 'Enter end mode: '', $)')
read(5,*) emode
end if
write(6,*) 'Bistatic RCS angles (in degrees)'
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dphi = high-phi-low-phi+1.0
else
write(6,'(''*Enter number of angles: '',)')
read(5,*) nang
dphi = (high-phi-low-phi)/ real(nang-1.0)
end if
write(6,'(''*Enter initial and final theta: '',$,$)')
read(5,*) lowtheta,high-theta
if (abs(low-theta-highktheta) .lt. tole) then
dtheta = high-theta-low-theta+1.0
else
write(6, '(''*Enter number of angles: '',$)')
read(5,*) nang





c COMPUTEJFORWARDFIELDS controls the computation of the forward









write(6,*) 'Beginning Forward range stepping'
c write(6,'(''*Enter step to record linsys at: '',)')
c read(5,*) step
step = 196
do 15 mode = smode, emode
write(6,*) 'Initializing fields for mode =', mode
call init-fields
open(unit=18,file='iter.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
do 20 nrange-step = 1,max-range-step
write(6,*) mode,nrange-step
call setup.lin.sys(nrange-stepmode)
if (nrange-step.eq.step) call write-out-lin-sys


















c COMPUTE- BACKFIELDS controls the computation of the backward









write(6,*) 'Beginning Backward range stepping'
c write(6,'(''*Enter step to record linsys at: '',$)')
c read(5,*) step
step = 196
do 15 mode = smode, emode
write(6,*) 'Initializing fields for mode = ' mode
call init-fields
open(unit=18,file='iter.dat',status='unknown',form='formatted')
do 20 nrange-step = max-range-step,1,-1
write(6,*) mode,nrange-step
call setup-lin-sys(nrange-step,mode)
if (nrange-step.eq.step) call writeout-lin-sys

















c SETUPLINSYS setups the wave equation linear system that enables
c the fields at range step 'nrange.step' to be solved for. It uses
c data stored in the geometry description variables to implement







integer nrange-step, k, point-type(0:(MALRCELLS+1)), pml.start
complex*16 tikdi, mtik, ptil, qptil, sptil, temp
complex*16 Erhoinc, Ephiinc, Ezinc, nz, nr
double precision ekwave
integer mode,palt,offdiagind
c**** calculate/set PML parameters
pmklstart = max-k-PML-DEPTH+l
pmlt = PMLDEPTH
c**** Size of matrix is (3*maxrk+6)x(3*max-k+6)
c tikdi = 1.0/(2.0*uniti*kwave*delta)
tikdi = (1.0/(2.0*uniti*kwave*delr))*(delz/delr)
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c**** Note that all fields calculated with the PWE method are scattered
c**** fields. Therefore to satisfy B.C. we use the fact that
c**** Etot = Escat + Einc = 0
C**** along the boundary for a PEC, therefore Escat = -Einc.
c**** Classify all points on current range step as either a















c**** The order that wtmatrix is called matters. Each row equation
c**** must be entered in order. In addition, the diagonal element
c**** of each row equation be must placed in the sparse matrix
c**** structure before the off diagonal terms for that row.
ce*eeee*eeeee*****eee*e*sERB0 TERMS**ee*eseeeee*eee*see*****
c**** Treat lower boundary conditions: essentially same as other free
c**** space equations except use 1st order representation of 2nd
c**** derivative in rho. assume position k=0.5
c temp = (1.d0,0.d0)
c call wtmatrix(nrange-step,rowr(0),colr(0),temp,offdiagind)









temp = tikdi*(-2*ONE + ONE/(0.5+ZERD))
call wtmatrix(nrangestep,rowr(0),colr(1),temp,offdiagind)
c***** Super-Super-superdiagonal portion (Ephi term)
temp = -tikdi*polarization*2.0*ONE*mode/((0.5+ZERO)**2)
call wtmatrix(nrangestep,rowr(0),colp(0),temp,offdiagind)
c**** Treat all other Erho fields
do 30 k=1,max_k
if (point-type(k).eq.0) then




























c******* Use boundary point condition equations.
*********** Enforce n x (Ei+psi) = 0, ie. tangential component is zero
c********** Ez and Erho components
nz = -(1.dO,0.dO)*cos(normsinf(pointtype(k),1))
nr = (1.dO,O.dO)*sin(normsinf(pointtype(k),1))
if (abs(nz).lt.1.e-6) nz = (O.dO,0.dO)
if (abs(nr).lt.1.e-6) nr = (O.d0,O.dO)
if (abs(nz).lt.1.e-6) then
print *,'n=',nrangestep, ' k=',k,' debug=' ,colr(k),
I I nz = ',nz,' nr= ',nr
c************* Place equations so that diagonal term is not zero.
























print *,'n=',nrangestep, ' k=',k,' debug=',colr(k),

















c temp = (1.d0,0.d0)
c call wtmatrix(nrange-step,rowp(0),colp(0),temp,offdiagind)









temp = tikdi*(-2*ONE + ONE/(0.5+ZERO))
call wtmatrix(nrange-step,rowp(0),colp(1),temp,offdiagind)
c***** Super-Super-superdiagonal portion (Erho term)
temp = tikdi*polarization*2.0*DNE*mode/((0.5+ZERO)**2)
call wtmatrix(nrange-step,rowp(0),colr(0),temp,offdiagind)
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if (point.type(k).eq.0) then




























c********** Use boundary point condition equations.













c temp = (1.dO,0.dO)
c call vtmatrix(nrangestep,rowz(0),colz(0),temp,offdiagind)









temp = tikdi*(-2*DNE + ONE/(0.5+ZERO))
call wtmatrix(nrange-step,rowz(0) ,colz(1),temp,offdiagind)
c**** Treat all other Erho fields
do 50 k=1,max-k
if (point-type(k).eq.0) then

























*********** Use boundary point condition equations.
c********** Enforce n x (Ei+psi) = 0, ie. tangential component is zero
c********** Ez and Erho components
nz = -(1.dO,0.dO)*cos(normsinf(point-type(k),1))
nr = (1.dO,0.dO)*sin(normsinf(point-type(k),1))
if (abs(nz).lt.1.e-6) nz = (0.dO,O.dO)
if (abs(nr).lt.1.e-6) nr = (O.dO,0.dO)
if (abs(nz).lt.1.e-6) then
c************* Place equations so that diagonal term is not zero.
c print *,'n=',nrange- step, ' k=',k,' debug=',colr(k),









































print *,'offdiagind = '.offdiagind
print *,'NNZ = , NNZ









common /matfco/ maxk, objk
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integer k







common /matfcn/ maxk, obj-k
integer k







common /matfcn/ maxk, obj-k
integer k







common /matfcn/ marxk, obj-k
integer k







common /matfcn/ maxk, obj.k
integer k







common /matfcn/ max-k, obj-k.
integer k







common /matfcn/ maxk, obj-k
integer k







common /matfcn/ max-k, obj-k
integer k







common /matfcn/ max-k, obj-k
integer k






integer maxjk, objk, rowdiv







integer ma~xk, objk, rowbcrz






c WTMATRIX writes the value temp to a given matrix structure that is
c hard-coded in this subroutine. Currently, subroutine write to a
c sparse matrix structure of the type specified the Numerical Recipes,
c Section






if (i.eq.-1) print *,'dummy statement to avoid inlining'
if (i.eq.0.AND.j.eq.O) then
c******* Initialize Matrix
do 10 m = 1,NMAX
do 20 n = 1,NMAIX
c Awave(m,n) = (0.0,0.0)
c Bwave(cmi(m,n)) = (0.0,0.0)
20 continue
10 continue
else if (i.eq.1.AND.j.eq.O) then
c******* Complete sparse matrix structure
ija(3*max-k+7) = offdiagind









offdiagind = offdiagind + 1
end if
c Awave(i,j) = temp
c Bwave(cmi(i,j)) = temp
else

















if (abs(sin(inc-ang)) .lt.sintole.AND.mode.eq.1) then
c Erhoinc = AMP*(Ehg*cos(inc-ang)+Evg*1.0)
if (comp-forw-scat.eq.2) Erhoinc = Erhoinc*
I exp(2euniti*kwave*zz)
else
















































c Ephiinc = AMP*(-Ehg*cos(inc-ang)+Evg*1.0)
if (comp-forwvscat.eq.2) Ephiinc = Ephiinc*
1 exp(2*uniti*kwave*zz)
else
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c SOLVETRILIN.SYS takes tridiagonal linear system stored in special
c matrix data structure A, and gives b' = inv(A)*b. Note that the
c solution vector is stored in the same array as the RHS vector b.
SUBROUTINE solve.trilinsys(Adiag, Asup, Asub, b, N)
implicit none
include 'common.f'
double complex Adiag(1:MAX.RCELLS), Asup(l:(MAXRCELLS-1)),
1 Asub(2:MAI.RCELLS), b(l:MAXRCELLS), pivot
integer N, i
c*** Note the definition of the subdiagonal defined with indices from
c*** 2... N
c*** Routine below works by using a simple Gaussian elmination
c*** technique for the specific case of a tridiagonal system.
c*** Forward Elmination.
do 10 i = 2, N
pivot = -Asub(i)/Adiag(i-1)
Adiag(i) = Adiag(i) 4 pivot*Asup(i-1)









c STORERCS.COMP saves the efield components on the Huygens' surface as
c well as those efields needed to calculate the hfield components on






























c**** now deal with the points to the left and right that enable H calc.








































c CALCHRCS-COMP calculates the H fields based on E fields calculated








write(6,e) 'Calculating H fields from E fields...
c**** Use differential form of Maxwell's modal equations to calculate H
ce*** Note, H fields calculated here are actually eta H. Also, note that
c**** kwave*eta = omega mu (OR abb. as kn=wu).
c**** In the following calculations, the index 'i' always refers to the
c**** physical locations (i.e. i=0, implies on axis).
c**** Forward and backward waves have exp(+ikz) and exp(-ikz) terms, so







c**** calculate all the Hrho fields




ce*** left hand side
k=1
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c**** right hand side
k=y2-yl+x2-xl


















c**** calculate all the Hphi fields
c**** -iwu hphi(k) = (d/drho)ez(k) - (d/dz)erho(k)
c**** by syometry
rcsHphi(mode,l) = (0.0,0.0)
rcsHphi (mode, 2*y2+x2-xl-1) = (0.0,0.0)









































c**** calculate all Hz points




c**** left hand side
k=1

















c**** right hand side
k=y2+(x2-x1)

















c READ-_INRCS-SURFACE.DATA reads in the field values over a Huygens'
c surface that was previously calculated that can be used to





double precision tempr, tempi
mode = 1
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RETURN
END
c WRITE-_OUTRCS.-SURFACE -DATA writes out the field values over the






write(6,*) 'Writing out rcs surface data...'
c**** Write out RCS surface data
open(unit=10,file='erfreq.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
open(unit=11,file='hrfreq.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')










do 65 mode = smode, emode
do 70 k=1,2*(y2-yl)+(x2-xl)+1
write(10,99) real(rcsephi(mode,k)), imag(rcsephi(mode,k))



















c CALCRCS calculates the RCS based on the near field data computed









complex*16 Escat-theta-A, EscatphiA, Escat-thetaB,
1 Escat.phiB, Escat-theta-C, Escat.phiC
complexe16 I1, 13, I5, ci, c2, c3, c4, c5, RCSc, At, Ap, A
real cz, rho, besselj, phasez, kps





c**** Add in phase components.



















































c**** Integrate over Huygens' surface
do 40 phi = low-phi,high-phi,dphi
sinp = sin(pi*(phi/180.))
cosp = cos(pi*(phi/180.))












C********** Three different integrals to evaluate
c3 = 2*pi*exp(uniti*mode*1.5*pi)
c4 = 2*pi*exp(uniti*(mode+1)*1.5*pi)
C* ******Integral A: zi -- > z2 -center integral at rO
rho = (y2-1.0)*delr



































































C********** Integral B: 0 -- > rO -left integral at z1
cz = xl*delz
ci = exp(-uniti*kvave*czecost)



























































































































At = Escat-thetaA + Escat-thetaB + Escat-thetaC













99 format(F12.7,1X,F6. 1, 1X,F6.1,11,F10.5,1I,E19.12,1X,F17.10)
RETURN
END
c SETUP.GEOMETRY setups all the parameters needed to run the simulation





integer index, round, xspacing, count
real maxxnode, max-y-node, min-x-node, minynode,
1 slope, xnodes(1:MALNODES), ynodes(1:MALNODES), sgn,
1 length, height, inttol, sgnx, sgny, slope2, cx, cy, err
parameter(inttol=le-5)
parameter(xspacing = 10)
o parameter(yspacing = 35)
write(6,*) 'Setting up geometry...'
write(6,'(''*Enter yspacing: '', $')
read(5,*) yspacing
write(6,'(''*Enter PMLDEPTH: '', $')
read(5,*) PMLDEPTH
c write(6, '(''*Enter alpha: '', $')
o read(5,*) alpha















c delz = delta









c print *,xnodes(index), ynodes(index)
10 continue
close(unit=10)







if (xnodes(index) .gt.max.x-node) max-x-node=xnodes (index)
if (xnodes (index).lt.minx.node) min-x-node=xnodes(index)
ynodes(index) = ynodes(index)
if (ynodes(index).gt .maxy-node) max-y-node=ynodes(index)




length = int((miaxxnode - min_x_node)/delz)+1
height = int((max.y-node - min-y-node)/delr)
heightkwave = height*delr*kwave
obj.k = height+3
print *,'length = ',length
print *,'height = ',height
max-range-step = round(2.0*xspacing + length)
max.k = round(yspacing + height)
if (max-range- step.gt.MAIZ.CELLS) then








xnodes(index) = xnodes(index) - min-x-node + xspacing*delz
ynodes(index) = ynodes(index) - min.y.node + delr
30 continue




count = count + abs(xnodes(index+l)-xnodes(index))/delz
else










c**** define RCS box for calculating far-fields,


















if (abs(xnode (index+1)-xnodes(index)).gt.inttol) then
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sgnx = sgn(xnodes(index+i)-xnodes(index))













count = count + 1
normssloc(count,1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc (count, 2) = round(real (cy/deir))








count = count + 1
normsloc(count,1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count,2) = round(real(cy/delr))








count = count + 1
normsloc(count,1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count,2) = round(real(cy/delr))










count = count + 1
normsloc(count,1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count,2) = round(real(cy/delr))









count = count + 1
err = cy-delr*round(real(cy/delr))
if (abs(err).lt.inttol) err = 0.0
normsloc(count, 1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count, 2) = round(real(cy/delr))


















count = count + 1
err = cy-delr*round(real(cy/delr))
if (abs(err).lt.inttol) err = 0.0
normsloc(count, 1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count, 2) = round(real(cy/delr))



























count = count + 1
normsloc(count, 1) = round(real(cx/delz))




















count = count + 1
normsloc(count,i) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count,2) = round(real(cy/delr))





















count = count + 1
normsloc(count,1) = round(real(cx/delz))
normsloc(count,2) = round(real(cy/delr))






























print *, 'after count=',count
goto 900
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open(unit=10,file='norms2.dat' ,status='unknown' ,form='formatted')
do 1001 index=l,stairjnode-count
c print *,'debug read', index
read(10,*) normsloc(index,1), normsloc(index,2), count
c print *,'debug read A', index
if (count.eq.RHOHAT) normsinf(index,1) = pi/2
if (count.eq.PMZHAT) normsinf(index,1) = 0.0
if (count.eq.CORHAT) normsinf(index,1) = 0.0




900 stair-node-count = stair-node-count














c SORTSTAIRCASE.DATA sorts the stair-zero array by the range index so
c that calc-inc-field subroutine can quickly find the cells that are






c**** Sort staircase points by range index
do 10 k = N-1,1,-1






c**** Figure out starting and ending indices of each range step





do 40 k = 1, N
newri = normsloc(k,1)
if (newri.ne.oldri) then

















































c REAL FUNCTION DIST.TOLINE returns the perpendicular distance from a




disttoline = abs((A*x+B*y-C)/sqrt(A**2.0 + B**2.0))
RETURN
END
c LOGICAL FUNCTION INSIDE_PEC(xlist,ylist,x,y) returns TRUE if the point



































c**** count the intersections
above = 0
below = 0



























































c INTEGER FUNCTION ROUND returns the integer nearest in absolute








else if (fpart.gt.0.0) then
round = ipart








o MEMORY-CHECK checks if enough memory has been allocated and reports









errors (errorcount) = MAIXRCS-RLERROR
end if
if ((2*(x2-x1)+2) .gt.MAXRCSAB-NODES) then
errorcount = errorcount+1




write(6,*) 'Insufficient memory to begin simulation. The'
write(6,*) 'following parameter(s) in the common.f file'





write(6,*) 'Set MAXNODES to at least' ,totalnodes
else if (id.eq.MAXZERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAX_Z_CELLS to at least' ,max-rangestep
else if (id.eq.MAXR.ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAXR.CELLS to at least',maxk
else if (id.eq.MAX_STAIR-ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAXSTAIRNODES to at least',
I stair-node-count
else if (id.eq.MAXRCS _ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAXRCSNODES to at least',
I (x2-xl)+2*(y2-yl)+l
else if (id.eq.MAXLRCS-AB-ERROR) then
write(6,*) 'Set MAX_RCSAB.NODES to at least',
I 2*(x2-xl)+2
else if (id.eq.MAXRCSRL_-ERROR) then









c WRITE-_OUTALL-PARMS outputs to a file all important parameters used













c WRITE.OUT.LIN.SYS writes out the linear that represents the

























write(10,*) 'maxrange.step = ', max-range-step,';'
write(10,*) 'maxk = ', maxk,';'
write(10,*) 'delz = ', delz,';'
write(10,*) 'delr ', delr,';'
write(10,*) 'inc-ang = , inc-ang*180/pi,';
write(10,'('' freq (GHz) = '', F6.3, '';'')') kwave*c/2.0/pi/1e9
write(10,*) 'kwave = ', kwave
write(10,*)
write(10,*) 'delz = lambda/',round(real(2*pi/kwave/delz))
write(10,*) 'delr = lambda/',round(real(2*pi/kwave/delr))
write(10,*) 'stairnodecount = ', stair-node-count
write(10,*) 'running modes, ', smode,' to ',emode
write(10,*) 'PMLDEPTH = ', PMLDEPTH
write(10,*) 'yspacing = ', yspacing
write(10,*) 'alpha = , alpha
write(10,*) 'beta = ', beta
write(10,*) 'x1,y1,x2,y2= ',xl,yl,x2,y2
write(10,*) 'rcsnodes = ', 2*(y2-y1)+(x2-xl)+1
if (comp-forw.scat.eq.1) then
write(10,*) 'Paraxial Direction = forward'
else if (compforwscat.eq.2) then
write(10,*) 'Paraxial Direction = backward'
else
write(10,*) 'Paraxial Direction = forw/back'
end if
if (polarization.eq.HORZ) then
write(10,*) 'HH RCS calculated'
else
write(10,*) 'VV RCS calculated'
end if
write(10,*) 'Geomfile used was', geomfile
write(10,*) 'low.freq (GHz) = ' freqlist(1,1)/l.0e9
write(10,*) 'highfreq (GHz) = , freqlist(num-freqs,1)/1.0e9
write(10,*) 'num.freqs = 1, maxf-minf+l
write(10,*)
write(10,*) 'Optimal memory settings...'
write(10,*)
write(10,*) 'MAINODES =', total_nodes
write(10,*) 'MAIZ_CELLS = ' maxrangestep
write(10,*) 'MAIR_CELLS = ' max-k
write(10,*) 'MAISTAIRNODES = ', stairnodecount
write(10,*) 'MAIRCSNODES = ', (x2-x1)+2e(y2-yl)+1
write(10,*) 'MAIXRCSAB_NODES = , 2*(x2-xl)+2
write(10,*) 'MAIRCS_RLNODES = , 4*y2
write(10,*) 'NMAI=3*MAI_R_CELLS+6 = ',3*max_k+6
C WRITTEN 2/14/74 BY J. M. PUTNAM DEPT 220 123877
C THIS ROUTINE PRODUCES A LINEAR IT PLOT.
C N IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED.
C NR IS THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE USED FOR THE Y-AIS.
C NC IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE USED FOR THE I-AXIS.








































c WRITE-OUTIMAGE writes out the values of the chosen efield component





c**** imagefieldtype = 1 -- > Record Erho field
c**** imagefieldtype = 2 -- > Record Ephi field
c**** imagefieldtype = 3 -- > Record Ez field
if (imagefieldtype.eq.1) then
do 10 k = 1,maxk+2
write(FN,99) real(efields(k)), imag(efields(k))
10 continue
else if (imagefieldtype.eq.2) then
do 20 k = max-k+3, 2*maxzk+4
write(FN,99) real(efields(k)),imag(efields(k))
20 continue
else if (imagefieldtype.eq.3) then



























IF(Y(I).GE.YU) G0 TO 9











504 FORMAT ( 11, 14(1H-), 18., 10(5H----.), 1H-
507 FORMAT(1OX,11(F1O.4))
508 FORMAT (1X, F12.4,1X, 1HI, 51lA, 1HI
3002 FORMAT(4X,7HRB / ZB,4X,1HI,5(9X,1HI))
END
The following, bicgstab.f, contains the sub-
routines used to implement the stablized bicon-
jugate gradient method, an iterative technique





































write(*,*) 'finished, no iterations, RHS all zeros'
return
end if
else if (itol.eq.2) then
call asolve(n,b,z,0)
bnrm=snrm(n,z,itol)





write(*,*) 'finished, no iterations, RBS all zeros'
return
end if
else if (itol.eq.3.or.itol.eq.4) then
call asolve(n,b,z,0)
bnrm=snrm(n,z,itol)











pause 'illegal itol in linbcg'
endif
















































































c write (*,*) ' iter=',iter,' err=',err
if(err.gt.tol) goto 100
endif
write (*,*) I iter=',iter,' err=',err
c**** if solution diverged then return xmin out of all iterations
if (err.gt.tol) then
write(,.) I iterminerr=',iterminerr,' minerr=',minerr






























C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ]2+r9,6)!.
c**** Computes the product of the sparse matrix structure (ija,sa)
















c****** calculate b=At*x where At is conjugate tranpose of A

























C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ]2+r9,6)!.
The following, common.f, is used to create
the common blocks that are included in most
of the subroutines used by the BOR PWE pro-
gram.
ce*** common.include file. Contains all global variable declarations.
ce*** Variables that can be changed to allocate memory
integer MAIR.CELLS, MAIXZ-CELLS, MAXNODES, MAIXSTAIRNODES,
1 MAI.RCSNODES, NMAX, MAI.RCSAB-NODES, MAIXRCSRLNODES,










c**** maximum number of nonzeros. computed as follows:
C**** tridiagonal terms: 3*(3*MAXRCELLS+6)-2
c**** super-super terms: 2*(2*MAZ.R.CELLS+4)






c**********************STATIC VARIABLE DECLATIONS BELOW*****************
c**** Important contants




double precision tole, pi, ONE, ZERO
parameter(tole = 1.0e-13, pi=3.14159265358979)
parameter(ZERO=0.dO, ONE=1.dO)
c**** sa,ija -- sparse matrix structure for wave matrix






c**** rcsErho,rcsEphi,rcsEz -- vectors contains fields along a surface















real start-freq, end-freq, dfreq
double precision delz, delr
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double precision delta, kwave, incang, heightkwave
integer maxk, max-range-step, polarization, HORZ, VERT,
1 RHOBAT, PMZHAT, CORHAT, INHAT, obj-k, Ehg, Evg,
2 smode, emode
parameter(HORZ=+1, VERT=-1, RHOHAT=i, PMZHAT=2, CORHAT=3, INHAT=4)
c**** Geometry data points
integer total-nodes, stair-node-count, xl,x2,y1,y2,
2 normsloc(1:MAX_STAIRNODES,1:2),
3 range.index(1:MAX.Z.CELLS,1:2)
c**** contains info about angle of norm and length correction.
real normsinf(1:MAXSTAIRNODES,1:2)
c**** Error buffer and error types
integer errorcount, errors(10),




c**** Determines if image is to be stored.
logical store-image
integer imagefieldtype, comp-forw.scat, yspacing
c**** Bistatic calculation information
double precision low-phi, high-phi, dphi, low-theta, high-theta,
1 dtheta
c**** PML parameters
double precision alpha, beta
c**** Common Blocks
common /matfcn/ max-k, obj-k
common delta, kwave, maxrange-step
common /newstf/ heightkwave, smode, emode
common /incan/ inc-ang, store-image, compforv-scat, delz, delr,
1 Ehg, Evg
common /spar/ sa, ija
common /bist/ low-phi, high-phi, dphi, low-theta, high-theta,
1 dtheta
c common /Aw/ Awave
c common /B/ Bwave
common /erho/ rcserho, rcsephi, rcsez, Efields, imagefieldtype
common /hrho/ rcshrho, rcshphi, rcshz, rcsEphiab, rcsEphihrl,
1 rcsErho-rl, rcsEzab, PMLDEPTH, yspacing
common /pml/ alpha, beta
c**** Common Geometry Block Variables
common total-nodes, stairnode-count, errorcount, normsloc,
1 errors, xl,x2,yl,y2, rangeindex, polarization, geomfile,
2 normsinf
common start-freq, end-freq, dfreq
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